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WASHINGTON. Nov. 21 (AP) — U.S.
President Ronald Reagan would be inter-
ested in the private conversation that Soviet
President Leonid Brezhnev proposed six

months ago if it had “a high probability of
success.” a White House official says.

“The state of U.S.-Soviet relations would
have to be in such a state that a meeting of this
sort would be appropriate,” said the official,

who asked not to be identified.

In a letter dated May 25 and released Fri-

day by the Soviet embassy, Brezhnev pro-
posed “honesty and constructive negotia-
tions, as well as a search for mutually accept-
able solutions of practically all major ques-

tions existing between us.

“These proposals of ours contain no ruse

or any ulterior motives,” Brezhnev wrote.
“ And I would like you to accept them pre-

cisely in this way and with no bias.”

The embassy said it released Brezhnev's
letter because Reagan, on Wednesday,
quoted from his own letter to Brezhnev last

April.

In his foreign policy speech Wednesday,
Reagan said that while he was recovering

from his gunshot wound last April he wrote to

Brezhnev asking: “Should we not be con-

cerned with eliminating the obstacles which
prevent our people... from achieving their

most cherished goals?” . .

Brezhnev responded that“we do not seek

confrontation with the U.S.A. nor do we wish

to infringe upon legitimate American inter-

ests."

“What we seek is different," he said. “We
wish peace, cooperation, a sense of mutual
trust and benevolence between the Soviet

Union and the United States of America."

Among the items that Brezhnev suggested
the two leaders discuss during their "private

conversation" were “restraining the arms
race, eliminating the most dangerous sources

of tension in various areas of the world or

measures for confidence-building and
developing a mutually beneficial coopera-

tion”

Some administration officials say a summit
meeting between Reagan and Brezhnev is

likely next year, but otbers say no^urarait win

be agreed to until intensive preparations have

been made and there are indications it would

be fruitful.

“The president would be interested in such
a meeting at the proper time,” the White
House official said.*" It would have to be care-

fully prepared for. It would have to have a

high probability of success.”

Brezhnev also said that “such a summit
should be well- prepared.”

The Soviet leader said the Carter administ-

ration was responsible for the “lion's share”

of the deterioration in relations between the

two countries and“for some reason orothef
Reagan was following the same path.

“Try Mr. president, to see what is going on
through our eyes," Brezhnev wrote.

“Attempts are being made to revitalize the

U.S. -made military and political alliances:

new bases are being added to those which

already exist thousands of kilometers from
the U.S. A. and are aimed against our
country: The American military presence

abroad, in general is being increased and
expanded: Large areas of the world are being

declared spheres of vital interest to the

U.S.A.

“Nobody even asks if the peoples inhabit-

ing those areas wish to be under the patron-

age of other countries," Brezhnev said.

He added: “One must not believe that if

something is good for the U.S.A., then it also

has to be good for others.”

Reagan's call for sharp reductions in

nuclear forces set the stage for a prolonged

propaganda debate with Brezhnev.

"This is tiie year of sincerity, who is more
sincere than the other,” said an administra-

tion official, assessing. Reagan's proposal

and the initial, predictably critical, response

in the Soviet press. " It is a battle for Western

Europe."
Behind Reagan’s dramatic appeal

Wednesday to the Kremlin to avoid “the

dread threat of nuclear war” is a determina-

tion to seize the mitiave from the Soviet

leader. Brezhnev has been preaching arms
control while Reagan was talking about

limited nuclear,war in Europe. And all the

world was listening.
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tional audience his personal commitment to

try to cap the nuclear arms race.

Brezhnev visits Bonn today
BONN. Nov. 21 (AFP) — The visit of

Soviet President Leonid Brezhnev to Bonn
points to the “privileged character' of West

Germany’s relations with the Soviet Union at

a time when Moscow ison the outs with most

other Western capitals, according to political

observers.

Brezhnev, scheduled to arrive Sunday on a

three-day state visit, will be making his third

trip to Boon and his first visit to West since

the Soviet intervention in Afghanistan in

1979.
Paris has ruled oat high-level contacts as

long as Soviet troops remain in Afghanistan,

and London has taken a similar position. As a

result, the West German press points out,

Moscow is turning to Bonn to discuss Euro-

pean security one week before Soviet-U.S.

arms talks opeu in Geneva on Nov. 30

(related story on back page).

Bonn's pivotal role has not affected its

standing in the North Atlantic Treaty Organ-
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ization, however. A government spokesman
stressed Thursday that Chancellor Helmut
Schmidt does not intend to play the mediator

between the two superpowers but rather, as a

U.S. ally, explain the alliance's position to

Soviet leaders.

The 1955 meeting in Moscow between

former Chancellor Konrad Adenauer and

then Soviet Prime Minister Nikolai Bulganin

opened high-level contacts between the two

countries. But it was not until a meeting 15

years later that a treaty renouncing force and

recognizing World War II boundaries norm-

alized Soviet-West German relations.
.

The treaty, signed in August 1970 in

Moscow by former West German Chancellor

Willy Brandt and former Prime Minister

Alexei Kosygin, launched the so-called

“ostpolitik", or detente with Moscow, that

has become firmly implanted in West Ger-

man policies — both political and economic.

Bonn's special relationship was confirmed

once again Friday when West Germany,

despite strong objections by Washington,

became Moscow’s first Western trade partner

by agreeing to buy 1 0,000 million cubic met-

ers (13,600 million cubic yards) of Siberian

natural gas annually for 25 years. The deal

was called “the contract of the century”.
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Trial adjourned

FEZ, Morocco Nov. 21 (R) — Arab

foreign ministers are due io meet here Sun-

day to set an agenda for Wednesday's Arab
summit when the Saudi Arabian Middle

East peace plan is likely to dominate discus-

sions.

Saudi Arabian Minister of Foreign Aff-

airs Prince Saud AI-Faisal arrived here for

the two-day foreign ministers meeting. Dur-

ing this meeting procedural maneuvering
will take place between supporters and

opponents of the plan. Arab diplomats said.

Saudi Arabia will seek backing for their

eight-point project, which calls for Israeli

withdrawal to pre- 1 967 borders and crea-

tion of a Palestinian state.

The Saudi Arabian proposals, which

support the right of states of the region to

live in peace," have been referred to the

summit by the six-nation Gulf Cooperation
Council.

The steadfastness and confrontation

front, grouping Libya. Syria, Algeria, South

Yemen and the PLO. has been expected to

fight the plan, but a meeting of front foreign

ministers in Aden earlier this week made no
mention of it in its final communique,
suggesting possible disagreements.

The French-language Moroccan daily Le

Matin du Sahara said Major Abdel-Salam
Jalloud. would attend an behalfof President

Muammar Qaddafi. Moroccan Foreign

Minister Muhammad Bouceta said Libyan

authorities had advised they would send a

delegation but there was no immediate

indication who would head it.

There has been no word of other Arab
leaders boycotting the summit.
Under present Arab league regulations,

only unanimous decisions are binding on all

members, while majority decisions are

binding only on those members which vote
for them. The league decided this week to
shelve a proposal to have majority decisions
binding on all members.

Plans for the foreign ministers to discuss

the proposed change in regulations were
scrapped and their meeting, tentatively

scheduled to start Saturday, was fixed

instead for Sunday.
The other major topic expected for the

summit will be the future of relations with
Egypt — expelled from the Arab League in

1979 for making peace with Israel —
following death of President Anwar Sadat
last month.

Also to be discussed is rising tension in

south Lebanon. Arab diplomatic sources

said other issues will range from the

announced U.S.-lsraeli strategic coopera-
tion agreement to Arab relations with
Europe, the U.S. and African states.

Meanwhile, Syrian Foreign Minister

Abdel- Halim Khaddam was quoted Satur-

day as saying he did not believe conditions

existed for the achievement of a Middle
East settlement.

Interviewed by the Paris-based weekly
magazine At -Mostakbal, Khaddam said:

“The Ltaited States does not want a settle-

ment in the region. America wants to

impose a surrender solution on the Arabs.”

Court probes
charge in Sad
CAIRO. No\. 21 (Rl — The supreme -..Is.:,-.'.:,

military court Saturday adjourned the trial oi .. • *'

four men accused of assassinating President i . ;

Anwar Sadat and 2(i others charged willi

plotting his murder. The case was suspended >m .i,

until Nov. ?ll after defense lawyers protested . , is. .

that the accused had been tortured by polio. ',,•!•

interrogators and demanded their rele.i-i. *
(

uted
from solitary confinement. i .t.,;u.r. u-.

The three military judges sitting in ;»

vv.s«».iro*

heavily- guarded court room at a military l».«r- V'** ,J,: *

racks outside Cairo ordered medical c\:imi- F- :.e .

nations on four of the accused to check the I
*" •I ’

allegations of tenure. They said an adjourn-
•••

ment was also needed to give the deleuse '‘’’d the n.

lawyers time to study the indictment.
"

The defendants, huddled behind bars in a i iie d*»:e,

row of fourcages in a specially- built dock, .ill put m iiie ..

face possible death sentences. They chatted court on..;!

excitedly, joked and occasionally chanted sewed
slogans as they waited for the hearing to start. One l-:

”We are prepared to sacrifice our lives lor
v

religion. Unless religion regains its g!or\ the iu.

Wood will be shed." they shouted in unixm. I
1 '-*

1' 1
'

4 ; ;

Guards let the chanting continue tor a mimile * : ~

before waring for silence. m.ii.iv i «*.;•

One of the accused, posing for loreign tiicy :: -sl

cameramen, put his fist through the bars .iitd J -

cried: “I shot the pharaoh."
~ Lrge ‘•'in.-.

Sadat was gunned down as he took the oi.mge km.
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For a nuclear-free Europe

Massive peace rally halts Amsterdam
AMSTERDAM. Nov. 21, (Agencies) -

More than a quarter of a million people

brought the center of Amsterdam to a stan-

dstill Saturday in one of the largest anti-

nuclear demonstrations ever seen in Europe.

Virtually all traffic was baited as crowds

which police said were at least 280,000-

strong marched through the Dutch capital,

chanting slogans demanding the reversal of a

i4/viu M.ui&ion u> »,ast 5/2 medium-range
nuclear missiles in Western Europe.

The rally organizers said the turnout could

be as high as 400,000. Demonstrators came

on special trains and more than 2,000 buses

U.S. develops

new nuclear fuel
ALBUQUERQUE, New Mexico. Nov.

21 (AP) — Los Alamos National Labor-

atory Researchers say they have made a

breakthrough in the development of an

advanced type of fuel for breeder reactors.

The fuel, a carbide compound of uran-

ium and plutonium has four times the

potential energy of the fuel now used in

nuclear power plants researchers said.

The project leader of the fuel develop-

ment program, Bruce Matthews, said Fri-

day that tests at an experimental breeder

reactor in Idaho Falls, Idaho, showed that

a little less than half a pound ofthe carbide

fuel produced energy equivalent to 200
barrels of oil, enough electricity to serve a

300-home community for a month.

from all over Europe to hear speakers

denounce the NATO derision-and demand a
nuclear-free Europe. Bearing- placards and
mock nuclear missiles, they then set off on
two separate routes through the city.

Saturday s rally, organized largely by the

powerful Inter-Church Peace Council (IK.V),

win back demands for NATO to reverse a

1979 agreement to -base 572 medium-range
missiles in Western Europe, 48 of which are

destined for the Netherlands.

Hundreds of buses have poured into the

city since early morning, m3Jiy of them from
West Germany and Belgium, and the

national railways reported difficulty incoping
with the huge numbers of extra travellers.

A spokesman for the railways said about

70,000 people had already come into the city

by train and thousands more stranded at out-

lying stations watched overcrowded trains

pass through without stopping.

“There is hardly enough space left on the

square to make room for the marchers com-
pleting the routes,” said police spokesman
Bernard Dijkhuizen. He said authorities cal-

culated that 210,000 people had arrived by

.
public transport alone to join the slow and
sombertrek along the canal- line streets ofthe

17th-Century city-center.

Jazz bands and folk groups serenaded the

marchers from podiums along the routes, one
six- kilome ters (3.7 miles) and one stretched

to 6.5 kilometers (4 miles). The crowd car-

ried banners with slogans such as "No bat-

tlefields in Europe" and“Take the toys away
from the boys.” In the south of the country

people set lighted candles in their windows to

bear witness to peace, the national radio news

service reported. Church bells tolled as thc

raarchers arrived on dam square.

“It’s a disgrace that billions of dollars .ire

spent on weaponry instead of making the

world a livable place, without hunger and in

complete peace,” said Wim Kok. head of the

largest Dutch labor federation.

The weather was overcast but dry and rela-

tively warm, about lu degrees celsius (50
fahrenheit) as endless rows of trams dis-

gorged protesters arriving at the edge of the

city by train and bus. Police patrolled the

peaceful demonstration on foot and bicycle,

and hawkers set up stands selling anti-nuclear

buttons and posters — and sandwiches.

Similar demonstrations in West Germany,
France, Belgium, Britain and Italy last month
brought hundreds of thousands of people
onto the streets. The two-month-old Dutch
coalition government, which is deeply
divided on the question of nuclear arms, said

at the beginning of the week that it would not

meet its December deadline for deciding
whether to accept the 48 cruise missiles.

Prime Minister Dries Van Agt said the

government had to delay its decision because
there bad been almost no arms control talks

since NATO drew up the plans.

His Christian Democratic Party wants u»
see progress in the Geneva arms talks

between the U.S. and the Soviet Union.,
starting Nov. 30. before deciding.

But its coalition partners, the Labor Party

and the lefr-of-center Democrat "66, who
are both among tbe organizers of Saturday s

demonstration, favor a unilateral initiative b>

the Netherlands as a first step toward multil-

ateral disarmament.
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U.S. money runs out, offices could close
WASHINGTON. Nov. 21 (AFP) — The

federal government technically went into

default early Saturday, raising the specter of

paralysis in hundreds of federal offices next

week. The government's money ran out at

midnight (0500 GMT), when a joint com-
mittee of the Senate and House of Represen-

tatives failed to reach agreement on an

emergency spending bill that would allow

public services to continue.

White House spokesman Larry Speakes

said the House- Senate differences left the

government no choice but to begin closing

federal offices. He said even the White House
press service would cease functioning until a

compromise is reached.

Defense, security and health services

would continue, he said, but most other fed-

eral offices may remain closed on Monday.

Earlier Friday, the Senate approved the

spending bill after agreeing to a reduction of

$3.3 million in the $4.17 billion in expendi-

tures it had called for through March 31 of

next year.

But a House version, passed last Monday,
conflicted with the Senate bill, and the joint

committee trying to iron out the differences

met through the night. A new meeting was set

for Monday.
The two chambers disagreed on additional

budget cuts called for by President Ronald

Reagan. The House had voted for some of

the $3.3 million in cuts to come from a two

percent reduction in defense spending, while

the Senate passed a version that called for

those cuts to come from domestic programs.

Reagan is prepared to veto the the House

version. Senate majority leader Howard
Baker (R- Tenn.) said. It would be the presi-

dent's first veto since' taking office 10 months

The prospect ofhaving to remain closed for
lack of money, or of tens of thousands of
employees being asked to work without pay.
met with widely varying reactions here. The
Labor Department cancelled all scheduled
staff trips outside the capital, and a Com-
merce Department official said: “If there's

no money Monday, it seems we're going to

have to close up shops."

A Treasury Department source was more
jovial about the problem. ‘'If we have no
more money to spend, well, we could always
keep going by borrowing, ’* he said.

In some offices, circulars have been issued
noting that employees could work on a volun-

tary basis, without pay.
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Brazil seeks closer economic links
RIYADH, Nov. 21 (SPA) — Brazilian

rinance Minister Eraane Galveas held a
senes of meetings with top Saudi Arabian
officials shortly after his arrival on a three-
day visit here Saturday.

The minister held talks with Finance and
National Economy Minister Sheikh Muha-
mmad Aba Al-Khail who bad welcomed him
and the accompanying delegation at the
airport upon arrival.

The meeting discussed further promotion
economic cooperation between the two
countries. The Brazilian minister expressed
his country' s keenness to increase its exports
to the Kingdom, either manufactured goods,

agricultural products orcontracting services.

The meeting was attended by Sheikh
Abdul Aziz AI-Quraishi, Saudi Arabian
monetary agency governor, and other
Finance and National Economy Ministry

officials. The Brazilian side included the

ambassador to the Kingdom. Selso Denis,

and governor of central bank and other
senior officials.

Aba Al-Khail said after the meeting that

the Kingdom welcomes Brazilian exports as it

has a free and open market. The issue

depends on the activity of the private sector,

he added. However, he said the scope isopen
for Brazilian exporters to increase their

exports and compete with businessmen from
other countries.

Aba Al-Khail said that he presented this

view to the Brazilian minister. He added that

the Kingdom's welcomed to Brazilian contr-

actors' activities, especially if it is carried out

in cooperation with Saudi Arabian contrac-

tors. He hoped that joint contracting compa-

nies would be set up by businessmen of the

two countries.

Later, GaJveas met with Commerce Minis-

ter Dr. Soliman Al-Solaira. They dealt with

developing commercial cooperation between
their countries and the need to urge Saudi

Arabian and Brazilian businessmen to

further cooperation and benefit from each

Other in trade exchange and expertise.

The Brazilian minister will depart for Jed-
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Arabian Bulk Trade Ltd,
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A reliable source for all your
cement requirements.

*AII kinds of cement.
*Prompt supply.

AIMF Your friend in all your
cement needs.

The International Co.

for Building Materials Ltd.

OFFERS YOU THE BEST BUY
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Building Materials,

Access and Support
Scaffolding, Formwork
and Concrete Additives.
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Central Province:

P.O.Box 16896, Riyadh
Tel: (01) 4786168/4789323
Telex: 203106 BNEXRD SJ.

dah Sunday where he is to hold more talks

with businessmen before leaving for home
Monday.

Industry and Electricity Minister Dr.

Ghazi Alsosaibi also received the Brazilian

delegation later In the day.The meetingdealt

with cooperation in industry and electricity,

especially the supply ofraw materials by Bra-
zil for the Kingdom's basic industries. They
specifically centered on iron ore supply for

the Jubail iron and steel project.

Few months ago, an agreement was signed

between the Kingdom and Brazil under

which the latter is to supply iron ore. The
agreement was signed by Algosaibi during a

visit to Brazil.

Algosaibi revealed that the Kingdom is

negotiating another iron ore agreement at

present with a Brazilian firm. Hie also said that

during the meeting, attended by Deputy
Minister Dr. Fuad Al-F arsi, they discussed

increasing the scope of participation for Braz-

ilian companies.

Hyatt personnel
given promotion

By a Staff Writer

JEDDAH, Nov. 21 — The Hyatt Interna-

tional Corp. announced Saturday a number
of personnel promotions. Pierre Bernard was
named area director in the Middle East for

the Hyatt International Hotel; Saleh Irani

wac anoointed Hyatt' s area director of public
relations in the Middle East; Antoin Sokfaon

was appointd director of sales arid marketing

in the Middle East and Maurice Malkoun was
appointed manager of the Hyatt Regency
here.

FOR SALE
Because of end of project we sell

in original condition of manufacture:

1) Electrical cables

2) Electrical accessories

3) Galvanized pipes

4) Miscellaneous

Interesting prices. Interested buyers

may contact:

G.TJUI. INTERNATIONAL
JEDDAH PORTSTAGE-IV,
Tel: 8368881-6366891-6366679

Ext 118.
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Ports see heavy

unloading activity
JEDDAH. Nov. 21 (SPA) — The nav-

igation activity at Jeddah's Islamic Port

sawabusy day Friday as28 shipscalled in.

Twenty-one ships entered the port Thurs-

day, bringing to shore 80,448 tons of

commodities and building materials,

acording to officials Saturday.

Meanwhile, Dammam's King Abdul

Aziz Port had an average of 25 ships cal-

ling in during the past two days. The total

tonnage of goods unloaded reached

140.084 tons.
.
_

Steel mill urges use of local product
JEDDAR Nov. 21 (SPA) — Jeddah's

Iron and Steel Rolling Mill has requested

government departments to make companies

and contractors involved m public projects

adhere to the use oflocal company’s iron and
steel products.

According to the mill’s assistant director

general. Abdul Mohsen Al- Utaibi Saturday,

the mill processes its products according to

the latest specification. The factory's produce

reached 50.000 tons since it starred commer-
cial production 10 months ago.

Utaibi said that the factory isoperating at a

monthly capacity of 6,000 tons. Its overall

sales have reached 46,000 tons during the 10
months, he added. The national factory,

manned by 1 53 technicians, of which 73 per-

cent are Saudzs, supplies its output to the
Royal Commission for Jubail and Yanbu.
The factory also supplies tp some of the
Communications Ministry’s projects, Utaibi

said.

The factory* is keen to recruit highly qual-

ified technicians in the field of iron and steel,

with the aim of training Saudi Arabian
personnel. The move is part of a program to
train nationals on the job, according to the

assistant director general. . .
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GOSI to introduce job
hazards benefit branch

aiabneros Local.

Pakistan opens Sharia court

PACE 3

RIYADa Nov. 21 (SPA)— The General
Organization of Social Insurance (GOSI) has
decided to introduce the occupational haz-
ards benefit branch into practical application
as ofApril 24, 1 982, officials announced Sat-
urday.

The occupational hazards insurance win
secure treatment and compensation for
workers exposed to injuries or occupational
illnesse, GOSI Governor Sheikh Muhammad
AJ-Fayez said Saturday. The new branch of
the social insurance system will be applied in
Riyadh, Jeddah and Dammam.
The decision was taken during the GOSI

board meeting under Labor and Social Aff-

Mansouri meets
with U.S. envoy
RIYADH, Nov. 21 (SPA) — Communica-

tions Minister Sheikh Hussein Mansouri
received U.S. Ambassador Richard Murphy
here Saturday. During the meeting, they
reviewed cooperation between the ministry

and the U.S. departments of roads and trans-

port.

They also discussed the development of
road construction.The U.S. ambassador
expressed admiration for the progress
achieved by Saudi Arabia m regard to road
building.

Mansouri also met with Peter De Man,
permanent secretary of the U.S. department
of transport and communications. Coopera-
tion between the Kingdom's ministry and the

U.S. transport department was reviewed dur-

ing the meeting.

Contract for wells let
RIYADH, Nov. 21 (SPA) — The Agr-

icutlture and Water Ministry awarded Satur-

day a contract for digging IS wells for fresh

water in various pans of the country. The
SR15.7- million contract calls for the comple-
tion fo work in a period of four to 12 months,
it was reported. The project is part of the
ministry’s plans to provide water to all rural

and urban areas across the Kingdom.

airs Minister Sheikh Ibrahim Al-AnqarL The
Kingdom's other social insurance system
benefit is the annuities branch which covers

payments for retirement, non-occupational

diabiiity, and in special cases, lump-sum
payments.

Fayez said that as a first phase, about
1 25,000 workers from 200 institutions will be
enrolled in the occupational hazards insur-

ance system. He added that GOSI board has
decided to extend the period ofgrace given to

companies, which had not enlisted their

workers in the insurance system, to rectify

their position. However, the board made it

conditional that companies come forward for

the rectification before April 23, 1982.
The GOSI governor added that the board

also decided to open an office in Hail to serve

workers there. Several other decisions also

were reached during the meeting, including

development of medical services at the

national hospital. The decision calls for pro-

viding the hospital with latest medical
equipment in the context of the expansion
program going on the hospital's clinics and
divisions.

GOSI was founded in 1973. The delay in

implementing the occupational hazards
branch occurred because the branch required
imrpove'd medical facilities.

By a Staff Writer

JEDDAH, Nov. 21 — Pakistan has cre-

ated an Institute of Federal Sharia Court, to

deal with Islamic laws, according to Raja
Muhammad Zafaml Huq, minister of infor-

mation. He told Arab News Saturday that the

court consists of five judges and three ulema

(with high court judge status), and isempow-
ered to strike down any law partially or

Totally if h goes against the tenets of Holy
Quran or Sunnah.

“ Anyone can approach the court for assist-

ance. It maintains a long list of jurists to help
the poor who cannot afford to pay the
lawyer' s fees. In that case the court will allot

an advocate for him to help fight his case at
the government’s -expense,” the minister

said.

Describing the Islamization process in the

country, be said the government has estab-

lished a separate university exclusively for

women, to discourage co-education. “There
are separate schools and colleges for boys and
girls. Earlier, there was no separate univ-

ersity for women, but this time drawback

process has now been overcome, Huq said.

About Afghan problem, he said there are
about 2.5 million refugees in the country and
more keep coming. Whenever insurgence
increases the number of refugees coming
from that country goes up to 75,000 per
month, Huq added.
The information minister said that media
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ABU DHABL Nov. 21 (WAM) —
Turkey's Deputy Prime Minister Torgut Ozal
arrived here from Tripoli Saturday a three-

day official visit. During his stay, Ozal will

hold talks with UAE officials on economic
cooperation and trade exchange. The Turk-
ish official is accompanied by eight officials of

the finance, planning and foreign affairs min-
istries and the central bank. He said that bis

tour was aimed at consolidating cooperation

among countries extening from Pakistan to

Morocco. He pointed out to the increased

economic relations between the UAE and

Turkey. Ozal arrived from Tripoli after

attending meetings of the joint economic
committee between Libya and Turkey. He
said there are 1 00,000 Turkish workers in the

Gulf and Jordan.

He Reaffirmed his country’s stand on the

Arab-Israeli conflict and added that his

country supports the legitimate Arab rigths

and recognizes the PLO as the sole represen-

tative ofthe Palestinian people. He said there

is a PLO office in Turkey and a permanent
representative there. Concluding be praised

the Saudi Arabian, Middle East peace plan,

and said it contains positive points to the

solution of the crisis.

BAHRAIN. Nov. 21 (R) — Bahrain plans

to build two later desalination plants by 1986
at a cost of$280 million. PublicWorks Minis-

ter Majid Al-Jis&i said Saturday. The pro-

posed projects will produce 40 million gal-

lons per day.

The United Arab Emirates has donated a

third plant to Bahrain which will cost $46
million and produce five million gallons per
day, he told reporters. He said four Gulf
countries — Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia
and the UAE — in which water is scarce and
ofi abounds, own at present 60 percent of the
world's water desalination capacity.

ABU DHABI, Nov. 21 (WAM) — Said
Salman, minister of education and youth and
chairman of Emirates university’s supreme
council, opened the meetings of the U.N.
university council here Saturday. The meet-
ing was attended by Dean of the U.N. Univ-
ersity Dr. Abdul Salim Al-Majali and tbe 24
members of the university's coonciL Salman
welcomed the nniversity council in the name
of UAE President Sheikh Zayed ibn Sultan
AI-Nahyan and his government.

ABU DHABL Nov. 21 (WAM) -
Cypriot Minister of Industry and Commerce
Constatinos Kittis held here Saturdaya meet-
ing with AJ-Shaiba AI-Hamfli, undersecret-

ary at the ministry of petroleum and mineral

resources, dealing with closer energy co-

operation. Kittis. who arrived earlier this

week, held talks with various UAE senior

officials to promote economic and trade rela-

tions.
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in Pakistan has been effectively used to pro-
ject to the people the tremendous develop-
ment now taking place in Saudi Arabia,
besides introducing Arabic language at vari-

ous levels of education. He said the relation
between the Kingdom and Pakistan is

exceDent and free from any differences of
opinion. He reaffirmed his country1

s stand on
peaceful neighborly relations and hoped
neighboring countries will reciprocate its

friendly gestures.

India welcomes Fahd’s plan
NEW DELHI, Nov. 21 (AP) — India, a

founder-leader of the non-aligned move-

ment. welcomed Crown Prince Fahd's

eight-point Middle East peace plan Friday,

saving it opened new vistas of peace in the

region.

An Indian government spokesman told

reporters the peace proposals were in line

with the stand India had taken internationally

on the Middle East conflict. India appreci-

ated the proposals calling for Israef s recogni-

^ ^ 4r *

^

lion of the rights of the Palestinian people
and the creation of a Palestinian nation with
east Jerusalem as its capital, the spokesman-
added.

The Saudi peace plan also calls for Israels
withdrawal from all territories occupied in
the 1 967 war, the dismantling of settlements
in occupied Arab ten-iron, the freedom of
religious practice in Jerusalem, a transition

period under U.N. supervision in the West
Bank and the Gaza Strip.
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Numeiri,
Reagan
discuss

M.E.,Africa
WASHINGTON, Nov. 21 (Agencies) —

President Ronald Reagan and Sudanese Pre-
sident Jaafar Numeiri discussed the Middle
East and African issues Friday and “expre-
ssed satisfaction with the excellent' relations
between the two countries, the White House
said.

“ Numeiri also thanked Reagan for U.S. aid
to his country, according to a White House
statement.

Numeiri, in the United States on what is

described as a private visit, also has conferred
with Vice President George Bush Secretary
of State Alexander Haig Defense Secretary
Caspar Weinberger and congressional lead-
ers. He will return to Sudan this weekend.

U.S. officials last month agreed to step up
military aid to Sudan in the face of what
Sudan viewed as an increasing threat from
neighboring Libya after the assassination of
Egyptian President Anwar Sadat on Oct. 6.

The assistance, valued at SI00 million
included 20 M60 tanks, 12 Howitzers and
two F-5 fighters.

Later this month troops from the U.S.
Rapid Deployment Force open joint exer-
cises in Sudan designed to show how quickly
American units can respond to a Soviet threat

in the Middle East

Polisario claims

liberating two
W.Sahara towns
ALGIERS, Nov. 21 (AFP) — The Polisa-

rio Front Saturday claimed that its flag has

been flying for a week over the towns of

Guelta Zemmour and Bir Anzaran in the

embattled Western Sahara.

In a brief communique announcing the

“liberation'', the Polisario information

bureau here did not specify Moroccan forces

had allegedly withdrawn. The sites could be
added to the list of Saharan villages “already

liberated”, they simply said.

Last month, one of the fiercest battles of

the protracted Western Saharan conflict was
waged in Guelta Zemmour. According to the

Polisario, the Moroccan regiment defending

the town, close to the Mauritanian frontier,

was “completely wiped out" by Polisario

guerrillas.

The Polisario Front also confirmed a
Moroccan television report of an attack *

Wednesday by its forces on the Moroccan
garrison at Lemsied in the Western Sahara.
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Turkey’s Evren starts

visit to Pakistan today
ANKARA, Nov. 21 (R) — Turkey’s

bead of state, Gen. Kenan Evren, leaves for

a six-day visit to Pakistan Sunday, his first

trip abroad since seizing power 14 months
ago. He will be repaying a visit in January by
Pakistani President Gen. Zia ul-Haq, and
confirming the traditionally close ties

between the two states.

A Turkish Foreign Ministry spokesman
said Gen. Evren will go to the Khyber pass

on the Afghanistan border during his tour

of Pakistan. The Soviet military presence in

Afghanistan will be high on the official

agenda, he added.

Apart from a sharing of experiences by
two generals who took power from civilian

governments, other topics were expected to

be the Middle East and the Iraq-Iran war.

Both countries border on Iran.

Evren and his 27-member delegation will

also discuss bilateral relations, in particular

ways to expand trade and economic coop-
eration, official sources said.

Both countries are developing close

military ties with the United States. Turkey,
a NATO member, has traditional links with
the U.S. while this year Pakistan got a $3.2
billion military and economic aid package
from Washington.

The Reagan administration, diplomatic
sources said, regards Turkey and Pakistan

as islands of comparative stability and vital

in a chain of friendly countries which could
help contain communism.

Official sources said Gen. Zia will not go
with him to the Khyber but will accompany
him elsewhere. Zia has said Turkey
supports his proposals for a negotiated end
to the Afghan problem. Evren has publicly

urged a political solution recognizing the
Afghans' right to self-determination.

Killer of ex-minister, Bhutto judge

A1 Zulfikar ‘terrorist’ slain
KARACHL Nov. 21 (AP) — A police

inspector and a member of the Kabul based
Al-Zulfikar terrorist group were killed and a

police officer wounded during a raid Friday

on the group's hideout here, police officials

said Saturday.

The slain terrorist was identified by
authorities as Asad Muhammad, who was
wanted for the Sept. 25 assassinations of
former Labor Minister Chaudhry Zahoor
Elahi and Judge Mushtaq Hussein, who
sentenced executed Prime Minister Zulfikar

Ali Bhutto to death.

Al-Zulfikar, led by Bhutto's eldest son
Murtaza, is dedicated to the overthrow of the

Pakistani government.
Two other Al-Zulfikar activists were cap-

tured unhurt during the shootout at an
apartment in Karachf s suburban Liaquata-

bad district, police said. A fourth terrorist

managed to escape. A rifle and automatic

weapons were discovered in the apartment,

police sources said.

Murtaza Bhutto has publicly claimed credit

for the March hijacking of a Pakistani jetliner

to Kabul and Damascus during which a young
Pakistani diplomat-hostage was killed. The
victim bad been a military aide to the prime
minister at the time of the July 1 977 coup and
later joined the foreign service.

The Pakistani government, although yield-

ing to tbe Al-Zulfikar demand for the release

of 54 dissidents, later cracked down on 2,000
Bhutto sympathizers and other opposition
figures here. Some 500 still are believed,

being held without charges.

Before his assassination, Chaudhary, a

one-time political opponent of the late prime
minister, said that some of the political pris-

oners disclosed the existence of an Al-
Zulfikar “death list?' with over 40 names
including his own.
The death list reportedly included people

who actively participated in the coup or in

Bhutto's conviction and later execution on
murder-conspiracy charges.

Bangladesh,India set for bordertalks
DACCA, Nov. 21 (AFP) — Senior offi-

cials of India and Bangladesh will hold a

two-day meeting in Dacca next week to dis-

cuss measures for early implementation of
the 1974 Land BoundaryAgreement.
The official news agency BSS quoting a

foregin office spokesman said that the talks at

the foreign secretary level would begin on
Nov. 27.

The talks win cover all outstanding

problems relatingto the land boundary issue,

including finalization of the terms and condi-

tions of the lease in perpetuity of the small

corridor' “T5n Bigfaa” to the Bangladeshi enc-

laves of Dahagram and Angorpota in accord-
ance with the 1974 agreement.

A nine-member Indian delegation to be
led by Eric Gonsalves, secretary of external

affairs will arrive here on Nov. 26. The 11-

member Bangladeshi team will be led by
Foreign Secretary Humayun Rashid
Chowdhory.
The forthcoming Dacca meeting will be m

pursuance of the decision taken by foreign

ministers of two countries in New Delhi last

September to intensify efforts for early
impleraenation of tbe boundary agreement
which has not yet been ratified by India.
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Somalia says tripartite pact

aimed at neighboring states

Gen. Kenan Evren

PARIS, Nov. 21 (AFP)— Ethiopia, South
Yemen and Libya signed (heir friendship and
cooperation treaty in August ro“camouflage
evil activities against neighboring countries,"
Somali Foreign Minister AbdurahmanJama
Barre said here. He was speaking in an
interview Friday with journalists before

going to Morocco for a preparatory meeting
for the 1 2th Arab summit conference.

Barre said the Red Sea and the Horn of
Africa were “a very important area for inter-

national security and peace.” On the tripar-

tite treaty he said: We arc not against any
country or group of countries who meet and
elaborate any program, but (we are) against

ambition to dominate the whole area;'

“Tbe three countries are used us surrogates

of the Soviet Union, as the forces df Cuba
were used before.'* the Somali minister said.

The Gulf region and Sudan as well as Somalia
were under threat, he said.

Ethiopia had foreign bases and troops on

its territory, but “m Somalia, notone soldier,

not one base,'
1

Barre said. His country was
offeringonly •• facilities” to the United States

at Berbers Port, where a small U.S, military

mission had gone on Nov. 14 to examine
them, the minister said.

Claiming that “Libyan wealth is very dan-

gerous,'* Barre said it was the responsibility

of the United States and other Western
countries to increase military, economic,
political and diplomatic assistance to balance

the regional .situation in the search for sec-

urity.

He accused Ethiopia and Libya of aiding

an opposition to the Mogadishu government
that was composed of “traitors,” not just
political opponents.

On Somalia's long-standing dispute with
Ethiopia over the Ogaden province, Barre
said his government was not claiming the

territory,"We neverclaimed it," be asserted.

“We are asking for true self-determination.”
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Palestinian people alone

to decide on recognition

ofIsrael,Arafatdeclares
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BEIRUT, Nov. 21 (B) — Palestinian

leader Yasser Arafat bas said here that the

Palestinian people alone should decide on
the question of recognizing Israel. Arafat,
head of the Palestine Liberation Organiza-
tion (PLO), was speaking Friday night at a
ceremony commemorating Majed Aba
Sharar, a leading PLO spokesman killed in

a Rome explosion last month.
“When in Japan (during a visit last

month) they asked me about recognition,”

Arafat said. He told them that recognition
of Israel was not the prerogative of the Pal-
estinian leadership but was“ the property of
the youngest Palestinian youth or girl in the
ranks of the Palestinian commando move-
ment.'*

The Palestinian people alone were enti-

tled to decide on recognition, Arafat said.

A Saudi Arabian peace plan, proposed by
Crown Prince Fahd, provides for the establ-

ishment of a Palestinian state and
recognizes the right of aD states in the reg-

ion to live in peace.
Arafat said there were Israeli concentra-

tions in South Lebanon which coincided
with American maneuvers in Egypt. “Bnt
these concentrations in South Lebanon are
practical demonstrations and not a theoret-
ical demonstration as is happening in

Egypt," he declared.

The Palestinian leader said the Camp
David peace process would not be success-

fid. The policy of the region was charted by

mm
Yasser Arafat

the guns of the joint (Palestinian- Lebanese
leftist) forces, “and the political map of the
area will be drawn only by the rifles of the

heroes.”

Resumes mission later this month

Habib to defuse rising tensions in Lebanon
WASHINGTON, Nov. 21 ( R) — U.S. pre-

sidential emissary Philip Habib will launch a
new peace mission in Lebanon later this

month to try to defuse rising tensions there.

U.S. officials said they feared the situation in

the area could jeopardize progress on the
Camp David peace accords between Israel

and Egypt.
The State Department, announcing

Habib's mission Friday, said it did not believe
the fragile ceasefire which he worked out
between Israel and Palestinian forces in Leb-
anon in July was in danger of collapse.

But Israel has accused the Palestine Liber-
ation Organization (PLO) of -reinforcing its

forces in southern Iebanon in violation ofthe
ceasefire. It has also shown increasing imp-
atience at the continued threat to its reconna-
issance flights from Syrian surface-to-air mis-

siles in Lebanon's Bekaa Valley.

Officials said Habib would seek to

strengthen the central government in Leba-

non. This could pave the way for a reduction
in Syria's peace keeping force in the country
which they said bad been expanded in the last

six months.
The United States would also like to see

threatening weapons in southern Lebanon
pulled back from near the Israeli border and
believed that an increased United Nations
presence would be needed.

The timetable for Habib's mission was not

announced. State Department spokesman
Dean Fisher said the envoy would leave the

United States after the U.S. Thanksgiving

holiday on Nov. 26 and would be away for at

least a week, visiting Lebanon, Israel, Saudi
Arabia and Syria.

Meanwhile, a U.N. spokesman in Israel,

said rightist militiamen of Maj. Saad Haddad
Saturday lifted a blockade of United Nations

position just north of the Israel-Lebanon
border.

BRIEFS
AMMAN, (AFP) — King Hussein ofJor-

dan returned here Saturday from London
after visits to the United States, Canada and
Britain. The king was accompanied by his

wife. Queen Nur.

OTTAWA, (R) — Canada will not be

sending troops to join the proposed Sinai

peace force because enough countries are

already committed to it. External Affairs

Minister Mark Macguigan said Friday. He
did not completely rule out Canadian partici-

pation in the force, sponsored by the United

States, but toldforcign journalists:"Our par-

ticipation is not necessary at this time."

ANKARA, (R)— Turkey Fridayreturned
to Greece two' fishing vessels seized by a
Turkish patrol boat in the Aegean Sea

Thursday, official sources said Saturday.

Turkish officials, who said neither side wan-

ted to make the case a < majorincident, would
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THE FOLLOWING POSITIONS REQUIRED FOR A MAJOR
PROJECT.

IMMEDIATE START - MINIMUM 5 YEARS EXPERIENCE

1. SENIOR QUANTITY SURVEYOR

2. SPECIFICATION SPECIALIST

3. HVAC ENGINEER

4. GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEER

5. O&M SPECIALIST

QUALIFIED CANDIDATES ARE REQUESTED TO:

PHONE. 465-9975 EXT. 63 OR 61. OR WRITE TO:

P.O.BOX: 2341 - RIYADH. v

MISC-ARABIAN
L \ CONTAINER LINE

FAR EAST/ARABIAN GULF EXPRESS SERVICE

Announce the arrival of its fully containerised vessel

MV AMADO -183
E.TjA. DAMMAM 23-11-81

LOADED FROM
_

Tokyo/Kobe/Yokohama/Hongkong/Singapore/Bombay/Cochin

Bangkok/Periang/Port Keelang/Jakarta/Australia

Consignees are requested to obtain delivery orders on production

of original Bill of Lading or Bank Guareritee from their agents:

Spokesman Timor Goksel of the U.N.

Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL) said

Haddad informed U.N. headquarters his men

were pulling back from positions set up last

Tuesday around 16 U.N. posts preventing

any access to them.

agree to renewal

of UNDOF term
UNITED NATIONS. Nov. 21 (Agencies)
The United Nations Security Council will

meet on Monday to renew the six-month
mandate of the U.N. force separating Svrian
and Israeli troops on the Golan Heights.

Israel and Syria hare agreed 10 a new man-
date after the current one expires on Nov. 3U.
The U.N. Disengagement Observation Force
(UNDOF) was set upon May 31. 1974, after
a disengagement agreement siened bv the
two countries in Geneva foliowine the
October 1973 war.

In a report to the Security Council, U.N.
Secretary- General Kurt Waldheim said that
despite the present calm on the Israeli-Svrian
front, tbe situation remained potentially dan-
gerous throughout the Middle East. He said it

was likely to stay dangerous until there was
an overall settlement.

The UNDOF consists of 1 ,265 officers and
soldiers contributed by Austria. Canada. Fin-
land and Poland, plus 1 2 military observers of
the U.N. Truce Supervision Organization
(UNTSO) set up in 1948.

“I continue to hope that determined efforts
will be made by all concerned to tackle the
problem in all its aspects, with a view to arriv-
ing at a just and durable peace settlement, as
called for by the Security Council in its Reso-
lution 33S (1973)," Waldheim said.

“In the prevailing circumstances. I con-
sider the continued presence of UNDOF in
the area to be essential." he added.

Death sentences demanded
for52Turkish labor leaders
ISTANBUL Nov. 21 ( R) — A prosecutor

has demanded death sentences for 52 leaders

of Turkey s second-biggest trade union con-
federation on charges of attempting to

destroy the constitutional order, legal sources
said.^

Istanbul
1

s chief military prosecutor Friday
presented an indictment to the leaders of the

suspended left-wing confederation of
revolutionary trade unions/ DISK), including
its chairman. AbJuIUah Basturk, who are in

jail.

A spokesman for the Istanbul Bar Associa-
tion, some of whose lawyers are defending
DISK leaders, said their trial was expected to
stan next month, but no date has been offi-

cially announced. Military authorities have
blamed DISK for most of the nationwide
strikes that disrupted industry in the months
before the armed forces seized power in a
coup 14 months ago, when they immediately
suspended the confederation.

In the SI 4- page mdkimem. Chief Pro-

secutor Suleyman Takkece demands that

DISK, which has 70U,UI1D industrial, munici-
pal and general service members, should be
closed down permanently.

A separate indictment is being prepared
for 3St> tower ranking DISK officials and
about 2.UU0 members, some of whom are
also inDetention, a military spokesman said.

Turkish consulate bombed in U.S.
LOS ANGELES. Nov. 21 |R| — A bomb

exploded at the Turkish consulate in Los
Angeles Friday night and an Armenian
guerrilla group claimed responsibility, police
said. Police said the bomb, planted in a hall-

wav outside the consulate on the second floor

of :tn office building, caused scrums damage
but no casualties.

An anonymous telephone caller claimed
responsibility for the blast in the name of a
group calling itself "the justice commandos
of ihe Armenian genocide."

Chad urges Egypt,Sudan to stop aid to Habre
PARIS. Nov. 21 (AFP) — Chadian Vice-

President Abdelkader Karuouguc Saturday
appealed to Egypt and Sudan to help Chad
solve its problems rather than support ihe
forces of rebel leader Hissene Habre.

In an interview published by the daily-

newspaper Liberation Saturday Col. Kam-
ougue said that in any case Chadian govern-

ment forces would be "able to put down" the

anti-government rebellion in eastern Chad.

The *v ice-president said that Sudan and

Egypt should back the proposed inter-

African force for Chad which represented

Africa's support forone of its members which
was “on the point of disappearing.

1 '

give no farther details.

EASTBERLIN, (R)—A military delega-

tion of the Palestine Liberation Organization

(PLO) held talks here Friday with East Ger-

man Defense Minister Gen. Heinz Hoffm-

ann, the official news agencyADN reported.

UNITED NATIONS, (AP) — F^yronz,

noted Lebanese singer, sang for an estimated

800 people in tbe U.N. General Assembly

lobby Friday. She was presented by Joseph

Eger, music director of the symphony for

United Nations. Lebanese U.N. Ambassador

Ghassan Tweni gave an introductory speech.

PARIS, (.AFP)
.
— . .One person was

£
reported injured Saturday when fighting

1

broke out between Iranian supporters and
opponents of the regime of Ayatolah Kho-
meini at foreign university dormitoryareas in

southern Paris, it was reported.

International Trucks and Arabian Auto
Agency are good news for all truck

operators. Who else in the Kingdom can
offer you such a wide range? It includes

tippers, tractors, tankers, truck mixers,

cargo trucks, refrigerated vans, refuse

trucks and buses. Whats more the choice

doesn’t end there.

Only International's complete model range

and option list of bodies, engines and
transmissions lets you choose the truck you
want, exactly the way you want it. To
meet ihe special demands of the job.

Take our buses for example. We offer

all types and sizes from personnel

group transport to 55 seat and larger

passenger buses. And all International

buses are purpose built with matched

chassis and engines ensuring

performance, safety, dependability

and long working life.

Every bus has comfortable easy clean

padded seats and is available with or

without high power airconditioning.

Your after sales service is good news too

!

Our network of depots is coast to coast and
covers all the major industrial centres.

Naturally, each depot is equipped with

comprehensive service and overhaul facilities

plus a full parts inventory under the direct

supervision of International’s US trained

personnel. We not only build your kind of

truck but we will look after it better too.

ORRI Building King Khded Street, P.O.BOX 1504 Oammam,

D Tel: 8348469-8326644-8349809-8325762, Tlx: 601052 ORRI SJ.

*4 A. (foflJl 311

RRRBIRN AUTO AGENCY
Service and parts you can count on.0
JEDDAH: P.O. Box: 2223. Tel: 6829353 <7 lines). Telex: 401106 SUDARI
RIYADH: P.O. Box: 3691. Tel: 4771614/4765492/4765493. Telex: 201138 SUDARI.
DAMMAM: P.O. Box: 2111. Tel: 8576024/ BS76859. Telex: 671422 SUDARI.
BURAIDAH: P.O. Box: 7. Tati 3233984/3232714. Telex: 801040 SUDARI SJ.
KHAMIS MUSHEIT: P.O. BOX-* 753. Tati 2239050, Cable: SUDARI.
JUBAIL: P.O. Box: 399. Tel: 381 1273. Talex; 671422 SUDARI.
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SUMMIT TASK
' The Arab foreign ministers will start today to debate the agenda of
the summit conference due to. open on Wednesday. Although the

summit conference had had its: share of importance and signifi-

cance, this one will be particularly interesting because of the eight-

point Saudi Arabian plan put outbyCrown Prince Fahd and aimed at

achieving a lasting and honorable peace in the Middle East.

The plan is so far the best and most comprehensive framework
presented by an Arab state as an alternative to the ill-fated Camp
David accords which achieved little if anything at all toward a real

peaceful settlement in the region. The accords gave Egypt its territ-

ories with diminished sovereignty even limiting the number of pol-

icemen that the country can send to tbe desert. Ofcourse, the second
accord, on autonomy to the Palestinians, was merely a coverup for

the first agreement. The late Sadat wanted Sinai and Suez and the oil

fields so badly that be could not care less for anything else.

The Saudi Arabian plan takes care ofeverything and even then it is

subject to discussion as Prince Fabd has been pointing now and again

and it wQ] be up to the summit to do so and reach a unanimous
agreementon the approach to be taken to solve the deadlock over the

future of peace in the area.

A genuine and unanimous agreement on the plan as it is or in a

slightly amended form agreed to by all those present will be crucial if i

the world is to take us seriously- Ifwe have to convince the rest of the

world that we know what we want, that we are united in seeking our
goal, we must agree in advance on the plan for an bonorable peace in

the Middle East.

As it is. the plan has included the main features of previous

resolutions passed by the U.N. and other international bodies and
takes into consideration tbe all-important role ofthe Palestinians and
the need to restore to these oppressed people their legitimate rights

including a country of their own in their own land of Palestine.

Saudi Arabian press review
The hopes for realizing the Pal-

estinian cause in accordance with

the principles enshrined in the
Kingdom’s peace plan and con-
demnations of Iran’s demonstra-
tions Friday figured for editorial

comments in Saturday's newspap-
ers.

Al -Riyadh said, “PLO Chair-

man Yasser Arafat's declaration

of support, along with the Arab
people of the occupied lands can-

not be considered as a personal

decision, since previous attempts

at influencing the Palestinians'

determination to accept the Camp
David accord have failed.

Moreover, no one can deny the

right of tbe Palestinian peopie for

the final say on their fateful issue.”

“The Palestinian support for

the Saudi Arabian peace plan

emanates from the feet that the

Kingdom’s plan gives top priority

to Palestinian participation and

final sayon the matter.” the paper

added-
Refemng to the demonstra-

tions in Iran called for by Kho-
meini against the Kingdom's
peace plan, Al -Riyadh said they

were organized to distract the

attention of Iran’s Muslim people

from the tragedy the Iranian reg-

ime has imposed on them.

“The Iranian regime, which is

executing innocent children and
even women, is committing
actions similar to those of the

Zionist regime in Israel,” the

paper said.

Dealing with the same subject,

At -Madinah said: “The Iranian

people’s bloodshed at the hands of
Iranian rulers, and the
atmosphere of terror and oppres-

sion in Iran now provide clear

indications of the horrible devia-
tion from the Islamic faith and
blind ignorance, envy, jealousy
and ill-will of the Iranian regime.”
“Saudi Arabia will go ahead

with its policy of defending
Muslims and their causes and
achieving Arab and Islamic solid-

arity and welfare. Iran's hypocriti-

cal leaders are not serious about
any issue, otherwise they would
have waged the political or milit-

ary battle for liberating Palestine,

instead of attacking the Kingdom
and its peace plan,” the paper
added.

Meanwhile. Al -Madinah and
Al-Nadwa regretted U.S. Presi-

dent Reagan's statement Friday

on the status of holy Jerusalem,

which reflected U.S. surrender to

Israeli pressures.

“There is no hope of achieving

peace in tbe Middle East without

the return of Jerusalem to Arab
sovereignty. The holy city is one of

the major element in the Saudi

Arabian peace plan for the Middle

East, the papers said.

The papers called for formulat-

ing a unified Arab stand at the

Arab heads of state summit, open-

ing in Fez on Nov. 25-

“When the Kingdom
introduced the plan, it was aware

that the upcoming stage required

the launching of a large-scale

Arab positive diplomatic action to

counter the Zionist influence in

Washington and persuade the

U.S- administration to recognize

the legitimate Arab rights and

pave way for a comprehensive

Middle East solution," the papers

added. (SPA)
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Caspar Weinberger on rearming America
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Tbe writer is U.S. secretary of

defense).

By Caspar W. Weinberger

WASHINGTON -
Serious misconceptions regarding the Reagan

administration's overdue program to “rearm
America” continue to surface in public debate, in

Congress and in the press. Some of these miscon-

ceptions appeared in an article in The Washington

Past by former Defense Secretary Harold Brown,

for whom I have high esteem. They should be
corrected.

Tbe administration was given a sweeping mand-
ate by the American electorate last autumn tocany
out a massive, admittedly costly, defense program.

The reason, I believe, is dear. In the 1970s the

nation, trusting overly in the spirit of “detente,"

debated— while the USSR continued, undramati-

caliy but inexorably, to arm. The Soviet Union
today not only has matched our previous nuclear

superiority; it has far exceeded our conventional

military strength and is rapidly projecting itspower
beyond the needs oflegitimate defense- 1 need only

rite Afghanistan, Ethiopia, Angola, South Yemen
and Cuba.

Unless we move promptly, the USSR's military

buildup will carry it past us, leaving us in the posi-

tion of permanent dangerous inferiority. The

United States could be subject to nuclear blackmail,
cowed from moving boldly to defend itself and its

allies in a crisis. This we cannot— and will not risk.

In this dangerous— if not yet critical— situation

we must modernize both our aging bomber fleet

and our increasingly vulnerable intercontinental

ballistic missile force. The administration has no
intention of abandoning the time-tested “traid”:

land-based missiles, sea-based missiles and
airborne strategic systems. We need all three.

- The B-52 bomber, workhorse of our bomber
fleet, is more than 25 yearsold. While still useful, it

is increasingly costly to maintain. Its large radar

“cross-section” and slow speed make it vulnerable

to Soviet air defenses, and because it. cannot be
“hardened" to withstand nuclear' blast, or take off

quickly, it is increasingly vulnerable to Soviet

submarine-launched missiles.

By contrast, the new, highly improved B-lb
bomber not only has . one-hundredth the radar
cross-section of the old B-52, but no more than
one-tenth the cross-section of even the first B-l
model canceled by the Carter administration in
1977. The new B-lb employs extremely sophisti-

cated “avionics" — electronic countermeasures

that will make it capable of foiling advanced Soviet

defense-detection measures well into the 1990s, as

William Casey, directorofCentral Intelligence, and

I jointly notified Congress last week.

Eventually, when Soviet defenses do catch up, ft

will still be highly effective, armed with Cruise mis-

siles for nuclear, or conventional, bombing mis-

sions.

- Early replacement of the B-52 by tbe B-lb will

give us vital protection during tbe dangerous

“window of vulnerability” in the mid-1980s and
will not delay development of the advanced
technology, or Stealth, bomber. The latter is still in

its eariy stages. Potentially, we believe, h will

revolutionize air warfare, but it would be risky to

force a“crash" program, which might fail, and to be
forced to depend^ menawhile, on obsolescent

B-52s. Such a course might prove more costly than
the projected combination ofB-lb followedby tbe

Stealth system that the administration is

recommending.
We must modernize our land-based missiles no

less than our bomber force. In our judgment the

MX is the answer in throw-weight, accuracy and
flexibility. It provides us with a needed “counter-

sflo” capability.

Tbe question is, of course, where to base it. Ini-

tially we intend to base it in specially hardened
Titan and Minuteman s&os as a credible, necessary

and immediately available deterrent to Soviet att-

ack. This will give us breathing time to devise a

permanent, survivable basing mode: either in con-

tinually patrolling aircraft, in deep shelters under
mountains protected by far more effective ballistic

missile defense than we have now or in other com-
binations as research and technology suggest.

The Carter administration’s multiple basing

system was rejected by this administration, after

prolonged study, as both unduly expensive and
vulnerable. The Sovietswould needonly to increase

the number of nuclear re-entry vehicles to saturate

it

A “mix” of B-lb penetrating bombers and MX
missiles win force the Soviet Union into a costly

restructuringof its entire defense system, including
command, control and communications networks,

^ thus divetting into defense monies that might
otherwise have been available foroffense. Thiswill
cover our vital defense needs until, by the end of the
decade, we win have devised a permanent surviv-

able basing mode for the MX.
National defense is, admittedly, expensive. As a

former secretary ofhealth, education and welfare, I

understand the need for social programs-Butwedo
notlive in an ideal world. For 10 yearswe havebeen
force-feedingsocial programsand starring defense.

We cannot risk further delay. The question should'

not be whether we can “afford" to defend our
nation — but whether we can afford not to. (WP)

EEC summit to ponder budget, Mideast, East-West ties
By Nicholas Bray

BRUSSELS —
European Common Market leaders face a poss-

ibly stormy summit in London next week, with
arguments over cash likely to dominate a meeting
that was intended to chan the community's course
into the 1980s. Controversial plans for reform of
tbe $25 billion European Economic Community
(EEC) budget will be tbe main topic at the two-day
summit next Thursday and Friday.

EEC foreign ministers failed in three days of talks
this week to agree on negotiating guidelines, and
EEC sources said tbe thrice-yearly meeting of gov-
ernment leaders seemed unlikely to make much
headway. Aside from the complex budget problem,
the 10-nation conference will discuss the Middle
East, prospects for U.S.- Soviet arms talks, and
further EEC aid for Poland.

Also due for preliminary discussion is a new pro-
posal by West Germany and Italy for a solemn
“European act" designed to give a boost to the
flagging ideal of European union. The government
chiefs will spend most of their time on the commun-
ity budget. Britain and West Germany want action

to reduce the heavy levies they now face.

At stake is the future, not just of the EECs
controversial farm policy, which swallows two-

thirds of its funds, but ofthe community itself in the

coming decade. The EEC will be 25 years old next
March, but the idealism of its early years has
become tarnished by quarrels about mundane
issues like fish catches, lamb sales and other pro-
ducts.

The biggest problems have arisen over' farm sub-
sidies. and countries like Denmark, France, Ireland

and the Netherlands are resisting moves that would
cut EEC support for their farmers. France has taken

a particularly tough stand, while West Germany,
and Britain, the biggest net contributors to tbe

budget, want stringent controls on tbe growth of
farm spending and a fairer share-out in tbe burden
of financing the EEC.

West German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt has

demanded a ceiling on his government's net pay-

ments, which according to EEC forecasts will be
more than $2 billion in 1981. Most of tbe other

EEC countries are net beneficiaries. Britain's

success last year in getting its contribution reduced

for three years sparked off tbe present debate.

A hard-won agreementon temporary, rebates for

Britain win probably reduce its membership bill this

year to around$100 million. But the accord expires

next year, and Britain is pressing for a long-term

reform to replace it.

AH efforts to solve the money crisis have failed,

and the EEC is still to decide on what basis mem-
bers should pay and how much each nation should

get of budget funds. British Foreign Secretary Lord

Carrington said Thursday there seemed to be a

hardening of attitude by some governments on the

crucial farm policy issue. “Far from the differences

narrowing, they seem to be getting wider,” be said.

“Eveiything is blocked,” French European Aff-

airs Minister Andre Cbandemagor said. “There is

little hope that we wfll achieve an agreement in

London."
Tbe puzzle now facing British Prime Minister

Margaret Thatcher is what tactics to adopt when she

chairs the summit. Britain holds the rotating EEC
presidency until Dec. 31.

France has said it wants to discuss details, but

Britain thinks it may be difficult to get into nuts and
bolts issues at the summit level. There are five

different proposals on bow much each nation

should pay into or get out of the budget
The EEC Commission, the community’s execu-

tive body, has suggested a special mechanism for

Britain, which earns less from farm subsidies than

others because of its small farming sector . Butsome

governments either refuse to admit that a problem

exists or insist that the solutions should only be

short-term.
British Socialist parliamentarian Barbara Castle

said that “if tbe summit meeting next week is as

disastrous as (this week’s) meeting of foreign min-

isters, the European community faces collapse.” As

be left Brussels Thursday after the last ofthe week1

s

inconclusive preparatory meetings. Lord Car-

rington warned: “If we fail, the problems simply

aren't going to go away. They are not problems just

for this or that member state, but for tbecommunity
as a whole.”

With unemployment in tbe community close to

10 million, the EEC leaders face a gloomy
economic outlook as they try to reshape the Com-
mon Market3

s finances.

Amid the uncertainties, even tbe Italo-West

German attempt to muster support for a new
symbolic act of European idealism looks unlikely to

make much progress, diplomats said. Italy and West
Germany have called for widening the scope of the

EEC and for stronger institutions as a step toward
ultimate European union, the community’s original

goal.

But Denmark, has warned about the danger of
retreating into “distant visions” and neutral Ireland

has reacted critically to a proposal which could
involve EEC defense ministers in discussions about
security.

The summit debate on East- West relations will

focus on the U.5.- Soviet arms talks starting in

Geneva three days later. The leaders are expected

to exchange views informally on President Rea-
gan’s latest negotiating proposals, and Schmidt will

report on a visit to Bonn just before tbe summit by
Soviet President Leonid Brezhnev.

The summit will coincide with a meeting of Arab
leaders in Fez, Morocco, and the EEC leaders will

be watching for indications of future Arab policy in

the Middle East conflict.

One of the key issues is EEC support for a U.S.-
sponsored peacekeeping force to patrol the Sinai
after Israeli withdrawal next April, under the Camp
David peace agreements. Britain, France, Italy and
the Netherlands have said they are ready to join the
force, but they want to make dear this in no way
change the EECs own policy line on the Middle
East. .

The EEC is committed to its Venice Declaration
Vast .year, which called for the Palestinians to be
involved in peace talks. Israel has threatened to

veto European participation in the Sinai force if

agreement to join is linked with support for the
Venice plan. Because of disagreements over draft-

ing, an announcement ofEEC backing for the force

has been held up, and EEC sources said it may be
delayed until after the Fez summit. (R)

Crosby election: A crucial test for Thatcher
By Barry May

XONDON —
A parliamentary election next week in a

stronghold of Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher’s
Conservative government could become a wat-
ershed in British politics.

The election, caused by the death of a Conserva-
tive member of parliament, takes place amid a ris-

ing chorus of protest and disillusion among voters

with both Mrs. Thatcher's government and its main
rival, the opposition Labor Party, and increasing

suppon for a new political force, the recently

formed Liberal-Social Democratic Alliance.

The battleground is Crosby, a conglomeration of
prosperous dormitory towns near the depressed
port cityofLiverpool on England's northwestcoast.
Since the constituency was formed in 191 8, its vot-

ers have never elected anyone but a Conservative to

represent them ..in tbe House of Commons at

Westminister.
Nevertheless, 'the Social Democratic Party

(SDP), backed by tbe Liberals, expects to oust the

ruling Conservatives with a victory next Thursday

(Nov. 26) for its candidate, Shirley Williams, educa-

tion minister in the last Labor government.

The former European, Common Market com-
missioner, Roy Jenkins, who with Mrs. Williams

and two other disaffected former Labor Party min-
isters formed the SDP last March, told supporters at

an election rally.: “Against formidable starting

odds, Shirley Wffliams has put the scent of victory

into the nostrils of all who are working for her."

Many of those working for Mrs. Williams are

members of the Liberal Party, which has been rele-

gated to third place in general elections since World
War I and seemed incapable of ever regaining tbe

greatness of its 19th century heydays. The Liberals

and the SDP formed their alliance last month aimed
at ending the two-party system which has seen the

reins of power in Britain swing between the Con-
servative and Labor Parties for most ofthis century.

Mrs. Williams acknowledges that, with a Conser-
vative majority of 19,272 votes to overcome, the
battle for Crosby is an uphill fight. But public opin-
ion and straw polls in the neighborhood all give the

SDP a good chance of capturing tbe seat. The
national opinion poll in Friday’s Daify Mail predicts

Mrs. Wilb'ams will have a majority of up to 5,000
votes.

Jenkins told local supporters that an SDP victory

would catapult the coalition to power at Britain's

next general election, expected late in 1983 orearly
1984.

Political commentators agree an SDP victory

would send a jolt through the Conservative Party
and increase pressure on Mrs. Thatcher to moder-
ate her unpopular economic policies or risk losing
many more parliamentary seats.

To win tbe Crosby election,, the SDP needs to

pick up aD 9,309 votes won by the Liberals in the
1979 general election, decimate the Labor vote of
1 5,496, and capture, at least one-third of the 34,768

votes that kept Crosby Conservative.
Public interest is high, partly because ofcuriosity

the novelty of the SDP and Mrs. Williams? celebrit
status as an ex-cabinet minister frequently in th!
news. Consequently a high proportion of Crosby’
83,000 electors is expected to turn out.
Mrs. Williams, daughter of the 1920s feminis

and pacifist campaigner Vera Britain, is a 51-year-
old Roman Catholic whose marriage was legal]]

dissolved. Her appearance is rumpled, if not dis-

heveled, and she has a reputation for being late fo:

appointments.

In electoral terms, she is vulnerable on the issue*

.of abortion, to which she is strongly opposed, ant
education.

She would scrap an private education — not

:

popular view in Crosby where one in 10 of al
children, a proportion higher than the nations
average, go to fee-paying schools. Conservative:
portray Mrs. Williams as a recycled Socialist — j

scarce tag to the prosperous middleclassofCrosby.
The Conservatives have chosen a 39-year-oU

chartered accountant, John Butcher, to contest tfa
Crosby seat left vacant by tbe death of Sir Rober
Page last month. Butcher is a full-blooded Thatch
erite loyal to the prime minister and her tough
monetarist economic policies.

Labor candidate John Backhouse, a 28-ycar-olc
mathematics teacher at a local school, standson rh<
far left of his party and is a strong supporter of it!

radical Socialist Touylkam..
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SAUDI ARABIAN SCENES: Nancy Hubbard portrays scenes ofanother era in a varietv ol motifs. She uses batik for solid shapes with no fine edges and also did the detailed wall hangings shown here.

Arabian themes
,
patterns motivated art exhibit

By Geoff Gardner

AX. KHOBAR — Fascination with the
motifs and designs of old Arabia and the
drive to incorporate them into art is not
unique. Yet, two artists who exhibited their
talents at the Arab Heritage Arts and Crafts
Gallery here recently offered fresh looks at
Arabian themes and patterns.

_

John Layula and Nancy Hubbard work in
different media and from different bac-
kgrounds. but share similar vantage points,

an intense interest in old Arabian arts and
crafts.

Layula showed 26 spheroid day pots,

each different in color or design due to the
ceramic process; and each showing a sensi-
tivity to the geometric patterns which mark
Arabian crafts and artwork. After ten years

of practice in clay, the 30-year-old Layula
has been in Saudi Arabia two years and has
blended his contemporary techniques with
old Arab traditions. .

Hubbard works from a different impetus.

She was born and raised in the Dhahran
area. After 22 years spent mostly in the

Kingdom, she left for the U.S. in 1974 to

study andwork in the fine arts. She returned
last year with the education, experience,

and hindsight to portray a part of Saudi
Arabia which disappearing.

Choosing batik on velour with satin

borders, she used soft colors to render

impressionistic scenes such asAsirBy Night

,

Old Najran, Bedouin Times, and MoouOt
Camels as pillows and wall hangings.

“Batik works weD where the emphasis in

on solid shapes with no fine edges," she

pCTo.Jf*
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AT WORK: John Layula works with several colors ofday and takes care to mold each

piece with individual designs and motift.

said. “The sense of geometry that I find

pre-valem in this country seemed to me to

be obvious for batik work.
“1 am putting down an artist's romantic

view, an impression, of the country, of the

best that it was, in my imagination. Tm not

dealing at all with it in the present tense."

Beiges, browns, and blues predominate
her work, a colorful view of a passing Saudi
Arabia. Yet whatever definition or label

one wants to put on her work, her style

appealed to gallery visitors. The ten batiks

for sale were purchased in the first four
hours of the exhibit.

Although he has been in the Kingdom but
two years, Layula too has become fasci-

nated with Arab patterns and has become
an obsessive traveler, learning much about
the country’s arts and crafts. Unlike Hubb-
ard, whose roots are here, Layulacame and
plunged into a new culture after earning his

MA. in Interdisciplinary Arts Education
from Loyola of Chicago. In the U.S.
economic considerations precluded travel.

In Saudi Arabia he has taken full advantage
of travel opportunities and leisure time to

stimulate his art.

Layula' s main medium is colored clay,

which involves rolling out each color sepa-

rately, cutting the day, and then molding it

together. After the pot is shaped, he

imprints the designs, geometric shapes

inspired by old doors or other woodwork,
weavings or rugs, and other Arabian artif-

acts. Manyof his ceramics are then baked,
painted to highlight tbe imprinted pattern,

and glazed.

Layula has had several other professional

exhibitions. The last, “ Arabian Patterned

Clay Vessels," was in Ras Tanura in June,

1980.

Both artists are full rime teachers in

Aramco’s Najmah school.

Hubbard’s patterns come primarily from
weavings from Taif and the Western side of
Saudi Arabia and other bedouin works.

Bedouin Times incorporates 17 colors into

the scene, and relies, as all her batik work
Joes, on an intricate knowledge of color.

The work took two and one-half months to

produce. The shades of white, yellow, ora-

nge, red. and brown emerge with a softness
and emotion.
The artist’s function, is after all, to see

what the rest of us see. but in a unique way.

“I lived bene for 22 years and was born
and raised here, ” she said. “At the time,
romantically, or visually, the place was
ancient, camel caravans and all. My father
spent a lot of rime in the desert, and from
the eighth grade on I was interested in

photography. In the first year of college I

did an independent drawing and came back
here and stayed for two months, traveling to
villages. Not commercially, but I had the
sensation to document and record and put it

down, because it was going then, and that
was 1968.

“These works I have done here (for tbe

exhibition) were not because I wanted to be
in a gallery. My return to Saudi Arabia (last

year) was because I wanted to put some
final impressions down. Initially, I wanted
to do photographs, but I got too frustrated

with the physical limitations and decided I

could work out of my head, just as well as in

a documented, journalistic sense.”

After finishing her M.A. at Rhode Island

School of Design, with a portfolio in color

• photography, she decided her mediunrwas
color. Batik is a process that utilizes colors

that the artist can create, thus allowing

much freedom. It involves drawing a design

on cloth, “painting" the cloth with wax, and
dyeing tbe material. Each shade or color

.
desired then extends the .finished process a
day for dyeing and drying.

Her Moonlit Camels took 40 hours of
hand quilting after the drawing and dyeing
were completed, and four more hours to put
on satin edging.

Much of tbe artists' success has to be
attributed to the desire of expatriates for

fresh art The more expatriates that come
into the Kingdom, the greater win be the

exposure of the old Arabian arts and crafts.

And. as the recent Fifth Annual Exhibit of
Fine Arts in Dammam illustrate, as well as
the efforts of such organizations as the
Dammam Art Society and Arab Art Soci-

ety. young Saudi artists are also examining
their Arab heritage.

DECORATIVE POTS: This display of four different ceramic pots illustrate John
Layula’s use of colored clay and Arabic-motivated desij

Thai army discipline questioned.

Rangers use automatic weapons,fight insurgents
By Catherine Campbell

PAK TONGCHAL Thailand (R) — Sev-

eral hundred of the Thai arm/s controversial

rangers razed a mock village near this milit-

ary camp in northeast Thailand last week in a

demonstration to reassure visiting parliamen-

tarians that the volunteer force was worth its

cost and the occasional embarrassments it

caused.

The army had earlier announced that an

entire company of the heavily-armed, black-

clad volunteers had been fired in the southern

Thai province of Nakhon Si Thammarat,
after complaints from villagers in the region

that the rangers had mistreated them.
“ The problem is that local people are never

sure what the rangers will do with theirweap-

ons" a Thai civilian said.

The army recruits and deploys the rangers,

who are mainly poor and unemployed, to

fight Communist insurgents in remote areas.

But army discipline doesn’ t always seep down

to the volunteers.

“The rangers are paid only about 45 baht

(Si .50) a day and can be tempted to use their

guns to supplement their incomes,” Western

military sources said in Bangkok.

Groups of rangers, armed with automatic

rifles, have been accused of robbing trains

and buses in southern Thailand where the

discipline problem is greatest, the sources

said.

Villagers in Nakbon Si Thammarat have

also charged that rangers were responsible

for killing 10 people attending a funeral there

last August.

Tbe army first blamed communists but

later declared that the case was not closed

and that compensation for relatives of the

victims was being considered.

Many of tbe 80 rangers in the company

sacked this week would be able to apply to

rejoin the unit, army sources said.

All 80 had been feed because it was “hard

to tell the good rangers from the bad ones,”

the sources said.

Maj. Gen. Chavalit Yongchai Yuth, chief

of army operations and responsible for

Communist suppression, said daring' the

demonstration here that Thailand’ s 12,000
rangers would be strengthened so they could
gradually take over entire responsibility for

anti-insurgency warfare, freeing tbe army for

national defense.

“The internal problem of Communist

insurgency is coming close to an end," Maj.

Gen. Chavalit said. “We must exploit that

fact by sending more troops against the

Communists.
“But it is more important to improve tbe

morale and the quality of the rangers- We
have more than enough volunteers"

Rangers are combat trained for 30 to 45
days, then given various field assignments

under army command, usually in their home
areas where they can be most effective.

“We arm tbe rangers with everything up to
heavy artillery and air power," Maj. Gen.
Chavalit said.

The arms supply for the cpfs estimated

20,000 insurgents, formerly channeled lar-

gely through Laos from Peking, has dwindled
as Tbai-Cbinese relations improved in tbe
past year. Western military sources said.

The ranger program is also designed to win
the sympathies of poor rural people who

might otherwise be swayed by Communist
promises, an army colonel said during the

demonstration.

Pointing to tbe entertainment provided for

visitors, which included a brass band with
electric guitars and female rangers in combat
boots doing Thai classical dances, the colonel

said that tbe band visited isolated villages to

promote goodwill toward the rangers, and
tbe government. “This is how we punch the

Communists in the nose" be said.

Keren
,
Eritrea ‘bustling’,

fighting continues nearby

WORLDRECORD: LondonerGraham Harderand Ids Cosmic Wind aircraft in wfefeh be recently brake the world Formula One air racing

record by flying at'214.67 mpb during Britain’s International Badness and Light Aviation Show at CnmfleM- Airfield, Bedfordshire.

KEREN Eritrea (AFP) — Three years
after the Ethiopian army recaptured Keren,
the citadel of Eritrea, this sleepy looking

town between Asmara and Agordat on the
tarred road to Sudan has come back to life.

The town market, hemmed in by tailors

and jewellers stalls, is bustling once more. A
hostel for refugees, financed by tbe U.N.
High Commission for Refugees, will open
before the end of the month. But the signs of
battle are visible everywhere:
The bullet-riddled yellow walls of the

Selam (peace) secondaty school, tbe burnt
carcass of an electric generator destroyed by
the Eritrean Peoples Liberation Front
(EPLF) as its men pulled out of the town in

November 1978 holding it for more than a
year.

When tbe visitor lands on the dried earth
airstrip the only signs of the recent past are a

couple of guns, a few lorries and some shelt-

ers. Tbe town itself is dominated by an old
fort, but there did not seem to be any major
military activity in Keren.

According to • local officials the nearest

military activity is 70 kins (45 miles) from
Keren, towards tbe Sahel region. Nafka, the
location ofEPLF concentration, lies 1 20 kms
(75 miles) beyond.

Before the war Keren hospital was one of
the best-equipped in Eritrea. It was badly
damaged in the fighting, and today it holds
about 100 patients, almost all civilians, who
are looked after by two doctors.

According to the town's administratorjust
over two-thirds of the pre-war population of
45,000 have returned home, but in the region
generally more than one third of the people
are still absent. Some have' sought refrige in

Sudan, others have just moved further away'
to escape the fighting.

This area has known war for a long time,
the Ethiopian official said. As ifto support his

point a commonwealthwar grave stands near
the airstrip as a reminder of the heavy fight-

ing which preceded the British victory over
Italian forces here in world War XL
A tomato sauce factory has resumed pro-

duction, but a button factory which employed
more than 1,500 workers before tbe war is

still closed. The old Italian orange and lemon
groves and the vineyards are ill-tended.

In contrast to Keren, the town of Asmara
farther along the road bears no battlescars.

Asmara is a provincial capital, the

country' 5 second largest and certainly its

most beautiful city. Its international airport

serves Jeddah, Sanaa, Khartoum and Rome.
The cafe terraces are full, the cinemas and the

villas have a freshly-painted look of prosper-
ity which contrasts sharply with the capital,

Addis Ababa.
The “forest of flowers” was a major

industrial center before the war. Today the

Eritrean capital has a quarter of a million

inhabitants, and the biggest shoe factory in

the country. The university, set up by Italian

sisters, was taken over by tbe state in 1979,
and the number of students has risen from
156 to 1,500.

Eritrea has a shortfall in food production,

but it exports manufactured goods over the

two key transport links are tbe road to Addis
and the winding road to the port of Massawa
on the Red Sea.

Eritrea's petrol is shipped in through Mas-
sawa from Assab, the main Ethiopian Red
Sea port to the south. Both roads are at the

mercy of hit and run attacks, and sabotage

operations.

Arriving in Massawa is like visiting the

scene of an earthquake. The siege of Mass-

awa, which lasted several months and left

thousands dead, was lifted in July 1978.

The EPLF never managed to break into

tbe old town, which is almost intact, but other

parts have been virtually flattened.

The population has fallen from 45,000 to

16,000, and those who stayed on are now
rebuilding the town from the rubble oftbe old

buildings. Recently authorities appealed for

international and local help to reconstruct

Massawa, but the problem is lack of money.
The naval base and academy on the Grar

peninsula is still at work, and naval attaches

accredited with the embassies in Addis
Ababa were up here recently for tbe passing

out parade of the graduate cadets. This is also

tbe departure port for reinforcements sailing

to the north.

As the temperature often risesas high as48
degrees C (118), people live at night. The
restaurants are fell of sailors, while the locals

stroll through the arcades or go to an open air

cinema where Sean Connery and Brigitte

Bardot are starring in Shalako.

There is no sign of the Soviet presence
here, bat the biggest hotel, the Red Sea Hotel
with its 54 rooms, is occupied by Eastern
European advisors.



Deployment plan to continue

NATO endorses
BRUSSELS, 'Belgium, Nov. 21 (AP) —

The north Atlantic alliance has formally

,
endorsed U.S. President RonaJd Reagan's

<proposals to reduce missile strength in

Europe.

“The achievement of negotiated results as

j proposed by the United States will’ greatly

^’ uhprove international security and serve the

-cause of a stable peace," NATO permanent
^representatives said in a statement Friday.

V. They welcomed Reagan's recent speech

offering to forego deployment of 572 Persh-

Reagan offer
mg 12 and Cruise missiles beginning in 1983
in return for removal of Soviet SS-20, SS-4
and SS-5 nuclear weapons.
“The allies fully support this negotiating

position" the statement said. “The allies

support the U.S. determination to achieve
concrete negotiated results at the earliest

possible time. They fully endorsed the state-

ment of the president of the United States
that the United States will negotiate in good
faith and will listen to and consider Soviet

proposals.'’

Soviet sub mishap reported
* I WASHINGTON, Nov. 21 (AP) — A
Soviet diesel-powered submarine may have

-suffered an accident in the Far Hast last
' month, Western military sources said Friday.

The sources, who asked to remain anon-
J
ymous, reported detecting a possible serious

problem late in October when a number of
'Russian vessels, including a salvage ship,

converged on an area 30 to 40 miles south of

.
Vladivostok, the main Russian naval base in

’’the Far East.

#
After the ships had been there about a

'.week, a submarine came to the surface and
* Was towed to Vladivostok, the sources said.

' The 1,100-ton submarine, one of the old-
^ fcst types in the Russian Navy, is reported at a

^
dock in the naval base with cranes working

* around it.
”

The sources said they could not tell if the

/activity at sea was an exercise or whether it

’ indicated some sort of accident and resulting

rescue mission. Butthey say, noting the activ-

ity around the sub at the base, they tend to

believe the vessel ran into trouble.

It would be the second recent accident

involving a Soviet sub. Another ran aground
near a Swedish naval base in the Baltic Sea on
Oct. 27, resulting in prolonged negotiations

and embarrassment to the Russians. The
Soviet sub eventually was freed by Swedish
tugs with no evident major damage or

injuries.

In the incident off Vladivostok, there was
no indication what, if anything, happened to

the crew, normally more than 50 officers and
enlisted men.
The submarine dates back to the 1 950s and

is armed with torpedoes for attacking enemy
shipping. The Swedes charged that the sub
that ran aground in their waters had been
rigged for spying and was believed to be car-

rying nuclear-tipped torpedoes.
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Individual allied headsofgovernment have

passed favorable opinions of Reagan's
negotiating stance, but Friday's endorsement
was the first combined formal response from
the 13 NATO countries involved in nuclear

planning.

U.S.- Soviet missile reduction talks are

scheduled to open in Geneva, Switzerland,

on Nov. 30.

Lawrence S. Eagleburger, U.S. assistant

secretaryofstate for European Affairs, told a

press conference that the representatives

agreed to continue plans to deploy the 572
U.S. missiles in five European countries dur-

ing the negotiations.

“Implementation of NATO’s moderniza-

tion decision will proceed in parallel with the

negotiations," he said. “The alliance will

alter its program only in the event of a con-
crete agreement-"

He said that since the decision to deploy
was made only after the Soviet Union expan-
ded its missile force, “if that threat is elimi-

nated the alliance could forego its moderniza-
tion program."
He said the United States was disappointed

by Soviet media criticism of Reagan's pro-

posals, “but remains hopeful that Soviet

leaders will not discard this important
opportunity to further the cause of peace."

“We have every hope the Soviet Union will

accept this offer,” he said. “We have every
belief it is a major arms control initiative

unlike most over the course of the last 30
years."

He said the United States desires to limit

the first phase of negotiations to land-based
systems like the Pershing IIs and SS-20s, and
leave submarine-based missiles and bombers
out of the earliest discussions.

“Our approach is to facilitate early prog-

ress in the negotiations by focusing on land-

based missiles and our step-by-step approach
envisages the possibility of discussions on
other systems at a later stage," he said.

U.S. officials, meanwhile, said an alliance

working group agreed with Reagan s view

that the Soviet Union has a 6-1 margin of

superiority in intermediate-range nuclear

forces.

“Of such systems, the United States has a

total of approximately 560 aircraft and no

missiles, while the Soviet total numbers over

3,800 missiles and aircraft," U.S. Assistant

Secretary of Defense Richard Bun told the

news conference.

According to the statistics, the United
States has none of the land-based weapons it

wants to concentrate on in the opening phase
of negotiations. The Soviet Union has 700
such weapons, many with multiple warheads,

according to the figures.

Burt asserted that the NATO special con-

sultative group, alliance missile deployment
planners from each .country, agreed with

Reagan's assessment
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Unauthorized genetic experiments

U.S. researcher loses grant

BUENOS AIRES, Nov. 21, (R) — Gen.

Horado Liendo, the interior minister, took

over as Argentine president Saturday from

ailing Gen. Bobeno Viola amid a growing

clamor for an end to military rule.

President Viola. 57, is suffering from a

heart complaint. He has been ordered by his

doctors to take complete rest and will be

temporarily replaced by his close aide, an

official announcement said.

The gravityof his illness is not known — his

doctors have said he is suffering from hyp-

ertension and a coronary insuffideny— but a

government spokesman said Friday night he

would be confined to his official residence for

at least two or three weeks.
Local press reports speculated that Presi-

dent Viola would never resume his eight-

mom h-old rule, heavily criticized for its poor

political and economic performance.

Effective power lies in the bands of the

military iuma, formed by the commanders of

the three armed forces, who have ruled Argentina

since ousting the tottering and corrupt gov-

ernment of Maria Estela de Peron in 1976.

Political parties whose activities have been

banned since the end of beay populist

Feronist rule feel the military have failed to

end the corruption and economic chaos for

which they blamed civilian rulers.

LOS ANGELES. California. Nov. 21

(AP) — The National Institute of Health has

revoked S270,000 in research grants to a

University of California-Los Angeles (UC-
LA) scientist who performed unauthorized

genetic experiments on two women in Israel

and Italy.

The measure was taken to “serve as a warn-

ing" to other scientists who break U.S. rules

on genetic research, an NIH official said.

The action was announced Friday against

Dr. Martin J. Cline for violating rules in the

first known genetic engineering experiments

on humans, dine also faces reviews of future

gram proposals for throe years.

Cline's office said he declined commenton
the decision by NIH director Dr. Thomas E.

Malone, who 'based action on NIH
reviews of July 1980 experiment* CUne

performed on two women in Israel and Italy.

The women suffered from beta-

xhalassenua, a find gfewjtWdisease prevent-

ingthem from produ^ghbtaogtobin, which

carries oxygen through the body.

Cine treatedceSt from rheir.bone marrow

with genes containinginformation to produce

normal hemoglobin, which : might have

arrested the disease ff the womens’* bone

marrow began prodarine normal hemoglo-

bin. -
r

-
:

The experiments came two weeks before

UCLA's human subjects committee refused

Cline's proposal to use the treatment on
campus for victim* of sickle cell anemia.

Women broadcasters beatjamming
BRUSSELS, Belgium, Nov. 21 (AP) —

Radio Free Europe is increasing its use of
women announcers and sun spots to over-

come jamming of programs to Eastern
Europe, the broadcasting agency’s chief has

“For some reason the female voice has a

tendency to get through jamming a little bit

easier than the male voice," RFE president

Germ W. Ferguson told a meeting of the

lAraerican Chamber of Commerce in

Belgium.

“We are using more women as broadcas-

ters’
1

, he said. Ferguson also said RFE had

found that sunspot activity best reduced the

impact of jamming in the hours just before

sunset “The sunspots get in the way and we
get through," he said.

In addition, broadcasters have mcsM&ed
their advice to listeners in the Soviet Union to

take quick trips out of Moscow where it is

hard to. pick up Western broadcasters beca-

use of jamming,. -.

•*’ ff they n get in their car and drive out of

downtown Moscow to the suburbs or take

public transportation and take their trans-

istor radios with them, they can hear uswhen
they get outside the main urban areas," he

said.
.

-

Ferguson asserted the Soviet Union has a

staff of 5,000 persons at 200 jamming trans-

mitters in Eastern Europe. He said thatsfocc .

•the beginning of the liberalization driveJn

Poland jamming of programs beamed to

Poland has increased “not appreciably; .but

somewhat, since a year ago." .

Special price reduction upto 30 %
Special offer for limited period
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Time to go home. Time to entrust your most cherished

belongings to various packers ... shippers ... customs agents

and carriers at both ends.
it’s easier, safer, and ultimately cheaper to make a single

call to SNAS-DHL, because the world’s largest most efficient

courier service can apply its expertise to make your home
coming the kind of trouble-free experience it should be.

From packing through to final delivery at your new
location, wherever it may be, our representative will estimate

your costs, work out schedules, coordinate and sdpfcivise the

entire process, so that everything arrives safely andon time

with no complications or unexpected extras; ' 1

Whether you’re moving a single suitcase, a whole house-
hold or an entire company, we provide the complete'service

package for transhipment anywhere in the World.

So, let SNAS-DHL remove the inconvenience and worry
from international relocation.

Call us for a brochure or for further details, today.

Yourhelpinghandacross the world
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Interviewers *annoyedf

U.S. aide

2J
TOKYO, Nov. 21 (Agencies) — U.S.

National Security Adviser Richard V. Allen,
under investigation because ofa $1,000 hon-
orarium from a Japanese, magazine that
interviewed Nancy Reagan, allegedly
received two watches from the interviewers,
major Japanese dailies reported Saturday.
The Maudeki Skimbiut, in a front-page

article quoted Fuyufco Kamisaka the literary
critic who wrote the article about Nancy Rea-
gan for Sktrfu -No -Tomo (“Housewife's
Friend”), and Chizuko Takase, a longtime
friend of Allen and interpreter for the
interview with Mrs. Reagan.
They were quoted as saying they gave

Allen one gold-colored and one silver-

colored Japanese quartz watch, each valued
at about SI 65. A similar account was
published Saturday in the Asahi Shimbun,
another major daily.

'

The U.S. Justice Department is investigat-

ing whether . Allen is guilty / of wrongdoing'
in receiving the $1,000, which he said be
“intercepted" on behalf of Mrs, Reagan, pm
in a sale and forgot about for eight months.
The Federal Bureau of Investigation is asking
additional questions. Justice Department
sources said Friday.

According to the hiabdchi, Mrs. Takase
and Miss Kamisaka bought the watches at an
airport duty-free shop Jan. IS before board-
ing the plane for Washington. The duty-free

price was $130 each, and the watches retail

for about $165. the Mabdchi said.A 1 977 law
prohibits U.S. officials from keeping gifts

valued at more than $100.
The Mamicki quoted Miss Kamisaka as

saying she bought the watches as gifts in the

event someone helped them on their foreign

assignment for the magazine.

The Maudcki said Mrs. Takase met Allen

HAGFORS, Sweden (AP) —The Swedish
Defense Agency (FOA) reported to have
recorded early Friday a Soviet underground
nuclear explosion in eastern Kazakhstan. It

reportedly was the 12th Soviet blast in the

area this year.

WASHINGTON, (AP)—The Senate Fri-

day confirmed President Reagan's choice of
Elliott Abrams to be assistant U.S. secretary

of state for human rights. Confirmation was
by voice vote with little discussion.

WASHINGTON, (AP) — U.S. presiden-

tial press secretary James S. Brady will go
home “for good" Monday after spending

eight months in the hospital and undergoing:

four operations for a bullet wound in his

brain, the White Jionse said Friday. Brady,

. 41; has been a patient at George Washington
’

said given

watches
on Jan. 16 and offered him the gold-colored

watch as a gift to thank him for arranging the

magazine's interview with Mrs. Reagan. On
Jan. 22, the • day after - the interview, Mrs.
Takase visited Allen again and asked him if

he wanted the silver one instead, and Allen

reportedly suggested that he forward the sec-

ond watch to a “suitable person," the daily

said. No other details were available.

Miss Kamisaka was quoted as saying she is

“annoyed at being entangled in this White
House affair." According to the newspaper,
she requested a receipt for the $1 ,000 honor-
arium on several occasions, and Allen repea-
tedly promised to mad one. No receipt was
received, she said.

Meanwhile, Kyodo News Service reported
Saturday that Allen was deeply involved as a

business consultant for Nissan Motor Co.,
Tokyo Electric Co. and other leading Japan-
ese firms. The news agency said that its pro-

bes shed light on Aden’s dealings with these

enterprises, mainly in the collection of key
information about the U.S. Auto Industry
.and U.S. government energy policy.

The news agency quoted Nissan officials as
saying that Aden was introduced to Nissan by
the late Japanese Liberal-Democratic Party

(LDP) parliamentarian Okinori Kaya. Allen
concluded a business consultancy contract

with Nissan. Japan's No. 2 automaker, in the

1970s, daring the administration of former
President Richard Nixon.

The Nissan officials were quoted as saying
that Aden gathered important information

on U.S. government car industry policy. Nis-

san also asked persons introducedby Aden to

lobby for the company in Washington, Kyodo
said. It said that the consultancy contract was
canceled shortly before Aden joined the

Reagan staff.

FS
University Hospital ever since he was shot in

the March 30 assassination attempt on Presi-

dent Ronald Reagan outside a Washington

hotel.

LONDON (AP)— The official portrait of

Princess Diana, slashed by a protester from

Northern Ireland in August, has been fully

restored and wiD go on view next week, the

National Portrait Gallery announced Friday.

The paining, by British artist Bryan Organ,

“is looking as good as new" and wid be

unveiled next Thursday, said a gallery offi-

cial.

LONDON, (AFP) — The British manufa-

cturer of a.parlor game-based on bomb dis-

posal squads is to be withdrawn from the

market followingwidespread public protests.

. Thegame iscalled“Bombshed". .

flfabnews International

5-year-old murder case revived

PoUcerapped in *French Watergate9
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PARIS, Nov. 21 (AP)— “This case has

becomes French Watergate," Judge Andre

Giresse declared Friday before outlining a

list of possible police cover-ups and foul-

ups in the investigation fb the slaying of

Prince Jean de Broglie.

He also accused the country's .former

interior minister of lying“by omission," in

the messy, five-year-old case-whose leads

may reach as high as former President Val-

ery Giscard (TF staing.

In 1976, De Broglie was gunned down in

a Paris street in what looked like a contract

murder. Newspapers suggested at the time

that the 55-year-old prince had become a

political embarrassment to his- powerful

friends in the political field. Four persons

are now on trial in the case many
Frenchmen predicted would never see the

light of day because of political pressure to

keep it quiet.

On Friday, the trial's 12the session, the

judge bad just announced that the first

witnesses would be called Monday when he
made the allusion to the case which brought
down former U.S. President Nixon.

Giresse criticized police supervisory

agencies for failing to follow upon the case

and for not prodding those directly involved

to turn over evidence to prosecutors. The
police sectionon investigations “failed in its

mission and the minister of the interior lied

by omission," the judge concluded.

The former minister. Michel Poniat-

owski. who served under Giscard dEstaing,
arrested six persons five days after the slay-

ing and announced the case was closed.

The case bounced around the French jud-

iciary for years, two of the defendants
eventually being freed and Poniatowski

undergoing a parliamentary investigation

during that time.

African leaders agree :

to West’s Namibia plan

U.K.doctor gets life for killing wife
MIDDLESBROUGH. England, Nov. 21

(AP) — Surgeon Paul Vickers, who sat in

judgment bn fellow debtors accused of indis-

cipline. was jaded for life Friday for poison-
ing his schizophrenic and crippled wife Marg-
aret with an anti-cancer drug.
Pamela CoRison, 34, one of Vickers' five

mistresses and accused with him of murder,
was acquitted by the jury of seven men and
five women at the end ofa sensational trial in

this drab, northeast England steel town.
Vickers, 47, head of the accident unit at

Queen Elizabeth Hospital, Gateshead, near
Newcastle Upon Tyne, was described by
judge Sir Leslie Boreham as a man "ridden
with gufiL" He showed no emotion at the

sentence but Miss Collison, 34, who betrayed
her lover to the police when their affair

ended, wept in the dock where for 25 days the

couple sat two feet apart, never exchanging a

glance.

Sentencing Vickers to life imprisonment
with a recommendation he serve at least 17
years, the judge said: “Forjudges it is not an
unfamiliar thing to have to witness what
might be called man's inhumanity to man.
When a medical practitioner whose vocation

it is to alleviate pain and suffering, deliber-

ately IdDs, even for a judge, it is a new field.
“When, as here, the victim isyourwife, and

when particularly the killing is done, not in a

moment of passion bnt by a process which
was cruelly insidious slowly debilitating and,
for her fatal, in my judgment inhumanity has
plunged to the very depths."

Both the accused pleaded innocent of
murder. After the verdicts. Miss Collison

pleaded guilty to obtaining the drug !om-
ustine for Vickers on false prescriptions

written by him, and was sentenced to six

months imprisonment, suspended for two
years. The sentence lapses ifshe isin no more
trouble for that time.'

- Proi secutor Harry Ognall said that
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Vickers administered lomustine to his 43-

year-old wife, claiming it was for a brain

tumor, but in reality because he knew it

induced the blood disease of aplastic anemia
and left no traces when Mrs. Vickers died in a

Newcastle hospital in June 1979. Had the

surgeon not been betrayed, it would have

been almost" the perfect crime," Ognall said.

He said that Vickers hoped to become a
member of the European Parliament for the

Conservative Party and to take Collison

along with him in a new career. He was on the

central ethical committee of the British Med-
ical Association and the disciplinary com-
mittee of the General Medical Council.

His shy, retiring wife was a “grave impedi-

ment" to his ambition and he plotted her

murder after meeting Collison, a researcher

and speech-writer for leading politicians, the

prosecutor said.

DAR ES SALAAM. Nov. (R) — Black

African leaders have agreed in principle to

Western proposals for the independence of

Namibia (Southwest Africa), according to

Western diplomats here. They said eight

African states and the Southwest .Africa

People's Organization (SWAPO) accepted

with only minor modifications the proposals
pm forward by a Western contact group
comprising the United States. France, Bri-

tain, West Germany and Canada.
One Western envoy said: “What the

front-liners and SWAPO are saying to the
contact group is ‘you have our support, now
go and convince South Africa’." There was

no immediate reaction from Pretoria but
SWAPO leader Sam Nujoma warned that the
bush war against South African forces in the

mineral- rich territory would be intensified if

a peaceful settlement was not reached.
Western diplomats said the main theme of

the contact group's proposals was protecting
the rights of the 1 00.000 whiles in Namibia, a

former German protectorate that South
African has administered for 65 years.

Namibia has one million blacks.

Nujoma said the rights of Namibia's white

minority would be guaranteed when the

territory became independent. But he told a

rally in Lusaka that SWAPO* s willingness to

accept negotiations for a settlement should
not be taken as a sign of weakness.

South Africa and SWAPO have agreed to

independence in principle, based on free

elections, a ceasefire and the presence of a

transitional U.N. force. But talks last January
collapsed when South Africa claimed the
world body was biased toward SWAPO.
SWAPO joined eight African states —

Angola, Dotswana, Mozambique, Zambia.
Zimbabwe, Tanzania. Nigeria and Kenya —
for a meeting in Dar Es Salaam Tuesday that

accepted the contact group's proposals

Reacting from the Namibian capital ol

Windhoek, the ruling Democratic Tumhalle
Alliance said it was waiting for further clafifi-;

cation from the contact group about the con*

•stitutional guidelines for ; an independent

Namibia. But the leader of the territory's

national party, kosie Pretorius. said it could

not accept a constituent assembly elected b>

universal suffrage as the group had proposed.

Six whites held
;

inZimbabwe city
SALISBURY. Nov. 21, iR> — Six whites

have been arrested in Zimbabwe's southern
city of Bulawayo following the discovery of a

'

plot to endanger state security, the Home
Affairs Ministry announced Friday night.

.

A ministry statement said the six were ilet-

ained after police searches uncovered fire-

arms, ammunition, explosives and detonat- ;

ors. No charges have been announced and it

appeared investigations were continuing

The ministry statement said the Bulawayo
arrests had no connection withthe escape last

Sunday ofa white army officerwho was being

questioned by police on allegations that he

spied for South Africa.

The officer. Capr. Frank Gcricfce. was

released from his police cell by an unid-

entified man and detective inspector Freder-

ick Varkevivscr. who was investigating the

case. The three men, together with inspector

Varkevisser's wife and two children, hive

since disappeared.

There have been government allegations

of a number of plots against the administra-

tion of Prime Minister Robert Mugabe since

be came to power in February last year.
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At Kirby we are very proud of this achievement.

We are proud of having delivered low cost top

quality pre-engineered steel buildings on

time to satisfied customers who keep

coming back.

How has this been achieved?

With the largest capacity and most f .

modern manufacturing plant in } -jj

the Middle East.
* Jj

With a highly effective design

and engineering team trained

to the highest international V
standards.

Through the most extensive and comprehensive

sales and service network in the Middle East

construction industry.

Through our certified builder network

established to ensure your building

is constructed to Kirby’s exacting

standards.

Through a management and

SHglqB workforce dedicated to the

ideals of achievement and

growth.

Make us proud to make you

a Kirby customer.

Quality backed with steel

KIRBY SALES OFFICES IN SAUDI ARABIA

WESTBN momee
SUTTE 302. BRAMM SHAKER BWLDMQ
OWOSTTE karawan shophng center
PJO BOX U34 JEDDAH
PHONE: 6444822
T&Bfc-WOBIl KIRBY SJ

camtAL PMMNce
KMQ FAISAL BM ABDUA32 STREET
NEAR AL MUBARAK HOSPITAL
PO. BOX I3Z7 RIYADH
PHONE: 4050642. 4059068. 403487?

TELEX: 200712 KH3Y SJ

EASTERN PROVINCE
surra 310. FLUOR ARABIA BULDNC
AL KHOBAR - DAIMAM ROAD
P.O. BOX 145B AL KHOBAR
PHONE- 8951960. BK1B50. 0851952
TELEX: CT0W5 KfiBYSJ

GE0RQE K0BRQSSY, SALES MANAGER HABIL SULEIMAN. SALES MANAGER SAMI NASSER, SALES MANAGER

BUILDING SYSTEMS KUWAITHPLL.

—

Head Office RQ Box 23933. SalaL Kuwait

Telex 44240 Krty PT KT-Tet 962800/5/9

KIRBY CERTIFIED BUILDERS IN SAUDI ARABIA
EASTERN PROVINCE

AL QAHTAM MARITIME
P.O. BOX: 2224. DAMMAM
PHONE: 8336803. 8336754
TELEX: 601776 AQM SJ

ATTN: HAROON 5ATTI

AL KARAWAN EST.
P.O. BOX: 244, RIYADH
PHONE: 4641869, 4641910
TELEX: 200737 KARAWAN SJ

ATTN: MARWAN BARQ

SAUDI ARABIAN ENTERPRISES
P.O. BOX: 8434, JEDDAH

_ PHONE: 6311778. 6313954
® TELEX: 400189 ALLAM SJ

ATTN: ABDULWAHAB NAJEM

BAKER TRAD. & CONTRACTING
P.O. BOX: 2062. AL KHOBAR
PHONE: 8644357
TELEX: 670300 BAKON SJ

ATTN: RAMZI SHAM!

TAMJMJ & FOUAD (TAFCO)
P.O. BOX: 335. DAHARAN AP
PHONE: 8329651 , 8333264
TELEX: 601501 TAFCO SJ

ATTN: NICHOLAS NAJJAR

CENTRAL PROVINCE

BAKER TRADING & CONTRACTING
P.O. BOX: 2985 RIYADH
PHONE: 4766650, 4782124
TELEX: 201242. BAKER SJ

ATTN: SULEIMAN ZAROUBI

ARiEB ENTERPRISES
P.0. BOX: 3790. RIYADH
PHONE: 4545912
TELEX: 201 171

SAHARA BUILDING CONTRACTORS
P.O. BOX: 754, RIYADH
PHONE: 4658278
TELEX: 201 178 REVERA SJ

ATTN: LEO MASKAUUNAS ATTN: MOHAMMED HIKMAT

WESTERN PROVINCE
SAHARA BUILDING CONTRACTORS
P.O. BOX; 7005, JEDDAH
PHONE: 6532884, 6530832
TELEX: 403039 SAHARA SJ

ATTN: BILAL NABAHANI

BUGSHAN TRADING CO.
P.O. BOX' 2372, JEDDAH
PHONE: 6825450. 8820648

TELEX: 400271 MSB SJ

AL WAUD COJ N.HJL CONSTRUCTION
P.O. BOX: 5957. JEDDAH
PHONE: 6515152, 6515652
TELEX: 400097TAREQ SJ.

ATTN: IBRAHIM BAMADHAJ ATTN: MOHAMMAD HUAB
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U.K. trade surplus
1 hits $220m mark
c LONDON, Nov D . c
C posted a foreign trade 1

1

* ..
^ of 4.3 bfflioa pounds ($8.1 7 bil-

)
pounds ($2204 million? w*

1 16

I

?D,on
^?J?)

feu back from Septembers record 4.45

]
sharply from 13

UP bffll0n )»««** (58.46 billion), the depart-

lion) in September
(524.7 mil- ment of Trade said, mainly because of lowerSomber,

on^»ekSd2i?5- foi^^SeW^ SC/lei?,bfer ^
trade fi8ures announced since

of a lenethy striking of civil

North Sea oil shipments.
Imports fell back also to 4.18 billion

pounds ($7.9 billion) from 4.4 billion pounds
($8.36 billion) the month before.
The department said so-called “invisible

exports’* for such things as banking, shipping
and tourism amounted to some 200 million
unds ($380 million

DIAMONDS
- prices now firm
- due for upward move

After the recent drop in diamond
prices, and the announcement by
De Beers oftheir cutback in

supplies, diamond prices are now
due for a strong upward movement.

For full information on the

opportunities in the diamond
market contact Gemstone Trading,

the world’s leading investment
diamond brokers.

To: Gemstone Trading Company Limited, 37 Upper Brook Street,

London WlY lPE. Telephone: 01-493 8663.

NAME
(MR/MRS/MISS )

ADDRESS

TEL HOME:.

BUSINESS:.

'

ii^LrcNE TRADING COMIRKY LIMITED

tvabiiiws

US: bars

exports by

two firms
WASHINGTON, Nov. 21 (R) - The

U.S. Commerce Department has
suspended all export privilages of two
firms accused of illegally attempting to
ship a key mete! to Pakistan for use in

constructing nuclear reactors.

The State Department said it had
expressed concern to .senior Pakistani
officials. The metal, zirconium, has a vari-

ety of industrial applications, but the U.S.
government prohibits its export without a
valid license because of its potential use in
manufacturing nuclear weaponry.

The Commerce Department said
Albert Goldberg ofthe National Electron-
ics Company of Manhattan, who arranged
for the shipment, never applied for such a
license.

Brazil strikes oil

in Campos Basin
RIO DEJANEIRO. Nov. 21 (AP)— Bra-

zfl has struck oil in an offshore exploratory
well that could be pan ofa majornew oilfield,

the government oil company petrobras
announced.
The strike was made SO miles (80 km) off

the southeast Atlantic coast in tbe Campos
Basin area near Rio. Petrobras said drillers

struck oil at depths of around 8,300 feet

(2,500 m), under 775 feet (235 ra) ofwater.
Initial tests yielded 1,600 barrels a day of

what Petrobras called “extremely high qual-
ity” light crude oil. Petrobras said daily pro-
duction could go as high as 12.000 barrels
when the well enters commerical operation.

Russia flays U.S.

ban on Aeroflot
MOSCOW, Nov. 21 (R) — The Soviet

daily Prurda Saturday described Presidnet
Ronald Reagan’ s eight-day ban on Aeroflot

flights to and from the United States as an
unjustified and discriminatory measure.
Tbe Soviet state airlines was served with

the bau Friday as a penalty for overflying

restricted military areas in the north-eastern
United States during two flights Nov. 8 .

Pravda, the official Communist Party
newspaper, said the Reagan administration

itself was indirectly to blame for the over-
flights. Tbe Aeroflot plane had been told to

deviate from its fligbt path by air traffic con-
trollers who were working in a tense and diff-

icult situation, it said.
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Soviets hopeful of wrapping up gas deal with Europe
ESSEN. West Germany, Nov. 21 (R) —

-

The Soviet Unionexpects towrap up a deal to

pipe Siberian gas to Western Europe, the

biggest ever East-West trade deal, within a

few weeks. Soviet Deputy Foreign Trade

Minister Nikolai Osipov has said.

Osipov was addressing a press conference

after signing a crucial price and delivery

agreement here with West German energy

concern Ruhrgas Ag, the largest gas buyer

under the multi-million dollar scheme.

He said he foresaw, similar pricing agree-

ments with other European gas companies
“in the next few weeks,” noting that talks

with the French company Gaz de Frame had
reached a roost advanced siege. Agreement
with Ruhrgas comes only two days before

Soviet President Leonid Brezhnev's visit to

Bonn and despite U.S. fearsthatWestGerm-
any will become too dependent on Soviet

energy.

Moscow is offering Western Europe and

annual total of40 billion cubic metersofgas,
and Friday's agreemem provides for supplies

rising to 10.5 billion cubic meters a year to
sian flowing to West Germany from 1984.

Western diplomatsdescribed Friday*sign-
ing as a piece of clever timing by Moscow,

The German accordbexpected to set a price

level forcompaniesin France, Italy, Belgium,

the Netherlands, Austria and Switzerland

which are seeking tb Siberian gas.

VZ-3000X
VERTICAL DUAL-PLAY DISC COMPONENT SYSTEM

“NEW ERA IN AUDIO HISTORY”

• CONT1NOOS PLAYING OF BOTH SIDES OF A RECORD.
• RANDOM PLAY OF EACH SIDE.

• ENDLESS REPEAT PLAY OF ONE OR BOTH SIDES
• ALL THESE, WITHOUT TOUCHING THE RECORD.

VZ-3000 TURNS OVER THE
CONCEPT OF PLAYERS

WITHOUT TURNING OVER
THE RECORD

SHARP’S VZ-3000X BREAKS THE SOUND BARRIER

SOLE agents:.

HUSSAIN A. SAKLOU
JEDDAH (Head Office) 6443360 — 6435996
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There are17British cities
inNorthAmerica.
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British
airways

X
Only British Airways can fly you to 17cities

in North America direct from London.We have 6
wide-bodied flights a week from Dhahran
and 5 fromJeddah to London.

Also you can take advantage of a two night’s

free stop-over in London as a guest ofThe London
Tourist Board.With free hotel accommodation,

British
way

continental breakfast and aWest End show.
For reservations and full information contact

yourTravel Agent, or British Airways General
Sales Agent onJeddah 6693464/6673544,
A1 Khobar 8942024Jubail 3611069,Riyadh
4787208/4787210,Yanbu 3223987/3211211/2
Tabuk 4228452,Taif 7380709.
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OECD rules out policy change Indonesia
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^ov
‘ .(AP) — Senior econom-

ists of the Western industrialized nations see
no reason to abandon restrictive anti-
inflation measures, although some easing of
inflationary pressures is likely next year.
Murray Wiedenbaum, chairman of U.S.

President Ronald Reagan's council of
economic advisers, told a press conferecne
that participants at a meeting of the Organiza-
tion for Economic Cooperation and
Development’s economic policy committee
agreed that “now is not the time to push the
panic button/’

Wiedenbaum, who chaired
, the two-day

session, said delegates representing the 24
OECD member countries see a deceleration
of inflation next year thanks to steady oil
prices, a decline in certain commodity prices
and a deceleration in the growth of wages
after inflation.

Conference sources indicated inflation in
the OECD could ease to an average of about
S.5 or S.75 percent next year, compared with
an estimated 9.5 percenr in 1981. although
the 1982 figures for Europe could be around
1 1 percent.

Wiedenbaum said a “moderate recovery”
of economic activity is getting under way in
the OECD. Participants at the meeting said
the OECD doesn’t intend to alter substan-
tially last July's forecasts of two percent
annual rate ofgrowth in the first halfof 1982,
rising to a three percent annual rate in the

Financial Roundup

Dollargives way againstyen
second half. Unemployment is continuing to
rise m the OECD area, notably in Europe as a
result of demographic factors. Wiedenbaum
said.

But the rate of increase is expected to
decelerate as 1982 wears on and the move- -

ment will most likely to be reversed in a

number ofOECD countries such as the U.S.,
Japan, Australia and Sweden.
Unemployment in the U.S. is expected to

peak in the first half and decline in the second
half of the year thanks to a period of “very
rapid growth" in economic activity, the U.S.
official said.

He implicitlyconeeded there was a differ-

ence of emphasis between various delega-
tions, with some stressmginflation and others

unemployment. But he said these concerns
were shared by all OECD countries, and no
one had found it advisable to change to what
he described as “policies of economic ease.”

Replying to questions, Weidenbaum said
the United States was “responsive” to Euro-
pean concerns, which, according to other par-
ticipants, now center on uncertainties about

the implications of the recession. Weidenb-
aum predicted a strong American recovery

toward the end of next year, saying the sec-

ond half of 1982 would be a period of“veiy
rapid" growth.

The U.S. official said a moderate recovery

ofdemand would occur in the OECD area as

a whole next year as the consequences of the
rise in oD prices in the wake of the 1979
Iranian revolution were fully absorbed.
He said the committee had acknowledged

that unemployment was still rising, but added
that the increase would decelerate next year
with jobless rates likely to fall off in the

course of the year in such countries as the

United States, Japan and Sweden.
Weidenbaum said OECD countries bad

been “moderately successful” in reducing

inflation through their present policy stances.

Other participants said several Euroepan
countries reiterated their concern about U.S.

emphasis on monetary policy as an anti-

inflation instrument although U.S. interest

rates have recently come down sharply as the

recession has hit the U.S.

KUWAIT, Nov. 21 (APJ — The Kuwait
Fund for Arab Economic Development Sat-
urday extended two loans to Indonesia and
Pakistan totaling S76 million to help finance
development projects in the two Asian
countires.

The fund loaned Indonesia S60 million for
financing the Jakarta highway project.

The loan is to be repaid over 23 years with
a six years grace period. It carries an interest
rate of 3.5 percent per annum.
The fund also granted a SI 6 million loan to

Pakistan for a water supply project. The loan
will be repaid over 32 years. It carries an
interest rate of one percent per annum.

In another development a banking con-
sortium comprising the U.S., European and
Japanese Banks agreed to lend Friday $150
million to the Italian company Instito Mobila-
ine Italiano. The eight-year loan will carry an
interest rate 0.25 percent higher than the
United States prime rate.

Wall Street

Investors resigned to recession deepening

Foreign Exchange Rates
Quoted at 5:00 PJW. Saturday

SAMA Cash Transfer
Bahraini Dinar 9.08 9.08

Bangladeshi Taka — 14.90
Belgian Franc (1,000) —
Canadian Dollar — 289.00
Deutcfae Mark (100) 152.00 151.65
Dutch Guilder (100) 140.75 140.55

Egyptian found 3.75 4.13

Emirates D^ara (100) 93.00 93.20

French Frai (100) 60.50 60.15

Greek Dree la (1,000) 53.50 60.90

Indian Rtrp. (100) — 3135
Iranian Riyai (100) — —
Iraqi Dinar — —
Italian Lira (10,000) 28.90 28.50

Japanese Yen (1.000) — 15.75

Jordanian Dinar 10.14 10.07

Kuwaiti Dinar 12.18 12.18

Lebanese Lira (100) 74.00 73.70
Moroccan Dirham (100) 6050 64.80
Pakistani Rupee (100) — 34.68

Philippines Peso (100) — —
found Sterling 6.55 6.50

Qatari Riyal (100) 94.00 94.05

Singapore DoHar (100) — I67J5
Spanish Peseta (1,000) 35-50 35.75

Swiss Franc (100) 190.00 189-50

Syrian Lira (100) 58.80 63.75

Turkish lira (1,000)
— —

US. Dollar 3.43 3.425

Yemeni Riyal (100) 75215 74.90

Scffing Price Baying Price I

Gold kg. 44,000 43,900

5.160 5,150

Ounce 1*400 U90
The above cash and transfer rates are

supplied by Al-Rj^W Company. for Currency

Exchange ft Commerce, Gabel St.; Tel.

J 6420932, Jeddah. •i:

NEW YORK, Nov. 21 (AP) — No matter
what the weather brings. Wall Street is brac-

ing for a long cold winter for the U.S.
eoonomy.
Though some of the official criteria for a

“recession” have not yet been recorded in the
statisticians’ books, almost every economist
agrees that prospects for the economy over
the next few months are poor at best.

“This recession has begun as we enter the;

all-important Chrismas season, when 30 per-

cent of all consumer sales are transacted”
Paul Rothman, an analyst at Advest Inc.,

based in Hartford, Connecticut, observed.

“With unemployment rising, this year's

holiday shopping season may be a bummer.
Companies' cash flows to meet their bills and
pay off their high interest loans could fall

short
“ If this is so. announcement of financial

distress may accelerate in coming months.”
In the past week, the U.S. government rev-

ised its figures for the gross national product

to show that the United Stated output of

goods and services, after adjustment for infla-

tion, rose at a 0.6 percent annual rate in the

third quarter. Previously, it had been esti-

mated that GNP had fallen 0.6 percent in the
July-September period.

Economists cautioned, however, that the

3rd World raps EEC textile stand
GENEVA, Nov. 21 (AFP) — The Euro-

pean Economic Community was accused of
trying to limit multifiber market access Sat-

urdaywhen it outlined its position at negotia-

tions here to renew the multifiber arrange-

ment for the third time.

EEC representative Horso Krentler told a
pressconference ofthe difficulty experienced
by the 1 0EEC countries in hammering out a

common approach to the talks earlier this

week, adding that it now had little room to
maneuver.

But developing countries spokesman
Felipe Jamarillo told representatives of
about 50 countries attending the talks that
the two main EEC standpoints outlined by
Krentler were. unacceptable.

access to the European market to a growth

rate less than six percent allowed by the first

MFA.
It also wants the right to cut the export

quotas of developing countries if these quotas
have not been used up in past years. Krentler

said this was to prevent a sudden flooding of
the market by means of quota build-ups.

change should not be read as any sort of
encouraging news, since it mainly reflected
an increase in estimates of inventory
buildups. And rising inventories right now
are the subject of a great deal of concern.
"The economy is weakening rapidly,"

noted Aubrenynb. Zaffuto. economist at the
investment management firm of Schroder
Capital Management Inc.

“ Even if inventories can be brought under
control in the next few months: real GNP is

likely to slip at a greater than 5 percent
annua! rate in Lhe fourth quarter and fall
further, by perhaps a 4 percent rate, in the
first quarter of 1982."

The New York stock exchange composite
index rose . 1 4 to 70.99. and the market value
index at the American stock exchange edged
up .39 to 318.11. Big Board Volume aver-
aged 47.56 million shares a day, against
49.09 million the week before.
Some actively traded bonds have, in a few

weeks’ time, recouped roughly two-third of
the losses they piled up earlier in the year,
when bond prices were reaching record lows
with monotonous regularity.

By J. H. Hammond

JEDDAH, Nov. 21 — The dollar closed

strong the New York exchange markets

Friday night, despite some further easing of

U.S. dollar interest rates.

The Japanese yen. however, continued its

strong drive against the dollar, closing at

2 1 7.00 levels Friday night, while most other
currencies lost ground' against the Ameri-
can currency. One immediate factor

influencing the dollar's last minute rise on
the exchanges, was the release of the weekly

;

U.S. money supply figures which showed a
larger than expected rise of $2.3 billion

- in the broader M1-B measurement.
On the local markets, rival deposit rates

eased further in the short tenors, moving in

sympathy with dollar interest rates. Satur-
day saw little activity on the local exchange
markets.

despite a trend for lower prime rates than
the present 16 percent level, and gloomy
predictions of further falls in the months to

come, the dollar did surprisingly well on the
New York exchange markets. The senti-

ment at the moment seems to be one of
expecting European interest rates to fall,

and if this happens then the U.S. currency
will continue to retain its real term value

against the other currencies. Meanwhile,
Eurodollar deposit rates have now fallen to
12 V16 — 12 5/16 percent for the one-
month and 12** — l2Vs percent for lhe
three- month. The longer tenors have also

fallen back to 13 1 '* — 13‘« percent, but
money market opinion is that the long-
dated funds have stabilized for the time

being.

On the Friday European and New York
exchange markets, the dollar picked most of
lost ground, especially against the mark and
the French franc, but there were noticeable
falls also by the Swiss currency and the Brit-

ish pound. Only the yen was strong, trading

at 217.00 levels, after it had started the

week at 225.00 levels. The mark on the

other hand, fell back sharply to 2.2S80 at

some stages, despite some Bundesbank
intervention support. The French franc also

fell back to 5.70 levels in New York, before
stabilizing at 5.693U. It was only a week ago
that the French currency bad picked up a lot

of ground to trade at 5.5600 levels. The
Swiss franc fell back in sympathy with the

German mark, trading at 1.8100 and
1 .8200 levels by close, with the Swiss franc

coming under speculative selling pressure

on the grounds of Swiss interest rate cuts.

The local market was quiet and cautious

Saturday according to local dealers. Few-

exchange transactions were carried out.

with spot dollar/riyal rates opening at

3.4180-00 and later narrowing down to

3.4190-00 but with few actual deals being i

struck . Brokers operating our of Bahrain
,

reported that most OBUs — Offshore
Booking Units, had closed for the day by
lunchtime. In the money markets, a few

deals were done, mostly in the shorter

tenors.

One-month riyal eased back to o 1-: — 7
percent after it had been stable at 7— 7 1 *

percent for the latter pan of last-week.

One-year riyal rates were also marginally
down to 12 — 12’'2 percent.

IMF eases borrowing rules
WASHINGTON. Nov. 21 (R) — The

International Monetary Fund (IMF) has

agreed on a new way of attracting revenue

which may give the Third World a bigger say

in its policies, monetary sources has said.

They said the IMF executive board, in a

decision made Monday, but not announced,
relaxed its borrowing guidelines to allow

countries to lend to the fund even if they owe
it money.

In the past ’the IMF has been reluctant to

seek loans from member countries that owed
it money, although it borrowed earlier this

year from Britain which was in debt to the

hind’s oil import loan program at the time.

The new policy may delay the need for the

IMF to seek financing in the private markets,

a move that many experts arc predicting. The
IMF, through complex financing arrange-

ments, helps countriessuffering from balance

of payments difficulties resulting from
problems with their economies. The IMF
uses itsown financial resources and occasion-
ally borrows from its financially strange

member countries.

This has tended to omit many developing

countries, a number of which are already

receiving large IMF loans. The new policy

may give developing countries which lend

money to the IMF a greater voice because
their role as lenders would put them in a
stronger political position within the fund.

The updateable microfiche active record system.
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Saudi Arabian government tenders
Authority Description Trader Tender Closing

Number Price Date

Ministry of Posts. Supply of watchmen for 10/31
(SR)
200 24.11.81

Telegraph and PIT buildings in the
Telephones Eastern Province

Qara Rural Complex in Sale of a 50 x 50 square me- — 200 26.11.81
Jouf ter fuel station in Khoaa/

Jouf in a public auction

Al-Qaryat Governorate Construction of a fence 190 50 18.11.81
around the residence of
the governor

Ministry of Posts,

Telegraph and
Telephones

Supply of laser sheets 120340 500

URGENTLY

Cgnorama fyjater

370

TRANS ARABIA

Trans Arabia Co,
HAS IMMEDIATE OPENINGS FOR THE FOLLOWING

POSITIONS:

NO. OF
VACANCIES

JOBT^LE

1. ELECTRICIANS

2. DIESEL TECHNICIANS-

3. PLUMBERS

4. A/C TECHNICIANS—

QUALIFICATIONS:

APPLICANTS MUST HAVE THE FOLLOWING
REQUIREMENTS:

1. TRANSFERABLE RESIDENCE WORK PERMIT (IQAMA)

2. MINIMUM OF TWO YEARS EXPERIENCE IN THE
FIELD APPLIED FOB.

3. THE ABILITY TO SPEAK ENGLISH.

, FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, PLEASE CONTACT:

PERSONNEL AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT,
HEAD OFFICE,

NEAR PALESTINE ROAD, JEDDAH- y

- For further details, please contact:

UERAISyIRiyadh House Establishment
^ Riyadh TEL: 4059603-4021741-4021743

BRANCHES: Riyadh, Jeddah, Al-Khobar, Makkah, Al-Jubay
f,
Khamis Mushat, Al-Asha, Yanbu, Gassim and Tabouk
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World Cup Soccer

AjablKWS Sports

Yugoslavia qualifies for finals
NOVI SAD, Yugoslavia (AF)— Yugosl-

avia rolled over Luxembourg 5-0 here Satur-
day to qualify for the World Soccer Cup finals
in Spain next year.

Yugoslavia led 2-0 at halftime ofthe-Euro-
peau Group Five qualifying match watched
by 25,000 fans. With just two matches
remaining in the group, Yugoslavia and Italy
are through to the finals, ahead of Greece,
Denmark and Luxembourg.
Scorers were Halilbodzic in the 2nd and

44th minute, Surjak in the 67th, Pasic in the
71st and Zlatoko Vujovic in the 76th minute.

Vahid HalOhodzic put Yugoslavia ahead
after Luxembourg goalkeeper Moes made a

gift to Yugoslav forward Zlatko Vujovic.

Moes, kicking the ball into play after an
unsuccessful Yugoslav attack, handed the
ball to Vujovicon a silver plate, so to say.Vho

passed to Halilhodzic who netted easily from
close range.

Yugoslavia dominated the first period

completely but their lackluster attack wasted

a series of scoring opportunities.
Luxembourg defended weD, marshalled by
the tall sweeper Rohman, who plays for San

Diego.

Yugoslavs took things easy later but Hal-

ihodzic made it 2-0 just before the interval

from a melee following a pass from Ivan

Buljan.

Yugoslav skipper Ivica Suijack, playing his

50th international, headed in a perfect cross

from Vladimir Petrovic to put Yugoslavia

further ahead in the 67tb minute. Yugoslavia

were given a scare minutes earlier when Drash

wasted the guests' second and last chance of

the match. Goalkeeper Fantelic deflected his

shot after Drasch had broken clearin front of
the Yugoslav goal.

*
t

Predrag Pasic made ft; 4-0 in the 71st

minute after a solo effort, minutes aftercom-
ing in to replace Halilbodzic. Zlatko Vujovic

scored the final goal five minutes later, his

seventh goal in as many group games. X .

Luxembourg put up a gallant defense but

were clearly running out ofsteam in the final

stage of the match when their defense broke

apart and conceded the three last goals.

Yugoslavia

Italy

Denmark
Greece
Luxembourg

r W D L F
7 5 \ 1 20
7 4 2 I II

8 4 0 4 14 II

tr‘ *•

7 3 13 9
7 0 0 7 1

For 2nd berth

Tottenham Hotspur downs United

THE MUCH TALKED ABOUT CLASH: Umpire Tony Crafter separates Australia's

Dennis Lfflee (left) and Pakistani captain Javed Miandad Mowing a dash between the

two stalwarts during the First Test in Perth. The foddent led to ACB suspending Like far

two games.

LONDON. Nov. 21 (R) — Manchester
United lost their 12-game unbeaten league

run and had their English First Division

Football lead cut to two point Saturday when
they went down 3-1 to Tottenham Hotspur,

who. moved to second place with their win.

United, who have also dropped two 1-0

League Cup decisions to Spurs this season,

failed for the third time this season to contain

the London club, but remained on top when

Soccer results

their two closest pursuers before Saturday,

Ipswich and Swansea, also lost.

Ipswich were shut out 2-0 at Stoke while

Swansea, the Welsh club who led the division

this season, were swamped 4-0 at Manchester
City.

The league table now shows Manchester
United on top with 29 points, followed by
Tottenham with 27, Ipswich and Swansea
with 26 and West Ham United fifth with 25
after a 5-2 home triumph over Coventry.

Engfirii Division One

Birmingham
Brighton

Everton
Manchester City

Middlesbrough
Nottingham Forest

Southampton
Stoke
Tottenham
West Bromwich
West Ham

WoKaHampton
Notts County
Sunderland
Swansea
Aston Villa

Arena!
Leeds
Ipswich

Manchester United
Liverpool

Coventry

Norwich
Oldham
Rotherham
Shrewsbury
Watford

4 Derby
0 Crystal Palace

2 Charlton

2 Q.P. Rangers

3 Blackburn

Scottish Premier DfrMoa

Celtic

Dundee United
Hibernian

Panick
St, Manet!

3 Rangers

4 Airdrie

1 Aberdeen
2 Morton
4 Dundee

DMrionOne

Barnsley
Bolton

Cambridge
Cardiff

Chelsea
Newcastle

Division Tiro

2 Wrexham
1 Orient

1 Sheffield Wednesday
3 Leicester

1 Grimsby
3 Luton

Dumbarton
Dunfermline

FaDrir

Hamilton
Kilmarnock

Queen’s Park
St. Johnstone

Rafth

Clydebank
Motherwell
Hearts

Queen South

East Stirling

Ayr

Nottingham Forest squandered an attempt
to move up and also surrendered a 23-game
unbeaten home streak when Arsenal overc-

ame an early deficit to beat them 2-1.

Liverpool, so often champions, hac
another setback in their bid to gain ground on
the leaders when they could only manage a

1-1 draw away against West Bromwich Alb-
ion. They needed a last-minute equalizer by
Kenny Dalglish to get a point.

Defending champions Aston Villa remain-
ing mired in the lower regions of the division

after a 3-3 draw against Middlesbrough.
Manchester United dropped two of their

first three matches this season and with one
point from three games were last in the divi-

sion. Then they surged to the top with eight

wins and four draws from 12 matches.
But the two League Cup defeats by Spurs

indicated that they would have difficulty Sat-

urday and they were nor helped by being
without international winger Steve Coppell,
defenderJohn Gidman and goalkeeper Gary
Bailey through injury.

But Spurs’ lethal finishing would probably
have been too much for any side. Mike Haz-
ard hammered home a shot past Paddy
Roche, playing his first game in 15 months,
after just six minutes and Graham Roberts
beaded in another in the 29th minute.

Wmdies
Pakistan

New Zealand records fluent victory
PARIS, Nov. 21 (R) — The New Zealand

All-Blacks, aided by a penalty try, convinc-

ingly beat an ineffective French team 1 8-6 in

the second Rugby Union Test Saturday to

win the series 2-0 and end their eight-match
French tour on a high note.

The victory extended All-Black captain

Graham Mourie's record of Test wins in

Europe over the last four years to 1 1 in what
was probably his last major game here. \

Neither side had the talent to fulfil com-
pletely their promise to play open rugby and
erase the memory of last week’s first Test in

Toulouse which the All-Blacks won 13-9

after a bitter duel between the packs.

France showed only occasional flashes of
their best back play with good runs from win-

gers Michel Fabre and Serge Blanco.The side

still have to rediscover the form which won
them the Five-Nation Championship lastsea-

son, although the absence of injured

skipper-Jean-Pierre Rives Is clearly a factor.

For New Zealand, fullback Allan Hewson
scored 10 points with two penalties and two
conversions to cap the nine points he scored

in the first Test. Two tries completed the

All-Blacks scoring, one of them a penalty try

when flanker Mark Shawwas preventedfrom
touching down afterNewZealand pushed the

French pack over their line.

Dagley advances
NEW DELHI, IndHLNov. 21 (AP) — Top

seed Norman Dagley ofEngland on Saturday

entered the final ofthe World Amateur Bill-

.

iaids Championship easily beating Pakistan's

Lateef Amir Bux 2,890-1,505.

Bux, making his international debut in the

13-day tournament, had humbledsomelead-

ing cueists to reach the semifinals.

Dagley win meet the winner of the other
semifinal to be played on Sunday

Wallabies win
In Dublin, the Australian Rugby Union

team held on to defeat Ireland 16-12 in a
fierce, physical encounter at Lansdowne
Road.
The Wallabies led throughout, relying

heavily on their magnificent defense to
thwart the Irish.

„ The Australian pack was ip trouble from
the start of the game, losing ground to the
tough Irish pack, while the lineouts also

favored Ireland. But although Ireland consis-

tently attempted to run the good possession

they won, using full back Hugo Macneill in

the line on several occasions, the Wallabies?

tackling remained solid, with full back Roger
Gould outstanding.

The Australian ability to capitalize on the

loose ball was rewarded midway through the

second half when Andrew Slack scythed

through the Irish defense to* -put Mike
O'Connor over in the comer.

MELBOURNE, Australia, Nov. 21 (AP)
— The West Indies kept

,
their unbeaten

one-day record against Pakistan intact with

an 18-run victory in the season's opening
Benson and Hedges Cup match at the
Melbourne Cricket Ground here on Satur-

day.

The Carribeans' brilliant batting skills and
tight sharp fielding allowed them to contain

Pakistan .after - compiling a formidable 245

for eight wickets.

The Windies' hero was undoubtedly

opener Gordon Greenidge who made a swa-

shbuckling 103 in a superb and agressive dis-

play of first class batting.

He and fellow opener Desmond Haynes
completely dominated the day with an unca-

nny placement for shots which brought them
an unbeaten partnership of 182 after only 37
overs. But it seemed inevitable that one of the
pair had to be dismissed because of the risks

they were taking.

Haynes was the first wicket to fall when he

was bowled by Mudassar Nazar for 84.

Haynes had been let off before he had scored

when Iqbal Qasim dropped an easy catch in

slips off the bowling of Imran Khan.
Greenidge

1

s his superb innings was the

backbone ofthe West Indian score which saw
the opener slam five boundaries and one
spectacular six. As the rest ofthe West ladies

fell easily to Pakistan they still finished with a
sizeable total at 245 for eight wickets at the

end of the 50 overs.

Pakistan started in the same fashion as the

West Indies and after 60 minutes looked as if

they would challenge the West Indies score.

But Pakistan lost their first, wicket when
opener Rizwan has caught by Andy Roberts
for 14 after he lofted an off-drive off the

bowling off Joel Gamer.

Score-board

e Rama b Sufnz 103
D. Hawes b Mudasnr 84
V. Richards b Imran I?V. Richards b Imran 17
F. Bacchus c Rowan b Sarfcaz 8

C LLoyd b Saifnz 1U
A. Rot»ia c Mansoor b Imran 0
J. Gamer c Ashraf AJi b Imran 0

M. Mmhall not oat 9
L. Gomes c and b Sarftu 0
D. Murray not oof 1

Both 13
Total (for 8 wka) 245
Fal aTWIoe 1 -182, 2- 203. 3-222, 4-223. 3-234, 6-224, 7-244 .

Sarfraz NawaC9-2-37-4; Imran Khan 1

0

-2-23-3i Skaa-
dcr Bakht 94-46-0; Iqbal Qatka 10-0-4941; Majid Khan 5-0-344)

Mndmar Nazar 7-0-43-1.

Mudassar b Marshall 51

Rizwan-Uz-Zasun c Roberts b Gamer 14

Jawd Miandad c Mmray h Robots74
Mansoor Akhtar b Marshall 2
Majid Khan c Batches b Roberts 56
Imran Khan c Murray b Roberts 0
Wasim Raja not oar 10
Aifcnl Ah not out 1

Extras 19
Tbral (for 6 wka) 227

Mat Wins: 1 -33, 2-120. 3-124. 4-212. $-211 6-221.

Itaafo* Roberts 10-1-42-3; Marshall 10-1-27-2; Gamer 10-0-

30-1 ; Croft 10-1-57-0; Rkfianb 10-052-0.

Tavare falls fmmr sk&rt of ton
BARODA, India, Nov. 21 (AP) — Chris

Tavare hit 96 runs to take England to278 for

fourwickets at stumps on the opening day of

the three-day match against West zone here

Saturday.

The 26-year-old Kent batsmen, however,

was caught by Ghulara Parker off a flighted

ball from spinner Uday Joshi before he could

get his century. Tavare had taken 45 minutes

to get off the mark in the morning and he and

Geoff Boycott bored the 17,000 spectators

with slow scoring on a good batting wicket

England captain Keith Fietehee decided to

put his team to bat after winning the .toss.

Opener Graham Gooch hit three quickfours

but did not stay long.

Tavare joined Boycott following Gooch’s
departure and the two confidently played the
Indian bowlers.’At lunch, Englandwas 74 for
one.

Aftera 78-run second-wicket p tnership.
Boycott was caught by West Zoi captain
Ashok Mankad-at short midwicket ff Joshi.
The 41-year-old Yorkshire cricketer’s 66
runscame in 164 minutes and included seven
fours.

Left-handed David Gower batted eleg-

antly, adding67 runs for the third wicket with

Tavare^

WE BRINGYOUAUDIO!
From this magnificent range of top-quality specialist-engineered
hi-fi components, you will easily be able to select and set up the
ideal stereo system of your dreams, within the limits of your
purposes, needs and budget.
* Don’t forget there’s

a two-year international warranty
for Kenwood hi-fi.
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if ‘tricks’

far
BOMBAY. India,Nov. 21 (AP)--JPakhtan

beat 1980 Moscow Olympic champion India
5-3 Saturday in the first of the four hockey
internationalsbetween the traditional rivals.

At half-time. Pakistan led 4-2,

The second international Isscheduled lobe
played next Tuesday*in Calcutta. The third
and fourth matches wiS be played later this

month in the Pakistani dries of-Lahore lod
Karachi.

Nearly 40,000 spectators packed Bom-
bay’s Wankhede Stadium-to see the exciting

match. Pakistan
.
displayed better Brickwork

and speed to get the better of the Indiana.

Pakistan- opened its score In the eight

minttte when Marneur ul-Hasan netted a
penalty-corner. Tlte Pakistanis weroawanted
six pe^ty-corners m the first half but could
convert only one.

India scored its first goal through a penalty

stroke which was taken by left-half GurduI
Singh.

Inside-left Hanif Khan of Pakistan scored a
hat-trick for his team.

In the second-half, the fodfous, taragfeg

3-4, mounted pressure to level thescorebut
in the last minute I^kistannetwd one note
to end the match 5-3.

The match, was umpired by a Pakhtutind
an Indian. Several ratings of the . Pakhtaui
umpire irked,the Indian players andLckptaia

Swift Singh was seen deliberately fitting

some shots out of the field m anger.

Chris, Martmm
to chtsh m fhpdf
TOKYO, NOV. 21 (AFP) — Wftnbtedon

champion Chris Even Lloyd of the United

States and her compatriot Martina Navrat-

ilova meet in Sunday’s final of the $200,000
Women's Lion Cup Tennis Tournament
Lloyd beat Czech star Hana MsndUkova,

winner of this year’s French Open, 5-7, 6-2;

7-6. The American produced her usual con-

sistent ground strokes and made some spect-

acular passing shots to win the three-set bat-

tle.

In the other first-day match of the four-

woman competition, defending champion,

Chech-bora Navratilova played a strong net

game, to overcome American Tracy Austin hi

straight sets 6-3, 6-4.

Meanwhile, American teenagers Andrea'

Jaeger and Pam Shiver justified their top

seedings by winning theirway into the finalof

the $125,000 National Panasonic Women's
Tennis Classic at Royal Kings Park, Perth,

Saturday. .

Jaeger took two hours and five minutes to

beat her fifth seededopponent Mima Janso-

vec of Yugoslavia 2-6, 6-3, 6-2.

The second scad-final saw SiuivcrSttiL|a a

blistering 50 minutes, downing* compatriot

Ann fCiyomura 6-3, 6-1.

In Johannesburg, Kathy Rinaldi beat

fellow American teenager Kathy Horvath

6-3, .6-3 to take first place in the Angjo-
American Women's Indoor Tennis Tourna-
ment
The pig-tailed 14-year-old exploited bet.

powerful backhand for a hard-fought victory

over her 16-year-old opponent. There wunj
1 five deuce points in the opening game and

in the second. '
*

•<t uart dtp-

im
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As Lakers improve winning streak

Johnson regains magic touch

>nros Sports PAGE 13

NEW YORK, Nov. 21 (AP) — Until a
! couple of days ago, Earvin " Magicf* Johnson
1 wasn 1 having too much fun with the Los
Angeles Lafeers. But now with a change of
coaches, he seems to have got his act
together.

** decided to go out there and have

:
^ Los Angeles guard Friday night

after scoring 20 points and handing out 16
1

assists in the Laken? 136-167 National Bas-
ketball Association victory over the San

- Antonio Spurs.

. The reason for Johnson's ’ euphoria was
obvious. Unhappy with his role on the team,
he had been at odds with Lakers coach Paul
-Westhead. But Westhead was fired Thure-
-day, paving the way for a dual coaching setup
-with Pat- Riley and Jeny West.

Riley theoretically is coaching the defense
and West the offense, although the former
apparently has been charged with directing
the team. Asked what he told his team before
the contest, Riley grinned and replied, “I told
'em to win it, just like Tm doing."

In other NBA action, it was Portland 106,
New Jersey 86; Phfladelpha '99, Cleveland
94; Seattle 90, dallas 89; Houston 95, Was-
hington 94; Boston 112, Milwaukee 89 and
Utah 105, Chicago 103.
“ A sellout crowd at the Los Anegles forum,
apparently blaming Johnson for the firing of

Westhead, booed him during the pregame
introductions. Bur those boos turned to
cheers when the 22-year-old star went into

action.

Mitch Kupchak had 25 points, making all

11 of his field goal attempts, and 17 rebounds
for the Lakers asthey improved theirwinning
streak to six games. Karccm Abdul-Jabbar
topped Los Angeles with 30 points.

Blazers 106, Nets 86; Billy Ray Bates

scored 15 points to spark a- second-quarter

outburst that parpelfed Portland Over New
Jersey. The Blazers trailed 14- 2 in the open-
ing minutes, then outscored the Nets 27-1 0 to

take a 29-24 advantage at the end of the first

quarter.

. Portland outscored the Nets 31-1 4 in the

second quarter to turn the game into a runa-

way. The Blazers built their lead to as many
as 26 points in the third and fourth periods.

Portland's Mychal Thompson had a

game- high 27 points and IS rebounds, while

Bates added 20. Ray Williams' 119 mopped
the Nets.

76ers 99, Cavaliers94: Julius Erving scored

28 points and the Philadelphia defense held

Cleveland to only one field goal in the final

six minutes as the 76ers defeated the Caval-

iers.

Kenny Carr hit a jumper to give Cleveland

an 87-85 lead midway through the final quar-

ter. But Philadelphia then limited Cleveland

to five foul shots by James Edwards until

Mike Mitchell scored with five second left.

Andrew Toney lied the score at 87 with a

jumper, and followed moments later with a

fold shot to give the 76ers an 18-87 lead.

Sooics 90, Mavericks 89: Gus Williams

scored 22 points, including two field goals in

the final minute, to lead Seattle over Dallas.

With 43 seconds to play Dallas had a three-

point lead, but Williams hit the two field goals

and Mavericks center Scott Lloyd missed two

free- throws with three seconds left to give

Seattle the victory. Mark Agicrre was Dallas’

high scorer with 22 points, as the Mavericks,

1-10, suffered their ninth loss in a row.

. Houston 95, Washington 94: Elvin Hayes
scored a season-high 23 points to lead

Houston past Washington. Houston trailed

77-67 with 10:04 left, but the Rockets went
on a 16-4 streak to take command, 83-79.

Hayes bit a turnaround jumper put the

Rockets ahead for good 81-79.
Washington, led by Greg Ballard’s 22-

points, stayed within striking distance down
the stretch. Houston's Allen LeaveD hit two
free throws, however, with two secondsleft to

give Houston a 95-92 lead.

Celtics 112, Bucks 89: Larry Bird scored 20
points aod Cedric Maxwell added 17 as

Boston walloped Milwaukee.

Vilas struggles to get past Gehring
BUENOS AIRES,- Argentina, Nov. 21

(AP) —r Hometown favorite. GmHermo Vilas
and West Germany’s Andreas Maurer both
scored victories Friday and won the right to
meet each other in the semifinals of the
$175,000 Argentine Open Tennis Tourna-
-cnenL

Vilas defeated Rolf Gehring, also of West
<3erraany,- 7-5, 6-0 while Maurer won a lab-

orious 5-7, 7-5, 7-5 victory over Spam’s Juan
Aguilera.

Two more semifinals berths were to be
decided hr Friday night matches between top
seed Ivan Lendl of Czechoslovakia and Uru-
guay's Diego Perez and between Chile’s

Pedro Rebolledo and Ecuador's Andres
'Gomez.-
’ Vilas, the number two seed, had to work
hard for his 7-5 first set victory, which took

75 minutes and featured six straight service

.breaks. Gehring finally held his service to

take a 5-4 lead, but Vilas broke back with

-lengthy rallies to win the last three games.

, In the second set Vilas broke his opponent
.in the first game and won the next five

quickly, scoring off lobbs and passing shots

and moving Gehringfrom ride to side in long
rallies.

Maurer, who needed two and a half hours

'to defeat .;Aguilera, jumped offto a 5-1 lead

< in the first set.withgood placing and position-

ing, but lost his supremacy when the Spaniard

broke him for the first time to go 5-2. The
German was kept on the baseline as Aguilera

took six games in a row for the 7-5 set victory.

Entries invited

for Khobar tennis
By a Staff Writer

KHOBAR, Nov. 21 — The Khobar
Tennis Tournament gets underway from
January 7.

The tournament, which boast of having
400 entries last year, is open to residents
ofthe Eastern Province 1 7 years and over.
Aramco employees could be eligible to
play singles, provided they are invited to
play in the double by a non-Aramco.

Entries forms could be had from Steve
Brew, tournament chairman, at 860-5722
or Neil Perkins at 860-6416 orfrom room
204-reception, at the UPM Stadium.
Entry dose on November 30.
The tournament, begins with the men's

singles (Jan. 7), ladies? singles (Fteb. 25),
men's doubles (Mar. 11), ladiesT doubles
(Mar. 18) and mixed doubles(Apr. 1)The .

entry fee for singles is SR30, andSR50 for
doubles.

i£Ji5r-
tl- .

Maurer took a 4-1 lead in the second set,

but a steadier Aguilera again fought back to

4-4 before Maurer finally took the set at 7-5.

In the third set Aguilera attacked more,
but tended to rush his shots. The lead chan-

ged hands several times with Maurer finally

winning 7-5.

Meanwhile', Sweden’s Anders Jarryd infl-

icted a surprise defeat on defending champ-
ion and top seed Vijay Amritraj of India to

reach the semifinals of the $85,500 Bangkok
Tennis Gasric.

Unseeded Jarryd, who is ranked four in

Sweden, eliminated Madras-born Davis Cup
star Amritraj 6-7V, 7-6, 6-3 after a magnifi-

cient struggle between two players in almost

equal form.

India' s 20-year-old Ramesh Krishnan, son

of former Indian Davis Cup star Ramanat-
han. lost his first set 1-6 to Van Winhsky of
the United States before coming back
strongly to win a tie-break and take the match
1-6, 7-6, 6-4, 6-iL_

In Saturday’s semifinals Krishnan, 1979
world junior champion, takes on rising Swed-
ish player Mats Wilander of Sweden, who
ousted Chris Dunk ofthe United States 6-2,
7-6.

Jarryd meets fourth-seeded Bifl Scanlon

who defeated seventh seed John Austin 6-3,

6-2 in an all-American quarterfinals.

•
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, Now Korean Air Lines can fly you \
direct from Dhahran to.Colombo every ..

;

Saturday in one of our wide-bodied. , .

DC-lO’s. • ...

Fly only 5 hours and 10 minutes,

and you will appreciate the long-treasured

Oriental dreams and a great variety of

scenery in the tropical fancy island smiling

silently on you in the Indian Ocean: :

Fly Korean’s DC—10’s the next rim*

you’re thinking of a tip to Colombo.. We’ll

take you there direct and treat you as an

honored guest all the way.

/^r KOREAN
AIR LINES

We treat you as an honored guest.

Ballesteros wrests lead in Phoenix Golf
MIYAZAKI, Japan, Nov. 21 (AFP) —

Spain’s Severiano Ballesteros shot four bir-

dies against one bogy to take the third round
lead in the $347,830 Dunlop Phoenix Golf
Tournament here Satarday.

Ballesteros, the 1977 Dunlop Phoenix
champion, carded a three-day total of 207,
nine under par on the 6,391 meter par-72
course.

Trafling two strokes behind was Japan's

Tsuneyuki Nakajima who rolled in three bir-

rjE

diesagainst one bogey fora three-round total

of 209, seven-under.

Tied at third spot for five-under 21 Is were

American Tom Kite, his countryman Scott

Simrnpson and veteran Japanese pro Isao

Aoki.
In Rio de Janeiro, Brazil,Tom Scickmann

ofthe United States fired a par72to maintain
a one-stroke lead in the second round of the

$50,000 Brazilian Open.
Seickmann's two-dav total of 1 38 kept him

one stroke ahead of Sweden’s Jan Sonnevi,
who shot a two-under-par 70 on the 6.349
yard ltanhanga Golf Club course.

In third place, three strokes off the lead,
were Ramon Munoz of Venczuca! and Jaime
Gonzalez of Brazil.

7be day’s best score belonged to Milch
Thomas, who shot a fjye-under-par67 under

a light rain for a two dav total of 143, five
strokes off the lead.

Hurais

THE MAGICOFALWALIMA
Often in life you have to make a greater effort to get the very best rather than settling for average.

True there may be restaurants a little closer to your home but is there really one better than AL WAL1MA?

Make the decision of excellence and plan your next lunch or dinner at the AL WALIMA.

For reservations phone Riyadh 4912244 ext. 528

.AVtrrtatt Khurais Hotel
OWNED BY SAUDI HOTELS AND RESORT AREAS CO

World-wide after-sales service guarantee.

Can Korean on'Jeddah 644344076426354; Dhsforan 8645233, or Riyadh 4786160.

CITIZEN
Sole Distributor:

AlSabahTiatfingSContractingEst
JEDDAH Tel' 64 38 695 DAMMAM Tel- 83 31 861

RJVWDHTel'40 22 830

74-7670-17

74-7653-17

71-2574-57

>V Sparkling
CITIZENS.

Sparkling examples of the watchmaker’s art.

Citizen watches for men and women, in a
dazzling variety of models. Fully automatic,

at prices that will bring; a sparkle to your eyes.

r

\
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PHOIOGRAPHS OF VISITORS

JUBAIL INDUSTRIAL CITY EXHIBITION

IN THE HOTEL DAMMAM OBEROI



Effective November 1st.1981

SAUNA'S new, non-stop

TRISTAN SERVICE
From Saudi Arabia

DAMASCUSKHARTOUMDACCA

Relax in comfort on our Tristar and enjoy the utmost
care and attention. Save time too, with a same-day

connection to your destination.

snudin >§r
SAUDI ARABIAN AIRLINES Member of IATA

Growing faster to serve you better

For more information, please contact your nearest authorized Travel Agent

or any Saudia office.

RIYADH JEDDAH DHAHRAN DAMASCUS KHARTOUM DACCA
4772222 6433333 8943333 114-052 80413 281624

5 •

MOutum EcepoiD 2000 Sue* T<u*<b

2000 SafaOT

theNewStars forB2
After the super premiere performance at the 4th

Jeddah Motor Show, stardom seems assured

for Mitsubishi's new stars for the '82 models.

The Galant, with its smooth, sleek aerodynamic

lines, famed power plant featuring Mitsubishi's

exclusive "Silent Shafts" for a smoother,

quieter ride and superb fits and finishes inside

and out, was a show stopper.

You'll be able to see why for yourself at.the

Mitsubishi showroom now.

The Sapporo showed its superstar status with

its high-performance "Silent Shafts" engine,

clean,'sporty lines, and efficient, yet luxurious,

cockpit and interior.

You'll have the chance to get behind the wheel
of the new Sapporo at the Mitsubishi show-
room when the curtain goes up on the new
stars for '82.

From Mitsubishi; the company that brings you
tomorrow's automotive engineering today.

ALESAYITRADING CORE
JtUDAH. . lOto3.UMkOTflM.T*i«7MeS/gS»«44-iUa11.Ma>JimRw<*.

TA6MCM8 -- Tot* Com)* ftmtnwg RiqOTin Bueding.

RIYADH: .Onodp RnalTfdnal ln**n»,T*l 4775838
DAMMAM. Dhatarm Rad. T«C 8322SAS
ASM- AbhtRaml- <laai*s ftafHka TW.2280GM SS

THE PRESTIGIOUS
DAMMAM COMMERCIAL COMPLEX OF

SAUDI REAL ESTATE CO.
Is almost ready and available on rent

Situated in front of KING SAUD STREET and close to DAMMAM MUNICIPALITY and RAILWAY STATION,
DAMMAM COMMERCIAL COMPLEX in the final stage of completion. The complex comprising 10 floors, has

the ground floor and the first floor earmarked for SHOPPING and BANKING. The rest of the floors are designed

for offices, the area ranging from 93 Sq. M. to 800 Sq. M. to suit the specific requirements of the tenants. Two
large basements are reserved for car-parking.

The Other Salient Features Are As Follows:

1. Centrally Airconditioned

2. Exterior Made of Marbles

3. Wall-to Wall Carpeting

4. Fire Alarm Device in case of

Emergency

5. Separate Generator

6. Sound-Proof and Heat Reducing Tinted

Glass Windows

7. Accoustic Suspended Ceilings

Three Elevators

Interested Parties Are Requested to Contact:

ProjectManagerDammam
TEL. NO. 8331274.

Ifyour schedule unexpectedlychanges while travelling,

ybu have reasons to carry theAmerican ExpressCard.

The AMERICAN EXPRESS CARD will enable you
to change your plans at any time with the total

security of not carrying large amounts of cash in

different currencies.

The AMERICAN EXPRESS CARD was created

for the very people who travel frequently,on busi-

ness or holiday and lead a sophisticated lifestyle. It

is an internationally recognised alternative form of

payment to cash that gives you the unquestionable

facility to buy almost anything, anywhere.

For Office Use Only: .

With die AMERICAN EXPRESS CARD, you can

settle your bills at virtually all quality hotels, rest-

aurants, night clubs and department stores, air-

lines,car rental and travel offices all over the world.

If you are not yet enjoying the many international

benefits and privileges offered by carrying the

AMERICAN EXPRESS CARD, send in your

personal card application (below) to: Mr Arthur

Havers, American Express Card Division, P.O. Box

5990, BAHRAIN.

American Express Personal Card Application (U.S. Dollar Billing)

Priit/Type dearly in English

I Mirant that ttw above information it true and cotreci and author ire American Express and/or

its author litd representative, in contact mv bankers or any other source to obtain any information

it may requite. I understand (hat American Express reserve, ihe right to require a guarantee acceptable

to the Company a* a condition lor approving thr application, and lunire, thoi Amuom E ,p»r»
reserves the nght to deertne thh application without tjving a reason and that no correspondence will

be entered into in there circumstances.

Phase jpaB cut yew name as you won t as appear on me card

Use no mot* »»n 20 Mnrs and spaces.

Previous American Express Card No. tif any}

SIGNATURE • —
Thli Kceeht run bt btHad * U5. Daean "Die SG0 annual turner an and ** $60 tmplswtr h<*iib. mciudad nr your lint atawmani. Additional Penonai Card, are ere, S30A" Y** —di no tmofmare I

TheAmerican Express Card“Dont leave home without it.
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NAGADI PREFORMED
CONCRETECO.

/A

/k
MANUFACTURING PRECAST PANELS, READYMIX, REINFORCED

& UNREINFORCED CONCRETE PIPES SIZE 300 MM- 2000 MM
BLOCKS: HOLLOW, SEMICLOSED, SOLID, PAVEMENT AND

INTERLOCKING BLOCKS. ACCORDING TO SAUDI AND INTER-

NATIONAL STANDARD.

RIYADH: YANBU:
TEL. : 495-01 1 1 / 495-3675 TEL: 04-3221 245 / 04-3223022

TELEX: 202614 NAGADI SJ TELEX: 461026 NAGADI SJ

P.O. BOX 630 P.O. BOX 24

5CHCR0W TEL JEDDAH
6422236

COMPLETE RANGE OF CONCRETE TYING EQUIPMENT

SHE BOLTS

CRIMPED
TIE RODS

THRU-TIES

)
SNAP TIES

1
1:/ . HI—SKAF

ANCHORS

VACANCY
FOR FARM WORKSHOP MANAGER

Near Al Kharj.

DUTIES:

• To set up new workshop

• To establish and supervise preventive maintenance and repair

schedules.

• To keep vehicle records for over 25 road and farm vehicles

Applicants should have GMC and workshop supervision

experience, be able to communicate in english, and have
transferable iqama.

Please apply with full resume' to project manager, P.O. Box 1046, Riyadh.

SAUDI BAUER
FOUNDATION CONTRACTORS LTD.

INTERNATIONAL GEOTECHNICAL SPECIALISTS

• Bored Piles

•Dewatering

• Vibro Flotation

JEDDAH OFFICE:
P.O. Box 5812
Tel: 6602881/6602905
Telex: 403065 BAUER

JL
•Diaphragm
Walls
•Anchors
•Dynamic
Compaction

DAiUMAfVI OFFICE:
P.O. Box 5478
Tel: 8425034-8426468
T., ex 602248 BAUER SJ

SO VV.Germany Telex: 53991 2D. U K Teio.v 848728 G.

EGYPT Telex: 93639

BRANCH
MANAGER

forSaudi Arabia
A well established, successful and expanding European

pipeline contractor with international interests requires a

Senior Manager, preferably American, for a soon to be

established area office in Saudi Arabia.

The candidate should have an engineering background with

substantial proven senior managerial experience.

Preference will be given to a person with a wide range of

experience within the pipeline industry.

For further details write including curriculum to

P.O. Box: 3811, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.
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HAJI ABDULLAH ALIREZA
& C0.UD.,JEDDAH

,
AGENTS OF

rflWOn VUSfH raiJM

ANNOUNCE THE ARRIVAL OF

MV.MOON RIVER VOY38
WITH CARS

ON 22-11-81 fE.T.D. 23-11-81)

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
SHIPPING DEPARTMENT. 1ZTH FLOOR ALIREZA CENTRE
KING ABDUL AZIZ STREET. P.O. BOX 7158. JEDDAH (SJL)

CABLE: ZAINALREZASHIP
TELEX: 401037 ZEREZA SJ, PHONE: 6422233 EXT. 313-360-298

SALESMEN REQUIRED

A REPUTABLE ORGANISATION
NEEDS EXPERIENCED SALESMEN
FOR ELECTRICAL HOME APPLIANCES.
CANDIDATES SHOULD SPEAK GOOD
ARABIC AND ENGLISH, SHOULD HAVE A
TRANSFERABLE IQAMA AND A
VALID SAUDI DRIVING LICENSE.

INTERESTED PERSONS SHOULD
CALL PHONES 402-8278, 402-8266

OR 402-8438.

$
HAJI ABDULLAH ALIREZA

A CO.LTD.,JEDDAH
AGENTSOF

NIPPON YUSEN KAISHA

ANNOUNCES THE ARRIVAL OF

MV PEARL VOY- 18
AT JIZAN WITH CARS

ON 22-11-81 (E.T.D. 23-11-81)

CONSIGNEES HAVING CARGO ON THESE VESSELS ARE REQUESTED TO
CONTACT OUR GIZAN AGENT IN ORDER TO OBTAIN DELIVERY ORDERS.

HAJI ABDULLAH ALIREZA & CO. LTD., JEDDAH.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT:
SHIPPING DEPARTMENT, 12TH FLOOR ALIREZA CENTRE,
KING ABDUL AZIZ STREET, P.O. BOX: 7158. JEDDAH (S. A.).

CABLE: ZAINAL REZASHIP. TELEX: 401037 ZEREZA SJ,

PHONE: 6422233 EXT. 313-380-298.

SUB-AGENTS AT GIZAN:

ADNAN ESTABLISHMENT, p.o. box: 53, gizan is. a.)

TEL: 3221412 - 1080. TELEX: 911010 ADNAN SJ. CABLE: ADNAN GIZAN. /t

Zahid Tractor
Now carry
VOLVOTRUCK
at their JUBAIL BRANCH Industrial City

ROlBok 184 Jubail Tel. 341 7349 Tlx. 632011

VOLVO
JEDDAH:

RIYADH:

Zahid Tractor
P.O. Box 1588 Kilo14Makkah Road
Tel 6876366/6877010/6876420 Tlx 401042 ZATRAC SJ

P.O. Box 814, Kilo 17, North Khurals Road
Tel 4647263/4647257/4647246
Tlx 201129 ZATRAC SJ

DAMMAM: P.O. Box 579 Al Khobar/Dammam Highway

Tel 8331453 Tlx 601080 ZATRAC SJ

JUBAIL: P.O. Box 814, Post Office No. 1

Tel 3417349
Tlx 632011 JABEENSJ Z352

DATA
ENTRY
IBM 3741

IF YOU HAVE THE FOLLOWING QUALIFICATIONS:

AGE : UP TO 30 YEARS

LANGUAGE : ENGLISH/ARABIC BOTH

EXPERIENCE : MINIMUM 5 YEARS ON IBM 3741/3742

PREFERENCE WILL BE GIVEN TO SAUDI NATIONALS,

FOREIGNERS TRANSFERABLE IQAMA REQUIRED

PLEASE CONTACT

:

D. P. MANAGER BEFORE NOV. 25

ALBANK AL SAUDI AL FRANSI
P.O. Box 2792 DAMMAM

.i tfc:

fajoy our delirious Bar-B-O Specials

on our pool terrace every night.

BAR-B-Q
SPECIAL
The perfect setting to match our perfectly delicious charcoal

grilled food l Choose prime American steaks. King-size .

prawns, or succulent kebabs. Accompanied by a wonderful

selection of salads. And rounded off with your favourite

dessert and a pot of tea or coffee. You'll enjoy every minute!

All inclusive prices.

D ial d irect for table reservations 6604145.

Hotel Alhamra
Nova-Park

Palestine Road. P.O. Bo* 7375 Jtddah. Saudi Arabia.

Tel; 6602000. Telex; 400749 HOTANP SJ.

rabian Navigation

& Shipping Co. Ltd.

borbcrlincs
ANNOUNCES ^

THE ARRIVAL OF THE FOLLOWING VESSELS AT DAMMAM. 1

VESSEL'S NAME FROM CARGO DATE

JINMU MARU U.S.A. Cars ;
16-11-81

TARIFA Europe Cont/Gen. 18-11-81

NEW ZEALAND STAR N.Zealand
Australia

Cont.

TARAGO-083 Europe Cont./Gen. 24-11-81

ALAMIRIAH U.S.A. Cars
.

2-12-81

NADA U.S.A. Cars 7-12-8t

TRICOLOR -085 Europe Cont/Gen. 10-12-81

AUSTRALIA STAR N.Zealand

Australia

Cont. 27-12-81

VESSELS CALLING AT JUBAIL

i.
AL JABLAINE Japan Cement 17-11-81

i

ABU SALAMA Japan Cement 12-11-81

Vessels sailed since last announcement:
Bohemund 11-11-81.

L.
]WSBM vmmm
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r- VUAS
REQUIRED

A Saudi/British Joint Venture
Company wishes to rent a large
number of HIGH QUALITY

VILLAS in JEDDAH.
These should be in compounds with

good recreational facilities and
ready for early occupation.

Owners, or their duly authorised
agents should reply, with full details

of the property to:—

THE PROJECT MANAGER,
S. I. A. L., P.O. BOX: 1694,

JEDDAH. J

fjm
|SI

Asia Merchant
Marine Co. ltd.

Have the pleasure to announce the arrival of vessel at Dammam Port.

M/V ASIA SAMHO
VbyNO. 12 -A

on 24 . 11 . 1081
Consignees are kindly requested to contact:

smc
Saudi Maritime Company

P.O.Box 2384, Dammam. Tel: 8421918,8423266. 8424908
Telex: 601289 SAMAR SJ. Cable: SAMAR Dammam.

To receive their delivery order to avoid any delay, that may cause

S D damage or loss to their cargo.

WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THE ARRIVALS OF
VESSELS AS FOLLOWS:

VESSEL'S NAME
ETA

VOY DAMMAM FROM

BARBER PERSEUS

B. TONSBERG

B. PRIAM

TAIF 3469 3-01-82 U.SJ

CONSIGNEES ARE REQUESTED TO COLLECT THEIR

DELIVERY ORDERS AGAINST SURRENDER OF

ORIGINAL BILLS OF LADING OR BANK GUARANTEE.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT

SHIPPING DEPARTMENT.
AGENTS:

Barber liaas-Arabiaa Navigation

andShippwgC&LfiL
P.O.Box 293, Dammam, Saudi Arabia.

Tel: 8339975. Telex: 601012/601447 SJ.

Jeddah: Tel. 6670900/6670912. Telex: 401818. - .

Riyadh: Tel. 4773945/4774376. Telex: 200696. %

VACANCIES
International Hospitals Group

has Vacancies for

word
processoroperators
TO OPERATE AWANG SYSTEM 5 MODEL III.

WHILST TRAINING WILL BE GIVEN, CANDIDATES MUST
HAVE THE FOLLOWING QUALIFICATIONS

- TYPING SPEED OF AT LEAST 25 WJP.M.
- INTELLIGENT APPRECIATION OF MANAGEMENT
PROBLEMS.

- GOOD WRITTEN AND SPOKEN ENGLISH.

PREFERENCE WILL BE GIVEN TO SAUDI NATIONALS,
AND NON-SAUDI'S MUST HAVE A TRANSFERABLE IQAMA.

PLEASE APPLY WITH FULL PERSONAL AND
EMPLOYMENT DETAILS TO:-

THE PERSONNEL DIRECTOR.
1. H. G., P.O. BOX: 1694,

JEDDAH,
KINGDOM OF SAUDI ARABIA.

,f

the BEAL.th.ing
Ask for LIQUID PAPER and make sure

you get the real one.
It’s the best-selling correction fluid in

the country ...

Right those mistakes with ....

i j MCI LIQUID
m m paPER

The type
UQUDMPER a the registered trade mark of Equidpaper corp.U-S.A. FI 6T

__

VMM
WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THE ARRIVALS OF

VESSELS AS FOLLOWS:

VESSEL'S NAME

TORRENS
WILLINE T0Y0
WILLINE TARO
TORRENS

44A 19-11-81 Far East

6A 25-11-81 Far East

23-12-81 Far East

9-01-82 Far East

L

n

CONSIGNEES ARE REQUESTED TO COLLECT THEIR

DELIVERY ORDERS AGAINST SURRENDER OF
ORIGINAL BILLS OF LADING OR BANK GUARANTEE.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PLEASE CONTACT
SHIPPING DEPARTMENT.

AGENTS:

ld»r Ua^-Arabiai! Navigation

and Shipping ColLtd.

P.O.Box 293, Dammam, Saudi Arabia-

Tel: 8339975. Telex: 601012/601447 SJ.

Jeddah: Tel. 6670900/6670912. Telex: 401818.

Riyadh: Tel. 4773Q/LR/A774376 Telex: 9(10696.

r1

i

'MACHINERY AND
.:.;v :i^AMihK3 AGENT
^imrocKM

' L: JEODAH

loamcem
Drain your roof & gain
your insulation
Foamcem now with their factory
technicians resident in Saudi

^

Arabia can deliver you
j

, \ \

from Jeddah warehouse: > \ \

machinery, foaming
/
U \ \

agent and can make t k
|

\
\ J

\

demonstration on your site.
\

j
\ {

\ \ i

FOR DETAILS PLEASE CONTACT: kjUisBfe*

Jeddah:
Telephone. 6423314/6439310
Telex:401668 NAMAT SJ.

"

t ropica L

l ItiHTWEIGHT lLlLL'LAFI CONCRETE

SVEDEL
G.I.E.

M.V.DACE BANK
VOY: I SB

The above vessel arrived at
Jeddah on

19th. Nov. ETD 20th.Nov.

Consignees are kindly
requested to take delivery

of their cargo
For any further information please contact:

ALGEZIRAH SHIPPING AGENCIES
P.O. Box 1703 Tel: 6428333/6428529/6428779/6443350

Telex: 400013 GEZIRA SJ &

till till

25 H 26,fl82

Saud Arabia

TAMIMI AUCTIONEERS will conduct a large

Construction Equipment, New Automobile and Truck
Auction for Area Contractors. Many items are new or

like new. For information concerning this Auction or

a color brochure contact:

MR. ABDUL RAHMAN AL-AJAJI
MR. M.W. S. JILANi

MR. DAN MEAD
MR. TRES CARPENTER

8645856
8641384
8641128
8642912

8948222
8948222

TTTTT7T
1

1

§ i 1

1

Division of Tamimi Commercial

Phone 8641384, 8641 128, 8642912
Telex 670030 Tamimi SJ
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C/3

YOUR
APPROACH
SHOTS/'

DOVJN THE LINE
TO THE

&RCKHRNO
IS THE HIGHPERCENTAGE

PL-RV

&UT NOT
IF VOUR-

OPPONENT KNOUJS
VOU RUWRYS.

HIT IT THERE.'/

OCCASIONAL. CROSSCOL>RT\ DOWN -
THE- MIDDLE flND EVEN SHORT
APPROACHES WILL. ADD VARIETY

AND STRENGTHEN 'VOUR OVERALL ATTACK?/
1726 0]

Your Individual

Horoscope
= Prances Drake=====

FOR SUNDAY,NOVEMBER 22,1981

Whatkind of day will tomor-

row be? To find out what the

stars say, read the forecast

given foryourbirth Sign.

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)

Close ties may be touchy .in

the morning, so soft-pedal-de-

ferences then. Later, sharing

responsibilities will enhance
togetherness.

TAURUS
.(Apr. 20 to May 20)

Sluggishness affects morn-

ing activities. Unexpected

news pertains to finances. A
working mood leads to ac-

complishment in the after-

noon.

GEMINI
(May 21 toJune 20)

A dose friend behaves er-

ratically. The best way to

resolve problems with others

is to talk them out. Evening

bringsrapport

CANCER.
(June 21 to July 22)

Domestic problems may
arise, but a sense of duty will

see you through. A fine job op-

portunity may come from out

of the blue.

(Judy 23 to Aug. 22)

There maybesoxnemix-ups

in communication, but things

settle down later in the day.

Love at first sight is a strong

possibility.

(Aug. 23 to Sept 22)

You need to curb un-

necessary expenditure now.
Avoid impulsive domestic
decisions, but welcome
changes that are truly pro-

gressive.

LIBRA
(Sept 23toOct 22)

Be adaptable today, for the

unexpected is likely to occur.

Innerresole will be the extra

facto
1

that makes things hap-

pen foryou.

SCORPIO
(Oct 23 to Nov. 21)

Get unfinished bosinesi

completed, but don’t lei

yourself become anti-social in

the process. New
developments affect your

finances.

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)

Under the influence of
others, you could be tempted
to overspend. Be sure to in-

dude an old friend on your
social schedule.

CAPRICORN left-#
(Dec. 22to Jan. 19) V tof
Rely on hard work rather

than personality to bring
about career progress. Hidden
information comes to light
Consult with advisers.

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)

Don’t try to sway others
with flattery. Be sincere and
you’ll gain the suport you
need. New friends enter your
life now.
PISCES yxjsj-
(Feb. 19 toMar. 20)

Morning hours tempt you to

extravagance. It’s a good time
to go over the books with close

allies. Career luck comes sud-

denly.

DENNIS the MENACE DUNAGIN’S PEOPLE

’ My folks said 'wo',too...so now
WE MOVE ONTO PLAN B-*

1

Russia better,twnk twice before DEsnonw oK
COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES! NEVER UNPERESTIMATE

THE FURY OF AMERICANS WITH BAD TV RECEPTION!*

Arabnews Calendar
WPro0rart*& .£•>

SAUDI ARABIA
SUNDAY
(Mornfmc Period)

•VUO Oman
— PtUCKUll ftcW*
4:15 Modem Mathematics

4:45 OAJna's Program

5:1 5 Carmans
6'3u Traffic Program

7:15 Isfamk Seminars

7:45 English News
— Enefa* Song
8:(Jl! TV Magazine
9-_30 Arabic News
— Program Preview

— Doi> Arabic Series
— Sons*
— Arabs WccU; Senes
— Closedown

Bahrain
Channel4
4:00 Oman
— Rcfigns Talk

4:2u Program Preview

4:25 Cartoons

4JO QuWren's Program

6:00 Exploring the Restless Sea

frTO Beach Gonrbon
7:00 Dady Arabic Series

S-00 Arabic News
8:30 Local Program

9:30 Engfith News
9:45 Toruuutre * Programs

9-50 Arabic Program

ih45 Arabie F2m

DUBAI
Channel 33
b:U0 Oman
6: IS Ansnals. Anmsds
6:35 TV Ramies
b SO Athletics

7:00 Ben Hall
7^0 Mamie Hnrirom
8:00 Imcri News
8:10 Chile R
WJOBbek 7 Green Acres
1OU0 Work! News
10:25 West End Tales
10:50 Feature FJni
12:20 Closedown

DUBAI
Channel 10
5:00 Oman
5:15 ReUgio» Talk

5:30 Cartoons

(r00 Cartoon Series

6JO ChUren't Scries

7:00 Health For Everybody

7:30 Documentary
8:00 Local News
8:10 Spons Magazine

MX) Arabic Drama
I OAK! Worid New.
IIL35 Songt sod Program Pro-

view

1 1:00 Arabic Fearure Film

11-30 ClMedown

ftas A1 Khaimah
5-4S Quran

6:00 Kanba
9:25 Laramie

7:15 Animal Worid
7:40 Theater of Stars

8:25 Rodin on the Riser
8:50 Feature F3m

'

10:15 Bifl Crosby Show
10:40 Rookies

KUWAIT
Channel 2
7:00 Quran
7:U5 Bln Marble
8:00 News
8:15 Wings
9*X> Harrct Vaflcy

<9:30 Horn
*10-15 Hart to Han

QATAR
3:00 Quran
3:15 Clddicn's Arabsc Series

4:00 Cartoons in Engfidi
4:15 Leant English
4:30 You and Nature
5:00 DoBy Arabic Series

6:00 Local News
6:1$ Press Roundup
&2U Here's Lacy
71X1 Agrind tural Program
7:30 nib Arabic Series

8:30 Arabic News
9:00 Youth and Sports

20:00 English Newt
IftOO English Fin
10:15 Rip Songs
10:20 Arabic F3m
12:00 Arabc News

SAUDI ARABIA
Afternoon Transmission
Time Sunday
2:00 Opening
2:01 Holy Quran
2:06 Program Review
—07 Gems of Gmdsncc
2;12 Light Music
2:15 On Warn
2:25 Pop Variety

2:55 Light Music
3:00 News
3:10 Press Review
3:15 Light Music
3:20 Leaps i Bounds
3:30 Youth Welfare
3:40 Light Musk
3:50 Closedown
Time Sunday
8:00 Opening
8:01 Holy Ouran
8:06 Program Review
8:07 Gems of Guidance

- 8:12 Light Musk
8:15 The Evening Show
8:45 Companions oT the Prophet
9:00 Arabic by Radio
1:15 Dana ra Remember
«fc30 News
5H40 S. Chronicle

9:4$ Sounds of the Eighties

10:15 Musk Machine
10:45 A Small World
1 1 :Q0 Concert Choice
1 1:45 A Rendezvous With Dreams
12,-on 'Tovrdown

BBC
Smalay

'

Langue Francaise
Loognears tTaades

:

— FM 98 Megahertz

:

— Oodc Coarte : 11.855 Mqpfcertz daw la

bandc dcs 253m.
— CMe Muycnue : 1415 KBobcrtz dans la band*

dm
Barak*
ShOO Onverrare

8b01 Versets Et Commentaire
SblO Musiquc Clasriqne

Shi 5 Boojour
8h20 Varietes

8h30 Fenctro sur k passe

8b45 Orient El Occident

8h50_ Musiquc
9bOO" Informations

9hl0 Lumiero sur ks Informations

9hl5 Varietes

9h30 Une Emission rolipeuse : Esprite de T Islam

9b45 Varietes

9h5S Cloture
I8h00 Ouverture

ISbOl Veescts El Commentairo
IShlO Musiquc Classiqac

I8hl5 Varietes

I8h30 Emission CnhureUc : TArabc par la Radio
I8b45 Emission de Varicles : Periscope

1 9b 15 Jeunesse et Sport

19h2S Musiquc
I9h30 Informations

I9b40 Revue dc Pressc

19h45 Varietes: Musiqoe Oriental-

I9h58 Cloturo

VOA

H
WE WERE THE FIRST AUTO MAKER Tb DO
SOMETHING ABOUT THE AIR WE BREATHE...
VIE STOWED MAKING CONVERTIBLES/*

0700 Newsdesi
0730 Musk for Strings

0745 Financial Review

U755 Reflections

0800 World News
0809 British Press Review
0815 Lenertai
0830 Golden Treasury

0845 Letter font America
0900 Newsdesk
0930 Jazz for the Asking

1000 Wnrid News
1009 News about Britain

1015 From our own
Correspondent

1030 dawkal Record Review
104S Leave it to Psnixh

1100 World News
1109 Reflecriom

1115 The Pleasure’s Yours
1200 World News
1209 British Press Review

1215 People and Publics

1245 Sports Review

1315 The Waltz

1330 Religio« Services

1«jO Worid News
1409 News about Britain

1415 Letter bom America
1430 Hay of the Week

153U Baker's Matt-Dozen

(ex 18th: Ptay or the week)
1600 Worid News
1609 Commentary
1615 Good. Books
1630 27th, 4th, How to Write A
Short Stay;
11th, 18th 25 th, Classic Short
Stories;

1645 The San£ Jones Request
Show
1730 27th, 4th, The small'

Intricate lHe ofGerald C. Potter;

11th, 18th. 25th, Frank Muir
Goes Into-
1800 Radio Newsreel

1815 Prom (he Promendae
Cboeem
1900 Wodd News
1909 Commentary
1915 From our own
Correspondent
1935 Financial Review
1945 Letter from America
2000 Worid News
2009 Meridian
2040 Refleccbm
2045 SportKafl

2100 Worid News
2109 News About Briim
2115 Radio Newsrod

Radio Pakistan

0600 0900 The Breakfast
SI

w

1800 News and Topical
Reports
1815 New Horizons

1630 fanes in the News
1900 Special Engfish News
1910 Words and Their Stories

1915 Spcebd English Feature

:

IVopk m America
1930 Music USA Standards

2000 News and New Products
USA
2015 Critics Choke
2030 StndkOae
2100 Special English News
2110 Wotds and Their Stories

2115 Special Engfisb Feature :

People m America
2130 Musk USA : Standanb
2200 News and Topical

Meter
(1800 - 0100)

K£
15260'
15205
11760
9760*

9700s

604<r
6015’
i-JSO*

SUNDAY
Morning

ftwrwctw 17662, 17845, 21700 fKHZ)
Wavdcngdia; 16.98, I6JB 1 , 13JU (meters)

7:45 Rrriigions Program
8^10 News
8:10 Request Music
8:30 historical Notes

9:00 News
9:03 Listeners’ Mail
9:23 Request Music

Enuring

Freqneades: 17910. 21485, 21755 (BB7)
Wvrekngtbs: 16.74, 13.96, 13.79 (meters)

|

4:30 Refigions Pregram
4:4fi New Stan (Music}
5:15 Sports Round-up
5:45 One Composer
6:00 Newt
6:15 Press Review
6:20 On This Day
6:25 LariU Music

Wflwnf*L?

‘*1? LIKE A' PLAN, SIMPLE UTILE HOUSE WITH

A LOT OF BMWNATTOH W THE FINAMCIN6."

THERE 15 EV1PENCE UW QX6RE56-
MEN CAN BE REHABILITATEP!"

JEDDAH
Noha JHrarmnrv

AFAscbqa'e Phannacy

ALRazi Pharmacy
AJ-Sharq Pharmacy

MAJKKAH
Al-Amenta Fttanuacy

AJ-Sbwq Phannacy

Al-Saqqaf Fhanaacy

TA1F
Al-Masyaf nannacy
AI-Th«fiq Pharmacy
Bade Phannacy
RIYADH
AJ-Ssqqaf Pharmacy
Dakhiu ffamnaqr
AI-Mobarak Pharmacy

Pdsl Phannacy

Abdullah Phannacy
BAHA AND MLRRSHI
Al-Rahwa Phamacy
AKHrabesh Pharmacv
DAMMAM
U-Amai Phannacy
iUBOBAR AND TllOOBA
AV-Waian Phannacy

jinF
AWvfehara Pharmacy
XAJflMA
AJ-Heyal Phannacy
IUBAJ0L
Al-Razi Phanuaey
hohjf
AF-Safaxn Pharmacy

Kfa 3. Makkah Rood

SSgf-
AKknr. Mhm Street

AKrtanah
Mansom Street

Al-Maabda

ALSubaiel Budding
Addas Street

Shahar. before Ai-Shifa Clime

Manfotiha Main Street

Dkahna Square

Al-Murabba’e, near Al-Muberak
*
nospoai
ALTbaJabeen Street
Al Srinrnuneyvah
Manfonha, Al-Esfareen Street

Baba. Rabwatri Barr. Main Street

Main“Street

Central Hospital Street

Alkhotar, Prince Abdullah St.

Ai-Madarea Street

Khp Faisal Street

AkEmara (Ooremnrjte) St.

Bafa£aStreet

Tcfa.

6425695
6426291

5742635

8337121

8642432

8551705

6670784

3613756

5821546

S.tWR

FARMS

“THET -THINK THEL HAP IT ROUGH...
THEY NEVER HAP ID PEAL WITH A TUWEY 6LU1J

'•"-Si?!

r-rv

1'
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JeddahAccommodation
SINGLE, DOUBLE & BUNKER ROOMS
FOR RENTINFULLYSERVICED CAMP,

NORTHJEDDAH, 5KMFROMNEW AIRPORT.
BYRED SEA. RATESINCLUDEALL MEALS,
LAUNDRYAND USE OFLARGEPOOL,

SQUASH, TENNISAND VIDEO.
ONLY COMPANIESNEED APPLY.

FOR FURTHER DETAILSPLEASEPHONE 6673968

atabnacs Market Place

GOOD TASTE IS NO LONGER EXPENSIVE VISIT

A'MEiRiGwN

BY TAE GEOTECH . DIVISION
5 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN

SOI L CONCRETE & ASPHALT TESTING LABORATORY WITH
TRANSFERABLE IQAMA. SAUDIS PREFERRED.

Contact or write:
YAKUB MEDALLAH, GENERAL MANAGER

TAE P.O.BOX: 1178, DAMMAM. TEL:8326125/8332626
TELEX: 601339 TAE SJ.

'tVAliWl.t

BORING MACHINES FOR SALE
SECOND-HAND, WITH STANDARD ACCESSORIES, ON WHERE
THEY ARE AND AS THEY ARE BASIS.

FOR INQUIRES. PLEASE WRITE TO P.O. BOX: 2612
RIYADH OR CALL TEL. 47-63234 - RIYADH.

Saudia, flag carrier of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, has an immediate require-

ment for a competent Muslim person to work at MEDINA in the following
capacity in Saudia's Communication Maintenance Department.

COMMUNICATIONS TECHNICIAN "A"
Monthly Salary SR 3939 — 6432

The successful candidate will be responsible for first line and preventive main-
tenance of ground communication equipment (telephone, radio and teleprinter).

REQUIREMENTS:
1) Hicfr School plus basic Comms. and advanced Equipment Systems training

on more than one type of equipment in a particular discipline, or equivalent

with at least 5 years related experience/Chy and Guilds in relevant tech, area

or trade apprenticeship or advanced technical trade training.

Apart from the salary Saudia offers attractive benefits. If interested please submit
your personal and career details to:

STAFF MANAGER, EXPATRIATE RECRUITMENT,
SAUDI ARABIAN AIRLINES,
2ND FLOOR SAUDIA PLAZA, PRINCE FAHAD STREET,

- P.O. BOX: 620- JEDDAH. _ . _

snuriin

REQUIRED
AREA

SUPERVISOR
CANDIDATE MUST HAVE:-

—SOLID EXPERIENCE IN FROZEN FOODS AND OTHER
FOOD PRODUCTS. - MANAGERIAL EXPERIENCE.

- TRANSFERABLE IQAMA. - MUST BE PREPARED TO
WORK INPROVINCES.

SALARY AND BENEFITSWOULD BE NEGOTIATED
IN VIEW OF QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE.

APPLICANTS SHOULD SEND THEIR APPLICATIONS
TOGETHER WITH C.V. TO THE FOLLOWING ADDRESS

SALES & MARKETING DEPARTMENT,
P.O. BOX: 8914 - JEDDAH.

perfume frmn

ALASAAD TRADING ttTAUWKOT. HMttt fAMD RDM. JEQOAH. TEL:171101 HEAR CHILD-LAND

DATA CONTROL SUPERVISOR
IF YOU HAVE THE FOLLOWING QUALIFICATIONS:

AGE : 25 - 30

EDUCATION : Bachelor deqree & Fluent both AralEDUCATION : Bachelor degree & Fluent both Arabic/

English is a must.

EXPERIENCE : 5 years experience as data control

Supervisor.

Ability both to maintain detailed and accurate records and
to read and apply complex instruction.

Preference will be given to Saudi Nationals.

Foreigners Transferable Iqama Required

Please contact D. P. Manager before Nov. 25.

AL-BANK AL-SAUDI AL-FRANSI
P. O. Box 2792 DAMMAM

k Tel. : 8348692 - 8320153 - 8320392

A RARE OPPORTUNITY TO LIVE IN A LUXURY
COMMUNITY BUILT TO THE HIGHEST

NORTH AMERICAN-EUROPEAN STANDARDS WITH
PROFESSIONAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT.

THE PERFECT SETTING FOR COMPANIES TO HOUSE
THEIR EXECUTIVE EMPLOYEES.

AN ON-SITE STORE, CLEANERS, TRAVEL AGENCY
AND BARBER TO SERVE YOU.

.

A NUMBER OF ONE AND
TWO BEDROOM FLATS
AVAILABLE—FULLY
FURNISHED WITH BRAND
NEW TOP QUALITY
AMERICAN STYLE
FURNISHINGS.

FOR AN QPPOINTMENT,
PLEASE CALL

465-5900 Riyadh

Al Savvary
celebrates a
stimulating
new menu.

Experience the fresh, fresh taste of live

lobster, giant clam, oyster and 15 different

varieties of shellfish all flown directly to

the Hyatt Regency Jeddah from Holland

and France.

Before taking your seats in the elegant

Al Sawary restaurant, make yourselection
from the L’Ecailler seafood display where

the chef will prepare your order.

Al Sawary for lunch or dinner.

Jegdaft 6423981 - Riyadh 4024653—Al
Khobar8842H5

Hyatt Regeno^Jedcah
P.O. Box 8483. Medina Road, Jeddah Tel. 651-9800, Telex: 402688 HYATT SJ

Other Hyan Holds in the Middle East: Hyatt Regency Kuwait Hyatt Regency Dubai Hyatt Ei Salem Cairo

.
Other Hyan Hotels in Saudi Arabia: Hyatt Regency Riyadh Hyatt Yanbu Hyan Girin

BRITISH PASSPORT NO. B028272, ISSUED ON 19-5-1975,

HAVING EXIT/RE-ENTRY VISA BELONGING TO
MR. SAMUEL BENSON BEATTIE HAS BEEN LOST IN THE

DAMMAM AREA.

FINDER MAY PLEASE CONTACT OUR PUBLIC RELATIONS
DEPARTMENT ON PHONE NO. 8349543 OR 8349626,

TELEX: 602082 MABCO SJ OR THE BRITISH EMBASSY
IN JEDDAH.

•7m

\J5. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY NEEDS
A KEYSTAFF ELECTRONICS ENGINEER

* Position will be located in Taif, Saudi Arabia with 9-12 months in United

States for equipment fabrication and training purposes.

* Salary - negotiable depending on experience and education.

* Preference will be given to Saudi national.

* Qualification:

- Electronic Engineering Degree (BS).

Minimum two years work experience in advance electronics with strong

back ground and working knowledge of digital and micro-processor

circuitery maintenance and basic programming.

-Able to communicate fluently in English and Arabic essential.

-Candidates will be required to supply a complete update resume in

English and Arabic with photographs.

- AM interested applicants should contact Mr Howell Butler at

UJ>. Geological Survey, Jeddah in person or by phone - 667-4 1 8S

Ext. 464. No appointment is necessary if applicant meets all

qualifications.

SGB Lightweight

Acraslowers
FOR A SOLID, SAFE WORKING PLATFORM

SO SIMPLE TO ERECT.

SGB Lightweight Access Towers

provide a soft) platform for all

maintenance and repair work And

they are easily erected in a matter

of minutes.

No nots er bolls

Components slot together with the

minimum of effort - enaction is fast

and simple.

22 pfatforn heights

We can supply a vast range of

tower heights up to 10.7m, m a

choice ot three platform sizes

:

15m. 2.1m or 3.0m square

Gahranlaed finish

All components (except castors)

are fully galvanised against rust to

give.a really lough finish.

Simple to erect

No specialist labour is needed - the

speed and simplicity of assembling

the prefabricated frame sections can

lead to a big savings in labour costs

Mobile or static

SGB Lightweight lowers are

available as static or mobile units

with a choice ot steel or robber

castors, all with dual locking

features for absolute security.

AvaBable now for Wrc or sale

Dammam AJ-Dabal Company. SGB Scaffolding Division

P.O.Box 1102 Tel. 8326093 85795 72
Telex: 6C1124 Oabal SJ

Riyadh Al-Dabal Company. SOB Scaffolding Division

P 0. Box 3945 Tel. 4764035 Telex: SO1 124 Dabal SJ

Jeddah Baroom SGB Scaffolding Division
P. Q. Box 1346 Tat. 6602784 Telex-. 401165 Baroom SJ

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
WE ARE AN INTERNATIONAL COMPANY PRESENTLY ENG-
AGED IN AN OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE PROJECT AT
A PRESTIGEOUS COMPLEX IN RIYADH, WE ARE SEEKING
ENGINEERS AND TECHNICIANS FOR THE FOLLOWING
POSITIONS.

• SHIFT ENGINEER •
• AUTO MECHANIC
• ELECTRICIAN •
• BOILERMAN •
• HVAC SPECIALIST •
• GENERAL MAINTENANCE •

HLPR

• TRANSLATOR/!NTERPRETOR< Q

MINIMUM PREREQUISITES:

GENERAL EQUIPMENT
REPAIRMAN

MASON l PLASTERER

ENTOMOLOGIST

PLUMBER

POWER PLANT SHIFT

OPERATOR ELECTRICAL

REVERSE OSMOSIS PLANT

TECH.

MINIMUM OF 3 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN

SIMILAR POSITION.

TRANSFERABLE IQAMA

WE OFFER:

• ATTRACTIVE SALARIES COMMEN-
SURATE WITH QUALIFICATIONS

• HOUSING OR HOUSING ALLOWANCE
• COMPETITIVE BENEFITS PROGRAM

SEND RESUME AND SALARY REQUIREMENTS,WHICH WILL BE HELD
IN CONFIDENCE TO:

PROGRAM MANAGER
P.O.BOX 17669 /TEL: 49I213S

RIYADH, SAUDI ARABIA. A
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DRIED SERVICES
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AND OFFICE MAINTENANCE
DIAL 454-5912
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Hope for Parkinson’s disease victims

Tissue transplant into brain planned
Good Morning

By Jihad At Khazen

N.Ireland
ignores

planned
protests
BELFAST, Nov. 21 (R) — Opposition is

growing in Northern Ireland's Protestant

community to planned protests over tbe

authorities’ alleged failure to curb violence in

tbe troubled British province.

Trade union leaders representing 80,000
engineering workers and 7,000 shipyard men
Friday urged their members, mostly Protest-

ants. to ignore the call by fiery hard-liner Ian

Paisley for a 12-hour strike and
demonstrations next Monday.
One Belfast shipyard worker told

reporters: “ It will tie up security people who
should be on the border (with the Irish

Republic) harrying those who have brought

so much sorrow and misery to Northern Ire-

land for so long."

Leaders of the largest Protestant para-

military group, the Ulster Defense Associa-

tion fUDA). had earlier asked their 30,000
members not to take part. They said

demonstrations had been ineffective in the

past and they doubted the wisdom of the

move.
But Paisley, who has threatened to make

the province ungovernable, claimed at a news
conference that support bad come from other

Protestant organizations. He did not elabo-

rate.

The “crisis of confidence," as Northern

Ireland minister James Prior has called the

present turbulent state of the province,

follows an upsurge of violence. The victims

included a Protestant member of parliament,
killed by guerrillas of the Irish Republican
Army (IRA) fighting to end British rule.

The primate of all Ireland, Cardinal Tomas
O'Ftaich, has told Ireland's 3.5 Catholics—
including 600,000 in Northern Ireland — it

was a mortal sin to cooperate with the IRA.

S. Africa warns

of military raids
PHHALABORWA, South Africa, Nov.

21, (R) — Defense Minister Magnus Malan

said Saturday South Africa would not hesi-

tate to launch military raids into neighboring

African states which harbored guerrillas.

Speaking at this new six million rand ($6.2

million) military training base 100 kms from

the border with Mozambique, Gen. Malan

warned that raids similar to last August's

incursion into southern Angola against

SWAPO (Southwest Africa People's Organ-

ization) base camps were possible.

“ Every’ country that harbors and supports

these terrorists must know they stand to lose

in this struggle," he said. “We are determined

to wipe out the terrorists, even if we have to

cross our borders in order to do so."

White minority-ruled South Africa, which

governs the disputed territory of Namibia

(Southwest Africa), also faces a growing

.urban guerrilla campaign by its own black

nationalists.

STOCKHOLM, Nov. 21 ( AP) — Swed-
ish surgeons, hoping to relieve some victims

of Parkinson's disease, plan to start transpl-

anting tissues from the body into tbe brain

of patients, a scientist has said.

Associate professor Ake Seiger of the

Karolinska Institute said it will be the

world's first transplantation of tissues into a

human brain. Injecting adrenal gland mar-

row cells into the brain could relieve Par-

kinson's disease victims who do not respond

to ordinary treatment, he said.

“This will probably never become a

method for all Parkinson's disease

patients," Seiger said. The patients in ques-

tion cannot be helped in any other way." He
said this type of operation was made poss-

ible after five years of research, including

testson rats, by a team at the institute led by

himself and associate professor Lars Olson.

Seiger said research was done in coopera-

tion with tbe National Institute of Mental

UNITED NATIONS, Nov. 21 (R) —
Potential new candidates for the post of U.N.

secretary-general have been asked to state by

Monday if they will run and all are expected

to decline, compounding the present dead-

lock, diplomats said.

They said Friday none of six possible star-

ters seemed to want to enter the contest while

Foreign Minister Salim Ahmad Salim ofTan-
zania, official candidate of tbe African states,

continued his challenge to incumbent Kurt

Waldheim.
Each man has been blocked by repeated

vetoes, Salim by the United States and Wal-
dheim by China. The problem of the succes-

sion is becoming a potential crisis as Wal-
dheim” s term expireson Dec. 31 and the U.N.
could be without a secretary-general unless

the deadlock is broken.

Diplomatic sources said that neither China

nor the Soviet Union, which backs Wal-
dheim, wished to widen the contest. The
United States and Britain, though backing

Sotelo takes over
partyleadership
MADRID, Nov. 21 (AP) — Declaring

the need for a'party between tbe political

left and right. Premier Leopoldo Calvo

Sotelo took over the presidency of Spain’s

ruling Center Party Saturday and pledged

to lead it through what he called difficult

times.

Backed by a confirmation vote of 1 8 1 -0

in the executive committee, the premier

called for party unity to end dissent that

has threatened to wreck his ruling minor-

ity coalition of Christian Democrats, Lib-

erals and Social Democrats. Forty-four

members of the committee cast black

votes for the premier and two other votes

were voided.

The formal approval came two weeks
after 1 5 leading Social Democrats quit the

party, claiming the premier had moved tbe

Union of the Democratic Center (UCD)
too far to the right since a right-wing milit-

ary group tried to overthrow the govera-

ment nine months ago.

Health in Washington D.C. and the Univ-
ersity of Colorado in Denver. “We are just
waiting for a suitable patient now,” Seiger
told tbe Association Press in a telephone
interview Friday. He said the first operation
would probably be made before the end of
the year.

Parkinson' s disease is caused by degener-
ative changes in brain nerve tissues (gan-
glia), leading lo progressive rigidity and
eventually severe muscle spasms.

Seiger said some brain cells produce a
chemical substance known as dopamin, and
that Parkinson's disease is caused by the
degeneration of those cells and the con-
sequent loss of needed dopamin. But the
abrenal gland marrow produces substances
resemblingdopamin and the idea, he said, is

to replace missing dopamin with marrow
tissues.

He explained that the crucial point was
whether it was possible to inject such tissues

Waldheim, felt it was desirable to test some
new candidates, the sources said. France is

understood to have: been voting for both

Waldheim and Salim, which is possible under

the rules.

Sources said tbe . six names listed by the

president of the Security Council, which has

the task of nominating the secretary-general

so that the General Assembly may make the

appointment, were:

Javier Perez de Cuellar of Peru, former

U.N. chief delegate and now serving as Wal-

dheim's special envoy on the Afghanistan

question.

Carlos Ortiz de Rozas, Argentina's amba-
ssador to Britain and chairman of the U.N.
preparatory committee for tbe special session

of the General Assembly on disarmament.

Jorge Illueca, foreign minister of Panama,

a member of the Security Council.

Sir Shridath Ramphal of Guyana,
secretary-general of the London-based
Commonwealth Secretariat.

WARSAW. Nov. 21 (Agencies)— Poland
is showing clear signs of relief at the prospects

ofrenewed East- West arms talks and appears
to be pinning special hopes on Soviet Presi-

dent Leonid Brezhnev's visit to Bonn.
According to Western diplomats, the

unspoken hope in Warsaw is that tbe three

days of talks in West Germany starting Sun-

day and progress on disarmament will take

the pressure off relations between the Soviet

bloc and the West and therefore ease tensions

around Poland. Tbe official Polish press has
predicted that Poland will be among the

issues discussed during Brezhnev's talks with

West German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt.

Apart from the international implications

of the Polish crisis, there are signs that after

months of crouching in the corner because of
its domestic crisis Poland is again trying to act

as a bridge between East and West Polish

reaction to the U.S. offer to scrap plans to

deploy new missiles in Europe if the Soviet

Union scrapped its “SS"-series missiles has

been noticeably more positive than the offi-

cial Moscow line.

Press commentaries have stressed tbe role

played by Schmidt in persuading Washington
to rethink tbe issue. The official Polish news
agency PAP said he had made an “indisput-
able contribution in persuading (President

Ronald) Reagan to negotiate with the Soviet

Union.”
But the Communist Party daily Trjbuna

Ludu said the price asked by Reagan was too
high. PAPs commentator, Andrzej Rayzac-
her, said it appeared that Schmidt did not'

regard Reagan's proposals as his last word on
the subject. “ He (Schmidt) is trying to imply
that both sides have adopted a maximalist
position, which is normal negotiating pract-

ice," Rayzacher wrote.

Trybuna Ludu said it hoped Washington
would show a “more realistic approach" to

the issue when U.S.-Soviet disarmament
talks begin in Geneva later this month. In

comparison, the Soviet media appears to be
making an unusual effort to convince the

Soviet public that the proposals are unfair

and merely propaganda.

Another PAP commentary Saturday
expressed skepticism on Solidarity union chief

Lech Walesa’s sweeping appeal for

into the brain. Seiger said the Karolinska

committee of ethnics, which decideson new

treatments, last April gave the go-ahead for

“ up to ten” operations. “Since then we have

made further tests and as of now we are

ready." he said.

Associate professor Erik Olof Bacclund.

a neurosurgeon at the Karolinska hospital,

will perform the operations, injecting cells

from the adrenal gland marrow ofa patient

into the brain, Seiger said. “We will do one
at a time and evaluate the results before

proceeding to the next," he said, adding

that no patients have been selecting so far.

Seiger said the most common Parkinson's

disease treatment is to rake pills containing

dopa, which he described as a "pre-

dopamin." He said most patients find their

Parkinson's disease symptoms relieved by

dopa treatment but that transplanation of

tissues might become an option for those

who don't.

Radha Krishna RamphuL, chief delegate of
Mauritius, which is said to have had reserva-
tions about Salim's candidacy.

Prince Sadruddin Aga Khan, who is former
U.N. high commissioner for refugees.

Diplomatic sources said Friday that the
Organization of African Unity, at the highest
level, had rebuked those nonaligned nations
on the Security Council it suspected of having
voted for Waldheim while supporting Salim.
The sources said that when balloting resu-

med Waldheim was expected to slip, for the
first time, below the minimum requirement
of nine votes. In the last six rounds before the
council adjourned Tuesday he received the
bare minimum. Salim was one vote shy of the
minimum in those ballots.

The chief delegate of a country that has
good relations with all the great powers rem-
arked privately that Waldheim was obtuse in
refusing to accept that China will not agree to
have a European in the post for another five
years.

emergency Western food aid. The comment-
ary, while not carrying the weight of a formal
government response, was the first indication

that officials might be displeased with the

onion leader’s move. But some sources said

that Walesa had cleared the appeal with the

government before issuing it Thursday night.

Walesa, in an appeal signed only by him
and regarded as personal by other top union
leaders, urged Western unions and nations to

rush emergency food aid here to ease social

tensions during tbe coming winter. The
appeal comes amid continuing shortages of
nearly every food item, and growing public

concern over getting food during the winter
months.
Most observers, however, did not believe

that the appeal would overstep union rights

to act independently or jeopardize fragile

relations between the government and tbe

independent labor federation now engaged in

substantive talks after 14 months of crisis.

The commentator said part of the food

problem could be blamed on improper dis-

tribution of wbat be called sufficient food

supplies, while much food was wasted in

transport, and time was being wasted during

“strikes, tensions and idle talk.”

IK ALFADL (SAUDIA) LTD.
Tel: Jeddah: 6365724 -fwyadh: 4765501.
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The couple asked me to come in and sit

in judgment. A problem they have failed

to resolve needs me as impartial third

party. I agreed to dispense justice in this

case and in this case only. They arc both

old enough to take care of their relation-

ship; and anyway, in such cases, it is

always the impartial third party which
lands in it. as both sides suddenly turn on
him with such remarks as “oh no he/shc

isn't that bad," or “How dare you call my
husband/wife a complete fool ?"

I sat down and asked the husband— the

plaintiffas h happens— to explain bis case

in front ofthe defendant. “ Nails," be said.

“That's tbe long and short of it. Nails,

nails, nails." I thought I understood him—“ to drive a nail" is an Arabic expression

for insinuation, for the unfriendly dig at

someone. “ You mean your good lady has

been nagging ! Brother, which good lady

doesn't ?”

“ No, no," he said. “ I mean real nails,

nails in walls, in partitions, in doors. Give
her a surface, especially a newly wallpa-

pered or painted one, and she’d rush to it

with a hammer and a nail. Nails for hang*

ing pictures, nails for hanging clothes,

nails for hanging towels. I work hard and

pay good money to have my walls nicely

covered. Then come back after work and

PARIS, Nov. 21 (AP) — President Fran-

cois Mitterrand has told reporters he was in

good general health and was taking no medi-

cations, not even aspirin.

Mitterrand talked about his state of health

before an impromptu gathering of reporters

one day after two publications reported he

had checked into a military hospital under an

assumed name on Nov. 7 and undergone

extensive tests.

The magazine Paris Match and the mass
circulation daily newspaperFrance -Solr also

discussed rumors that have been around for

several years that Mitterrand is suffering

from cancer.

find- it all spoiled with nails and things -

hanging from nails.''

"That concludes your ease," f said sol-

emnly, “Let the defense take tbe floor. -

Rebut the prosecution, dear lady, and
spare us no detail."

#
"I don't know about any case," shesaid.

evenly." All I wanted to do was ask you to.

ask him about his snoring, and -why he
doesn't want to do anything about it'*

“That." I said judiciously, "put* an -

entirely new complexion on picture, lean
~

see the whole business of nails as So much
whitewash — or indeed a rod herring.

Snoring is tbe heart ofthe matter. So, sir,

please state your case and
.
do n't give me

anything about nails.''

“AH men snore." he said sullenly.
“ '

"Even her sainted father. You ask her.

Even that paragon of all manly virtues was
a confirmed snorer."

“My father,” she said angrily, “made
peaceful, even melodious, noises in his

sleep. Sometimes we even thought it was a

nightingale giving its he art-meking gong
and not the old man so., or, not the bid

man making melodious noises."

•

I knew that we'U get nowwhCre. -

“Recess," I said. “You said something
about baraya being on the menu for

lunch.”

excessive fashion." He added; “I work every

day from 10 a.m., to 9 p.m., I see 40 people a

day. I have a daily working lunch an I have

never had to cancel and appointment"
He said his hospital stay was pan of a

routine checkup, the results of Which would
be made public in December. Mitterrand said

he had no idea why his aideschecked him into

the hospital under an assumed name. ~

He addfd that he himself was “ a very poor

patient”-in general because “I haven't been

rick enough to have to stay in bed for 42

years.".
1

.

Mitterrand, 65, answered reporters' ques-

tions for about half an hour before attending
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Mitterrand conceded he had hurt his back a opening ceremonies of an exhibition on

?it last month “while playing tennis in an micro-processors.

NCB
OPPORTUNITIES
FOR SAUDI YOUTHS
The National Commercial Bank is pleased to announce job
vacancies at various levels for Saudi Nationals holding
university degrees and high school certificates. The Bank’s
comprehensive three-year training programme involves
study periods in the Kingdom and abroad.

The jobs carry the following benefits

1 . Attractive salaries

2. Periodical allowances
3. Annual Bonus equivalent to three months’ salary
4. Housing allowance equivalent to three months’ salary
5. Free medical treatment for the employee and his

family

For an interview, please contact:

Personnel Department,
General Management Office, Third Floor
A1 Baghdadiya,
P.O.Box: 3555, Jeddah

OR any of the Bank’s branches throughout the Kingdom.
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Main Office: Jeddah, P.O. Box 3555, Tel: 6443404
Telex: 401086 - 401102. Cable: BANKSAUDI
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With Salim still in fray

New candidates fight shy ofU.N. race

Skepticism oyer Walesa move

Poles pin hope on Bonn talks

Translated from Askarq Al-Amat

Mitterrand admits visit to hospital
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